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FOREWORD
Coomabaswamy's A New Approach to the Vedas, Luzac ami Company,
v1933, The Tmmformalion of Nature in Art, Harvard University Pres
1934. mid the present volume, which is published under the auspices of the
Harvard-Ycurbing Inst itute, are based on the following convictions, which
have gradually been developing in his mind.
In the first place, Buddhist art in India — and that is practically equiv¬
alent to saying art in India — begins about the second century before
Christ with a well-developed set of symbols in its iconography. It does
not seem possible to completely separate Buddhism as religion and as art
from the main current of Indian religion anti art, or to think that these
symbols suddenly developed as a new creation. Therefore Coomaraswamy
proceeded to study from a new point of view the symbolism which pervades
the whole early Vedic literature of India, trying to discover whether con¬
cepts expressed symbolically in the literature of the ankonic Vedic period ✓
may not have found their first iconographae expression in early Bud¬
dhist art.
In the second place, he noted many surprising similarities between
passages in the mediaeval Christian theologians and mystics, such as St
Thomas, Meister Eckhart, Ruysbroeck, and Bohme. and passages in the
Vedic literature — similarities so striking that many sentences from the
*

Christian writers might be taken as almost literal translations of Sanskrit

’

sentences, or vice versa. The conviction developed in him that mystical /
.

theology the world over is the same, and that mediaeval Christian theology
might Ijc used as a tool to the better understanding of ancient Indian
theology. This theory he proceeded to apply even to the Rig Veda, assum¬
ing, contrary to the general opinion, no complete break in thought between
the Rig Veda and the Brahman as and Upanishads. In many obscure and
so-called ''mystical’' stanzas of the Rig Veda and Atharva Veda he finds
the same concepts vaguely hinted at which are employed in a more de¬
veloper! form in Brahmanism and Buddhism.
The present study of the rlrce of Life, the Earth-Lotus the WordWheel, the Lotus-Throne, and the Fiery Pillar tries to show that these
symbols can be traced back beyond their first representation in Buddhist -
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iconography through the anieonic period of the Brahmanical Vedas, even
into the Rig Vedic period itself, and that they represent a universal
Indian symbolism and set of theological concepts.
Objective linguistics is apparently near the end of its resources in dealing
with the many remaining obscurities of Rig Vedic phraseology. This new
metaphysical approach is welcome even though to the matter-of-fact lin¬
guist it ms) seem that ideas arc not being built up on the basis of words but
that words are being made to fit ideas.
IIaHVARD UxU'KftSITT

June 27,1034

Walter Eugene Clark

"Symbols cannot be studied apart from the references which j
they symbolise.'’
Ogden and Richards, The Meaning of Meaning, p. 2fl
"To determine the import of names is the same as to deter¬
mine the fundamental character of concepts.’'
Stcherbutsky, Buddhist Logie, I, p. 45'J
"I speak thus (in images) because of the frailty of the intelli¬
gence of the tender children of men.’' " But since Ihou takeat
thy stand upon the principles (d/uiriMe»u), how is it that thou
dost not enunciate the First Principle {tattvam) explicitly?”
"Because, although I refer to the First Principle, there is not
■my 'tiling’ in Intellect corresponding to the reference 'First
Principle,'”
Lankfoaiara Stitra, II, 112 and 114
“The picture is not in the colors-the Principle (fatfcom) tran¬
scends the letter.”
Lankfivafurn Sutra, II, 118-119
M irate la doUrimi, chi s'aacomle, sotto il tdame degli rent strani.
Dante, Inferno, IX, 61

PART I

tree of life, earth-lotus, and
WORD-WHEEL

PART I

TREE OF LIFE, EARTH-LOTUS, AND
WORD-WHEEL
“Die MciLsrhhf’it,.. WTOItihi me, in die grcifbnti* oder

widanujtonbare T»nn

tv liriiigrti, wir kswtiien ^ *u naterinluen, was ungTnEW, nicbtw*hinchmbar M.
Sie wlmCt Symbol.Schriftoeicben, RukbUd ans jrdiwhcn Stuff utn
ihocD uwl
iiinUif iKaeii dia fcooflt unKbuibant msvwptelBjftnj fit*Mur mid (^Uhcbi C^hohmi.
— Walter An&TM, Die imisths S&ukt Uniform odtrSymbolf
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The iconography irupa-bhcAn) of Indian and Far Eastern art has l>een dis¬
cussed hitherto almost exclusively with respect to the identification of the
various hypostases as represented “anthropomorphically” m the later art.
Here it is proposed to treat those fundamental elements of Buddhist sym¬
bolism which predominate in the earlier nnieomc art, and are never dis¬
pensed with in the later imagery, though they are there subordinated to the
"human” icon. In neither case is the symbol designed as though to func¬
tion biologically: as symbol (prarfSfe*) it expresses an idea, and is not the
likeness of anything presented to the eye’s intrinsic faculty.1

Nor is the

an iconic image less or more the likeness of Him, First Principle, who is
no thing, but whose image it is, than is the "human” form. To conceive
of Him as a living Tree, or as a Lamb or Dove, is no less sound theology
than to conceive of Him as Man, who is not merely mfiMmjn-hiukika but
mrm-laukika, not merely m&msa-raupya but inSva-mupya. not human
merely but of Universal Form.* Any purely anthropomorphic theology is to
that extent specifically limited; but He takes on vegetative, thcriomorphie,
and geometrical forms and sounds just as much and just as little as he dona
flesh.3 So the Bodhisatfcvn vows that he will not be U tterly Extinguished
until the last blade of grass dull have reached its goal
What has been said above is to dispel the notion that in discussing
symbolism we arc leaving life behind us; on the contrary, it is precisely by
means of symbols that ars imitntur naturam in sua opemtume, all other
“imitation” being idolatry. Before proceeding, it only remains to be said
that if any particular stress seems to be laid on Buddhism, this is strictly
*1

leaking an accident. Buddhism in India represents a heterodox develop-

me.it, all that is metaphysically "correct” ipravuU) in its ontology and
C3]
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symbolism being derived from the primordial tradition; with the slight
necessary transpositions, indeed, the greater part of what is said could be
directly applied to the understanding of ('liristian art . In the following dis¬
cussion, no ideas or opinions of my own are expressed, everything being
taken directly, and often verbally, from Yedic or Buddhist sources.
It has often been remarked that in Pali texts there is no express tradi¬
tion prohibiting the making of anthropomorphic images of the TathSgata,
originally "So-come" or " So-gone," later "Who has entered into the Such¬
ness," which might account for the designation of the Buddha only by auiconic symbols in the early art.* And this is essentially true; the representa¬
tion by an iconic symbols is not in kind a Buddhist invention, but represents
tire survival of an older tradition,1 the anthropomorphic image becoming a
psychological necessity only in bhakti-vada offices. However, the KalingabodhiJsiaka (J., IV, 228), in the Introduction, enunciates what amounts to
such a prohibition, and may well have been the point of view current in
Buddhist circles at a much earlier date than can be positively asserted for
the Jutaka text. Here Anunda desires to set up in the Jetavana a substitute
for the Buddha, so that people may be able to make their offerings of
wreaths and garlands at the door of the Ganrihakuti, as pujanlyattharui, nut
only when the Buddha is in residence, but also when he is away preaching
the Dharma elsewhere. The Buddha asks how many kinds of hallows
(cetiya)6 there are, "Three," says Ananda, with implied reference to con¬
temporary non-Buddhist usage, “ viz;*, those of the body (aoifrtifoi), those of
association {jiaribhogaku)? and those prescribed (uddesifca),” The Buddha
rejects the use of bodily relics on the obvious ground that such relics can
only be venerated after the Parinibbana. He rejects the "prescribed" sym1k>1s also because such are "groundless and merely fanciful" (avattukam
manamattafmm), that is to say only artificially and by convention referable
to the absent being for whom a substitute is desired; the terms as employed
here in a derogatory sense can only mean "arbitrary." So "Only a Mahiihodhi-rukkha, Great-Wisdomrtree, that has been associated with a Buddha
is fit to be a cetiya, whether the Buddha be still living, or Absolutely Ex¬
tinguished," This occurs also in the Afaiii&bodhivatma, PTS. ed. p. 5fJ.
In the absence of specific definition, it may he assumed that the class of
"associated" symbols included also such other anieonie representations as
the wheel (cobra), feet (pddnka), Insula (" nandi-pada
and/or other geo[4]
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metrical, vegetative, or even theriomorphic forms actually met with in
early Buddliist art* It is true that, like the tree, these symbols had older
than Buddliist application, and one could imagine objections made accordingiy — had not Sujata indeed mistaken the Bodhieattva for a rukkhadevatd? But where no objection had been made to the tree, none could have
Ijeen logically raised in connection with the other symbols. These in fact
came into use in connection with the setting up of local cetiyas as objects of
reverence, as substitutes for pilgrimage to the original sites, the different
symbols serving, as is well known, to differentiate between the several
Events. The wheel, for example, bad special reference to the first
preaching in Benares. At the same time, the use of such symbols, with
their in he rent metaphysical implications, must have contributed to the
early definition of the mythical Buddhology. It is perhaps because the
J&tako passages do not yet take account of Four Events, but only of
the most imiiortant, the Great Awakening
a recent event from the
HlnaySna point of view
that the Buddha is made to say tliat a Buddha
can only be represented rightly by a Great-Wisdom-tree,
By utldesika, "prescribed/- corresponding to vyakfa, “manifest,” in the
Brahmanical classifications of icons, we should expect that anthropoinorpi,!,- images were indicated, and this is confirmed in the KhuddakapapmAtthakam (PTS. ed., 1915, p. 222), where uddisBoka-cetiyatii is explained
by buddha-pa&nS, “an image of the Buddha.” Notwithstanding that a use
of antliropomorphic images of any kind must have been rare in the Buddha's
lifetime, it is clear that the Commentators understood that the Buddha’s
own position was definitely iconoclastic. It is true tliat the Buddha image,
with its non-human takkhanw, ran no more than other Indian images be
thought of as the likeness of a man, nevertheless the objection made must
have depended on the generally human appearance of such images, this
appearance being inappropriate to Mm who was “not a man.” We ought
perhaps rather to say that it was in this way that the ancient custom of
using predominantly aniconic imagery was thus explained and justified.
The attitude of those who actually made use of anthropomorphic images is
defined in the Divydvad&na, Ch. XXVI. where it is explained that those who
look at earthen images lmprmnyu-praiikftt) “do not honor the clay as such,
but without regard thereof, honor the deathless principles referred to (amarv&nhjM) in the earthen images,” The rendering of uddemka as“pre-
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scribed ” is supported by Hie caressed ijathdisamdistmn in the Dimj&mdana
passage cited below.
The Ruddhu is represented as dealing again with the same problem in
later life, and now iMahapurimhbdna Suita, V, 8 and 12 = Dujha Nik&ija
II, 140-142), in view of his approaching death, he declares that after the
Total Extinction there are four places proper to be visited by the commu¬
nity, and these “places which should stir deep feeling” (samvejamydni
thandni, of. ptyamyrttihuna cited above) are those at which the four crises of
the Buddha's life had been passed. Wit h respect to the edification resulting
from such visits, we are told that at the sight of thcl/mpa of the Raja Cakkavatti "the hearts of many shall be made calm and glad.”
Later traditions represent the Buddha himself as having not merely
sanctioned but actually instituted the use of anthropomorphic images.
Thus, according to the Divy&vaiUtna, p. 547, Rudr&yanta (sc. Ud&y&na)
desires a means of making offerings to the Buddha when he is absent; the
Blessed One said “Have an image of the Tathiigala drawn on canvas, and
make your offering thereto ” (tath6gqta-praiitn&n pate likhupat/itm, etc.).
Rudriiyana calls his painters (cittakara). They say that they cannot grasp
the Blessed One's exemplum (na Saknuvanti bhagamta nimitUim udgrahiturn), The Blessed One says that is because they are affected by lassitude
(kheda, equivalent to SUhifasamddki in Afdlatdkdtfnimtea, II, 2), but
“bring me a piece of canvas'’ (api lit patakam anay a). Then the Blessed
One projected his similitude upon it (infra .. chdyd ut&rsta), and said
“complete it with colors’' {mngaih purayata), adding that certain texts
are to be written 'iikfcilavyUtt i) below. And so “everything was by them
depicted according to prescription" (ijalhiUaiiidistmh sarvam abhUikkUam).
According to the version of this legend preserved by Hslian-tsang fBeal.
Life, p. 91) it was an image of sandal-wood rather than a painting that was
made for Udayaim; a skilled imager was transported to the TraynstrimSas
heaven by Maudgalyayanii, and after contemplating there the appearance
and features of the Buddha, who was preaching the Law to his mother, the
artist was brought back to earth and carved the figure in his likeness. This
image, which Hsuan-tsang identified with one that lie saw at KausambI,
was nevertheless as lie mentions elsewhere (St-yvrki, Beal, Records . . ., II,
p. 322) borne through the air (we may interpret, “transferred as a mental
image in the mind of a sculptor ”} to Khotan, and there became the arche-
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type of innumerable later copies, which are regarded as possessing a simili¬
tude of uni vocation, so that we find at Long Men a statue called " Ud&yanaV fChavannes, Mission archeologiqtte . . pp. 391-2). There is also
the tradition of si ill another image, made in gold after the Buddha’s final
departure, and it is with reference to an image in this "succession” that an
inscription of about GGo at Long Men (Chavannes, toe. n't., p. 302), re¬
marks "Si I'influcnce et 1c modele nc disparurent pas. e'est grace it ecla”
where the thought expressed in tantamount to this, that the image is still
his whose image it is. With respect to such traditional representations it
is also said in an inscription of G41 (Chavunnes, toe, cii.t p, 340-1) “Le
K’i-choest devant nos yeux; Nii-kie [>eut <\tre representee,” that is, "when
we look at these statues, it is just as if we saw the Buddha himself on
Vulture Peak, or his likeness in the cave at Nfig&rabSra” (where he left
his "shadow” (cf. ckdyfi tUstrsfa in the Divy&vudiinn passage cited above).
As the Long Men inscription of 543 (Chavannes, ioc. cit.) reminds us, " they
cut the stone of price in imitation of his supernatural person." In the ab¬
sence of the past manifestation in a human body (as Aakyamuni) and
before the future manifestation (of Maitreya) the Wayfarer resorts to a
means of access to the transcendental principles from which all mani¬
festations proceed. The image merely as such is of no value; all depends
on what he does who looks at it; what is expected of him is an act of con¬
templation such that when he sees before him the characteristic linea¬
ments, it is for him as though the whole person of the Buddha were present;
he journeys in the spirit to the transcendent gathering on Vulture Peak
(Saddhnrmu Piqularika, Cb. XV). Aesthetic and religious experience are
here indivisible; rising to the level of reference intended, "his heart is
broadened with a mighty understanding'’ (inscription of 641, Chavannes,
p. 340). Cf. Mus, Le Buddha ptiri., ., BJ3FEO., 1923, pp, 248-9. The
experience of those who beheld the likeness of Buddha is further described
at length in the DwydmdSua, Ch. XXVI, in connection with Mara’s exhi¬
bition of the Buddha’s similitude.
Our present concern is, however, primarily with the nmconir represen¬
tations! and first of all with the symbolic representation by means of the
Tree. That the ancient symbol of the Tree of Life, vrksa ( = rukkha), mnasptiii,akmya-tiata, or eka akvatthn of the Vedas and Upanisads, should thus
have been chosen to represent the Buddha is highly significant; for as we
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have already indicated, every traditional symbol necessarily carries with it
its original values, even when used or intended to be used in a more re¬
stricted sense. In order to appreciate the full content of Buddhist symbol¬
ism we must accordingly take into account the fundamental implications
of the symbols employed; in fact only a knowledge of the symbols in their
total significance will suffice for an understanding of their values as they
are^employed in connection with the developed Buddhology. To sum up,
then, the pro-Buddhist and some possibly later references;s the Tree of
life, synonymous with all existence, all the worlds, ;dl life, springs up, out,
or dow n into space J from lbs root in the navel centre of the Supreme Be¬
ing, Vanina, Mahayak$a. Asura, Brahman, as he lies extended on the
back of the Waters, the possibilities of existence and the source of his
abundance. That Tree is ids procession (vlkrama, prasaram, pravrili) in a
likeness \miirta), the emanation of his fiery-energy (tejaz) as light, the spira¬
tion of his breath (pr&na); he is its wise, indestructible mover (rerim) .10
The “Lord of the Forest” (wmaapaft) is already in the Vedas a familiar
symbol of the supreme deity in his manifested asjwct. There may be cited,
for example, Rg Veda, I, 24, 7, "King Varuna aa pure act Lifted up in the
Unground the summit (sftfpmn) of the Tree”; I, 164, 20-21, "Two Fairwings {suparrtfih, birds, angels) in conjoint amity rest in the one same Tree;
one eats the tasty fig ipippafam), the other looketli on mid does not eat...
there those Fairwings sing incessantly their part of lasting-life”; Varuna,
Prajapati, or Brahman manifesting as the moving spirit in the cosmic Tree
is called a Yaksa. cf. Atharva Veda, X, 7,38, "A great Yak§a proceetling in
a seething on the back of the waters, in whom abide whatever Angels be,
as brandies of the Tree that are round about its trunk,” and Kena Up,,
15-26, "What Yak$a is this? — Bralmmn.”
The description of the World-tree in the Maitri Up,. VI. 1-4, VII, 11,
and VI, 35, may be quoted at length:
"There are verily two forms of Brahmau, with and without likeness
{miirta, (miirta). Now the That which is in a likeness is contingent
a); the That which is imageless is essential (salya) Brahman, light.
That Light is the light of the Supernal-Sun. He verily becomes with Oil as
Self. He assumed a Trinity, for the OM has three factors, and it is by these
that ‘the whole world is woven, warp and woof, on Him/ As it has been
said, ‘beholding that the Supernal-Sun is OM, unify therewith thyself/ ...
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The threefold Brahman has his root above, His branches are space, air,
fire, water, earth, and the rest. This is called the Single Fig-tree [eka
aSmitkd) - and therein inheres the fiery-energy (tejm) that is the SupernalSun ,. . the One Awakener (eka sambodhayitf)., . . This, verily, is the
intrinsic form of space in the vacuity of the imvard man (antarbhuiasya
ktie); that is the supreme fiery energy (tejan), determined as the Trinity of
Fire, Supernal-Sun, and Spirit . ., the Imperishable-Wort 1, OM. And by
that Imperishable-Word, the fiery-energy awakens (ndbudhyuli), spring
lip, and expands; that is verily an everlasting basis iulnrnUi) for the vision
of Brahman. In the spirntion it has its place in the dark-heat t hat ema¬
nates light, proceeding upwards as Is the way of smoke when the wind
blows, as a branching forth in the firmament, stem after stem . , , allpervading as contemplative vision. ... He who is yonder, yonder Person
in the Supernal-Sun, I my-Self am He."
Here the World-tree becomes a " Burning Bush/' in an imagery closely
related to that by which in several Vedic texts Agni is spoken of as a cosmic
pillar, supporting all existences. Almost all of this is valid Buddhology, if
only we substitute “Buddha-’ for "Brahman," remember the large part
played by the concept of the Fiery-Eoergy (tejas) even in canonical texts,
and bike account of the early iconography as well as of the literature. Es¬
pecially noteworthy is the designation of the "Single Fig-tree" as the
World-form of lhe "One Awakener” (eka mmbodhayitr) and "enduring
basis of the vision of Brahman " (brabna-dhlydlamba); for just so also is the
Buddha's Fig-tree (ah'aitha) constantly spoken of as the " Great Awaken¬
ing" {imhdrsambttdln); being the chosen symbol of the Buddha’s unseen
essence, it is an enduring basis for the vision of Buddha; it might have
been called in Pali Tathagata-jtulndlambn, cf. the terms (immbiifia, CirtiraJUi,
vpadarsana, used of the Tathagata’s various manifestations, Saddfwmui
Pitndnrika, text, p, 318, and Mamba = trimya-grakana, Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakotoi, I, 34, and II, 34, b-d. The Maim SukiulruU-1 ry&ka , 32. in
fact, merely paraphrases the words of the Maitri Up. cited above, when
it is said that "All those beings that are constant in never turning away
from the vision of that Bodhi-tree are by the same token constant in never
losing sight of the supreme and perfect Awakening" (iaeya bodhi-vrk$Qsya
. . . yad uta anuttaruydh euihyuk-nambodheh), In the Maitri Up. text the
expression udbuilliyati, "awakens," applied to the Tree, is significant, and
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Hko tine designation ufarbudh, "awakened at dawn,” which in the Rg Veda
is commonly applied to Agni, recalls him who is typically buddha, the
11 Wake/'11 As for the Fiery-Energy (teyaa), this is the element of fire pres¬
ent as an unseen energy in all existences, but preeminently manifested
by Arhats or the Buddha, e. g. in the case of the "Double Miracle,” the
"Conversion of Kasaapu,” or when (Sarngutta Nik&ya, I. 144) the Buddha
takes his seat in the firmament immediately above Brahma. In Theragdfha,
1095, where amhniUi is clearly synonymous with Buddhahood, the uggetejo, “sharp fiery-energy,” is the flaming sword of Understanding (pannd
= -prujM) whereby Mara is defeated. In Dhammajtuda, 3S7, the Buddha
"glows with fiery-energy/’ iupati hjnwJAmongst the late Andhra reliefs from Amariivatl may be seen numerous
remarkable representations of the Buddha as a limy pillar, with wheelmarked feet, supported by a lotus, and with a tmiila “ head” (Figs- 4-10);11
these have been almost completely ignored by students of Buddhist ico¬
nography/4 Remembering, however, (1) that Agni is bora of the ’W aters, or
more directly from the Earth as it rests upon the Waters, hence specifically
from a lotus (puskara), Rg Veda, VI, 10,13, and (2) is frequently spoken of
us the pillar that supports all existences, e. g. Rg Veda, 1,50, 1-2, and IV,
13. 5, it is clear that the Buddhist fiery pillars represent the survival of a
purely Vedic formula in which Agni iB represented as the axis of the Uni¬
verse, extending as a pillar between Earth and Heaven/4
No less remarkable than the fiery pillars of Amaravatl is the unique
representation of a Buddha in the form of a kofpa-^vfLstt or wishing—tree
at SaficI (Fig. l)/# This Tret; of Life is like the fiery pillars at Amaravatl as
to its head and wheel-marked feet, but its trunk is built up of superimposed
lotus palmettos,17 and hears laterally by way of fruits pearl garlands and
other jewels suspended from pegs such as are elsewhere spoken of as ntr^adnnta. It may be remarked that only perhaps a century later {Malta SukhdvalVrijfiha, lfi, and again, Suddharma PutidlurVca, Y, 29-33) the seekers
after Buddhaiiood are compared to small and great herbs, and small and
great trees, and that Sukhavatl is said to he crowded with jewelled trees
made of precious metals and gems, presumably representing various de¬
grees of enlightenment. The jewel-tree of Sand corresponds directly to the
Bodhi-treeof AmitAyus, Ta thagata, described in the Malta SufdtavafVvyQha,
31: “A thousand gojanaa in height , . . it is always in leaf, always in flower,
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always in fruit, of a thousand hues and various foliage, flower, and fruit
,. . it is hung with golden strings, adorned with hundreds of golden chains
*. * strings of rose pearls and strings of black pearls - * . adorned with
symbols of the makata, stnstika, nandyavartu, and moon . . . according to
the desires of living beings, whatever their desire may be,” Such a symbol
as this, though assuredly of Buddhist import, is not of Buddhist origin;
even the words “fulfilling the desires of lin ing beings, whatever they may
be” ring strangely in the ambient of early Buddhist monasticism. All this
implies in relatively early Buddhism already existing Mahajrlmsfc tend¬
encies, which arc really a prolongation of Vedie tradition. Amitilyus, "Im¬
measurable Life/’ corresponds to innumerable Vedic designations of Agni.
often also invoked as Vanaspati, “Lord of the Forest,” or " lung of Trees,”
as Visv&yus, “Life Universal,” or KkAyus, “The One Life”; Axnit&bha
to Vedic notions of the all-seeing Bun, or Agni whose beams dispel all dark¬
nesses. cf. f. 65. 5 durebhft, “shining from afar. ' and Y1 10,
paprau . . *
urn d>lredr&ft bfidm, “filled heaven and earth with a far-seen light." It is
certainly not impossible Hint the notions “ Amitayus1' and " Amit&hha”
had received a Buddhist interpretation in or before l he first century u.c.:
this need not lmve prevented a connection of the jewelled tree with Sakyatmmi, who is in fact the earthly counterpart of AmitAbha.
The World-tree then, equally in and apart from its Buddhist applica¬
tion, is the procession of incessant life. Standing erect and midmost in
the garden of life, extending from Earth to Heaven, branching throughout
Space (we shall see Inter that “space” is “witliin you”), that is the one
Washing-tree {kappa-rukklta, kalpa~vj*kf<i) that yields the fruits of life, all
that every creature calls "good.” Buddhism interprets this, sis it interprets
the corresponding symbol of the Dluirmacakra, from an edifying point of
view: that Wisdom-tree (jSam-druma) "whose roots strike deep into sta¬
bility . . , whose flowers are moral acts . . . which bears righteousness
{dharmd] as its fruit , . , ought not to be felled,” BuddhacariUi, XIII, G5.
But amongst the accidents of being, the fruits of life, are uLso the wages of
desire, that is our mortality, jord-murtt/tit. all that every existence, each
embodied will to life, calls "evil ” tio the World-tree, as an exteriorization
of the Will to Life, kamat and corresponding Craving, tartha. tmto, from the
point of view of all those who would be nalighted is a tree to be felled at the
root: in Buddhism, a " vine of coveting (tanha-latfi), who shall cut (chind)
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it off?” (Therag&hd, 761 and 1094). For in a modeless mode there is a
Principle “ higher and other than the World-t ree * . the B ringer of Truth
(dharrna) and Remover of Evil (papa),” SneUi&wttara Up., \ l, 6; note the
M Buddhist ” ring of these Aupanlfada expressions. He who Understands,
or who is become a Cornprehensor, ya emm tndvSn a Buddha, who beholds
the tree with seeing and undcsirous eyes, sees in it the One Awakener, eka
sambodhajfitr. the Great Awakening. mahOsambodhi. By that very Under¬
standing, patina, prajnd, he fells it at the root, asvattham . . . chittvd, Bhu~
gatrad Gita. XV, 3, he is quit of Brahma, quit of Mara at one stroke;,s for
him the Garden of Life, prdndrdma, becomes the Circle of Wisdom, Bodhimandn (-la); for him the world is voided of any twrsonal content, of any
self or Self, and as andtmya, anaita, he is emancipated from mortality,
Totally Extinguished, parininvta. But he who desires and eats the fruits
or shoots fvisaya-pravdl&ft, Bhagavad Gitti. X\ , 2), be he nmn or angel, and
thereby comes into operation or existence, thereby also perishes at last, for,
as is repeatedly enunciated in the Pali Buddhist canon, Vi hatsoever has
an origin, in that is inherent the necessity of dissolution,” He only whose
desires are all liberated (pramveyante), who does not desire, becomes im¬
mortal iarnria], being very Brahman goes to Brahman (Brhaddravyaka
Up., IV, 4, 6, and 7): that is, in Buddhist terms is parinibbuta, punnirvdUt,
in Christian terms is dead and buried in the Godhead, having died to God
and all his works.1* Inasmuch as works of any kind are necessarily pur¬
poseful, being undertaken with an end in view, it is a perfectly correct
theology which represents Brahma, Buddha, or God, qua Creator or qua
Saviour, as a mortal being, uttering a Word which as it is in itself cannot
be thought or spoken, Dharmacakra-pmvartuna, then , has an essential con¬
tent wider than that of merely “ Preaching the Gospel it implies the cre¬
ation of the world, and in this capacity as LokapitS, and equivalent to
Brahma, the Buddha can only be thought of as prajd-kdmya, philoprogen¬
itive; even in early Buddhism, that the Buddlia teaches (and at first he hesi¬
tates to do so) is because he is moved by compassion. “Philoprogenitive”
and “compassionate” are to Ise understood, of course, In a metaphysical,
not in a sentimental, sense.
The distinction between Nirvana and Parinirvann is no less fundamen¬
tal and necessary t han that of God from Godhead in Christianity.10 Those
who maintain the “rationalism” of early Buddhism may deny the value
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of its theological development, yet the fact remains that without this de¬
velopment and such distinctions Buddhist, and Christian iconography
would be devoid of intelligible meaning; the only Buddhist or Christum art
which could have existed must have been an art of realistic portraiture,
"in memory" of the Founders and their Saints. For example, the repre¬
sentation of the Parinirvana by the stupa, essentially a tomb, or alter¬
natively by the actual scene of death, is altogether appropriate, whether
we regard the Great Decease from a human or a transcendental point of
view. In the same way the Bfkadaranyakn Up,, I. 2, speaks of That
which is logically antecedent to the Self, and whereto the Self returns
un-Selfed, as "Death" and "Privation.” Again the double negative,
privation being here privation of a limiting affirmation,11
To think of these as "pessimistic" expressions is to confuse Existence
with Being and Non-being, destiny with liberty. Beside the Buddha's
death-bed only Brahnui and those Arhats who were "the same" in single¬
ness anti wisdom shed no tears; Angels such as Indra wept and wailed, be¬
ing still attached to their and to Ids existent Personality. At the same time,
it was taken for granted that the possibilities of existence amply provided
for those who clung to individual immortalities throughout immeasurable
aeons; this would be in familiar Christian terms until the " Last Judg¬
ment"; the indiv idual could not be liberated from limiting conditions, from
himself, unless by Ids own effort, much less against, his will. A majority of
Buddhists, like the majority of Christians, looked forward to a resurrection
in “Heaven,” Sukh&vati, beholding God or Buddha face to face. The
Buddha by no means denied such possibilities; hut he taught a W ay leading
to an End beyond Heaven, though he would not, because he could not, God
himself could not, explain or define that End in any language, save only in
terms of negation.
Although their history and significance can hardly yet be fully ex¬
plained, some consideration of the symbolic forms representing the head
and feet of the jewelled Tree of Life at Sailci and the Fiery Pillars at Amaravatlis necessary. Thetrimbi. in Buddhism (Figs. 1,4,23,etc.),commonly
understood to denote the jewel-trinity (ratna-fruya) of Buddha, Dhamrn,
and Sarigha, is certainly not exclusively of Buddhist nor even wholly of
Buddhist and Jaina (Fig. 17) significance; Buddhism, as usual, is adapting
an older symbolism to its immediate purposes. SGaart lLa ttgende du
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Bouddha, p. 484} already regarded the Buddhist iriMa as a Fire symbol;
we could think of it as naturally representing eit her the three aspects of
Agni Vaifivanara, or the primordial Agni its the triunity of the Several
Angels* This would not in any way conflict with the Saiva association sug¬
gested by Marshall, Mohenjodam, p. 55, of. our Figs, 21, 22, and indicated
also by the use of the symbol in connection with Siva at a later time, e, g.
on the Saiva coins of Kadphisea II and on the Saiva seal from Sirkap,
A.S.I., A.R., 1914-15, p. 51 and PI. XXIV.1- That the form corresponds to
that of Siva's trident in the later iconography is indeed evident enough. It
has not been so much observed that if the symbol is doubled, so as to con¬
sist of two addorsed tridents connected by a common stem, there is ob¬
tained the usual form of the vajra, or if quadrupled that of the fourfold
vajra. Ill our representations (Figs. 1, 4, 6, etc.), the tri&uM forms the ter¬
mination of a stem or trunk which we have been able to identify with the
pillar (skambha) that supporte-apart Heaven and Earth, and with the
aide-tree (ak$a) of the Solar chariot, i. e. with the axis of the Universe.51
Recalling now the kenning aksa-ja = vajra, it is not implausible to assume
that our trikula may also lx1 thought of as a Single vajra,"
What we know of the form of the Vedic vajra suggests in fact that it was
oft he single type; lig T reda, 1,52,15, tells us that it was pronged (bhr^mt),
T, 121, 4, that it was three-pointed (trikakubh) .** In Rij Veda, IV, 22, 2,
the vajra is said to be a four-angled rain-producer (vr&imdhim catumbrm),
and in Aitamja Brdhmana, X, 1, to lx- eight-angled. In R<) Veda, VIII,
7.22, the Maruts are said to have "put it together joint by joint" (parm&n
Mini dodhuli) ; in I, SO, 6, and VI, 17,10, it is spoken of as hundred-jointed
,iataptirvan), and in the latter text also as thousand-pointed (for joints
or nodescf. Figs. 2,3,41, 42). It, may be noted that in liy Veda, VJf 22, H,
Indra's weapon is called parvata: Sayana is probably right in saying that
this refers not to the ■' mountain/' but to the many-jointed vajra (hah a-parmail mjrt na). In the Rg Veda generally the vajra is said to have 1*?en
made by the Divine Craftsman, Tva^tf, who is "most skilled in handi¬
works’1 (apasdm apastamah, X, 53, 9), and hence the vajra itself is called
"most well-made” (svapaMtamam, 1, 61, fi, where also it is said to be "of
the nature of light/’ waryam, as in V, 31. 4, where it is "glittering/'
dyimantaui). The vajra is wielded typically by Tndra, who represents the
temporal power
in relation to Agni as spiritual power \brahma);
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and after the weapon, Tndra is styled vtijrin. vajra-bdhu, etc. With, the
vajra he slays the dragon, Yftra, Su?na, or Ahi, ami thus brings nl>out the
whole cosmic manifestation. In the Buddha legend, the Veche defeat of
Alu-Yrtra is represented (l) in the Mam-dh&rgann, and (2) in the Buddlin's
defeat of the serpent on the occasion of the conversion of the Ja^ilas. It
may be observed that in the Mnm-dliarsana, Mara makes use of the char¬
acteristic weapons of Vjtra (d. fig Veda, I, 32. 13), ami that the affrighted
Angels desert the Bodliisattva, as they do Indra in the battle with Vftra
(Rt, Veda, IV, 8, 11; VIII, 93, 14-15; VI11, 96, 7; Aitareya lirSkmana,

IV. 5); while in the Conversion of the Lit Hus, the serpent is referred to as
(tM-ndga (Mahdvagga, I. 15, 7). In northern Buddhism .Mara is sometimes
identified with Namuci.
Further as to the shape of the mjm, Aitareya Bmhmuna, II, 35, tells us
that it was narrow at the beginning, and divided above like a club or axe,
comparison being made with the bifurcation of human legs (cf. Voucher,
Beginnings of Buddhist Art, PI. I, Pig* 6); this, indeed, implies a twopronged rather than a three-pronged termination, and it may be remarked
that in actual iconography (cf. Voucher, ibid., 1‘ig. j ) the two lateral tines
are often much more conspicuous than the central tine, which is in fact a
prolongation of the stem. Type* with from one to eight tines are found
in Shmgon usage- In Saiva usage, the three-pronged tmufa is borne
by the Father (Siva), the one-pronged Mu by the Son (Karttikeyu,
Kuniara), In the Kau&aki Braimam, VI, 9, (i Vajra" is one of the eight
names of Siva.
The question of terminology offers still another problem. In European
literature, the term twwwft-pnda (lit. Nandi-foot or -trace ) has been
[!3]
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applied to the tri&ula symbol in Buddhist or presumed Buddhist usage,
this name deriving from the form nartdi-pmm inscribed beside the symbol
as found on the Padana hill near Bombay,** where hoof marks are clearly
indicated (Fig. A). 1 have argued against the general applicability of this
term** and it is far from dear that the label applies to the symbol, and not
exclusively to the hoofmarks. Yet in fact the designation " Nandi's track”
and the actual representation of hoofprmts at Padana accord well enough
with the Saiva associations, the notion of hoofprints equally well also with
an original connection with Agni; that

Siva

and Agni can be assimilated

anti in certain aspects identified needs no demonstration here. The desig¬
nation " taurine,” employed by some authors, is probably the best avail¬
able for our symbol, being appropriate equally to Agni, Siva, or Buddha.
In Rtj Veda, 1,05, L ipndaih), and IV, 5,3 (where Agni is a “mighty bull,”
and the Saman chant "naught other than the hidden track of an ox,”
padarii na gor apugUlham), the metaphor is employed of tracing the lost
Agni by his footprints; cf, X, 71,3, where the tracks (potkaftya) of Wisdom
(rac) are followed by means of the ritual sacrifice, and ibid.. Ill, 39, 6,
where Indra finds "by foot and hoof'1 (patent. . . SapJmat) the wine of life
and makes himself master of all the possibilities of existence " hidden ” or
"hoarded” in the Waters; cf. again Bjrhadaranyaka Up., IV, 4, 23, "He
should be a knower of the tracks of Brahman” (taegaiva sydt padamttam),
and ibid., 1,4, 7, "As though by a footprint (patio), indeed, one should find
the Angel” — his trace or footprint "set down in the secret place” (guhd,
githu niMlani, passim) being found “by the Sacrifice in the Seers” (Rg
Veda. X. 71.3), “in the heart” (ibid., X, 177, 1), "in the Sea, the Heart, in
living things” (antali samtdre hrdtj antar Gyttfi, ibid,, IV, 58, 11). “ Foot¬
print” or "track ” is thus tantamount to “vestige,T as understood in ScIm>
las tic phraseology: Dhmnmapuda should perhaps be translated in this sense
as " Vestige of the Law,” dhamma-padani as “traces of the Law,” cf. lig
Veda. X, 71, 3mcah padanyttm . . . rsmi gratistdm, "footprint of the Word
vested in llie Seers,” and pada as “statement,” “dictum,” in LankAvat&ra
SiUra U, 98 (see Suauki’s discussion in his translation, p. 31, note 2), One
can hardly doubt that a reminiscence of these ideas underlies the Ch‘anZen allegory of searching for the lost ox, cf. Suzuki, Essays in Zen Bud¬
dhism, pp. 357 IT.
The "tracks" by which He is to l>e found arc primarily the symbolic
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expressions of tbe ritual sacrifice and hymns, “seen " and "warded ” by the
poetic genius {Rg Veda, IX, 73,9, X, 71, 3, etc,); and in just the same way
any symbol such as our triMikt, or any other “motif” of a canonical icon¬
ography, constitutes a “track” by means of which He may be “followed
after," the symbol (pratika) being employed, not for its own sake, but as a
call to action. It is evident enough that “tracks" of this kind neither are
nor need be represented literally in the form of a spoor, the indication of
actual hoofprints at Padaiya lwing quite exceptional. If, on the other hand,
the notion be interpreted more literally and in connection with a more &n-

Fig. B.

Birth of B rail mi; El urn.

thropomorphic concept, then all the passages cited above can be quoted in
sanction and explanation of the cult of the “feet of the Lord” (paduka,
Buddha-pada, Vi§nu-pada, etc.) in Buddhist, Jaina, and Vai$nava practice
alike. And if the Tree and Fiery Pillar are supported by such feet, it is
twcausc He is firmly established (prat iff ha) on solid ground (prthirt, repre¬
sented by a lotus in the case of the Fiery Pillars), in the Waters, in the
Depths, existent isthila) in the world, that is in the last analysis “within
you," in the lotus of the heart.
From the Tree of Life we turn to consider the Earth-Lotus, In Vedic
formulation, the Tree of Life rises into Space from the navel-centre of
deity recumbent on the back of the Waters, its trunk representing the axis
of tbe Universe, its branches all extension and differentiation on whatever
plane of being. By the time that Xarayana takes the place of Vanina re¬
clining on the Waters at the dawn of a creative cycle, it is not a forest tree
(twnoapofi, often also a designation of Agni) that rises thus from the navelcentre of immortality, but a lotus. This lotus beam on its expanded flower
the Father of the World, Lokapita, Brahmii-Prajapati, whose epithets
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are “navel-bom” (nabhija), "lotus-bora” (abjaja, abja~ymi), and “lotusseated" (kamaMxana, padmdmna), while the recumbent Nfirfiyana is
“lotus-naveiled" (padmanabka, puskamridhha) (Fig. II).

Corresponding

descriptions of this "Birth of Brahnin” appear only in "late” books of the
Epic, and corresponding representations in art not liefore the fifth or sixth
century a.d„!T the archaeological data thus indicating a formulation not
much live fore the Gupta period, though, as will presently appear, the motif
is really Vcdic. In some remarkable Burmese representations (Fig. 16), the
one stem rising from the navel of the recumbent Nilrayana bears on three
flowers the Trinity of Brahma, Yi^nu, and Siva.!6 It would seem at first
sight as though the tree of the earlier texts had later been interpreted or
misinterpreted to be a lotus. The concept of the Lotus-birth of manifested
creative deity is, however, coeval with that, of the Tree of Life: and further¬
more. a dear distinction of significance is made as between the Tree and the
Lotus, the former being, as we have seen, “all existences/’ viz. "that which”
is manifest, the latter “that wherein" or "that whereon” there is and can
be manifestation. For "this lotus (of the heart, hrl-jruskara) is verily the
same as Space (akafa); these four quarters and four interquarters are its
surrounding petals," ” Maitri Up., VI, 2, ef. CfUSndogya Up., VIII, 1-3; and
it rises appropriately from the navel-centre since "the navel inabhi) of
Prajapati's world-form is the Firmament," Maitri Up., VI, 6. Again the
Lotus is explained to be the Earth, any one plane of being, that whereon
and whereby existence is supported, Taiitinya StiiithM, IV, 1,3, and IV,
2, 8, and Battipatha Brahmaya, VII, 4,1,8. Or considered as a receptacle its
implied in the expressions padma-garbha, padwa-ko&a, then “hi this Space
(tel), coextensive (yowla . . , tdp&n) with Spaoe-in-theHeart (on/or-

hrdaydkdm), are contained both Heaven and Earth . . .all is contained
therein," Chundogyn Up., VIII. 1, 3.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the subjectivity of Space, and t here¬
fore of Existence, implied in the expression “Lotus of the Heart," the pri¬
mary coimutation of the lotus symbolism must be further clarified. The
earliest references to a lot tis-l tiri h, seat, or support occur in kruti in connec¬
tion with Yasigthn and Agnt, in their capacity as the positive existence of
all things." In Rg Veda. VII. 33, 11, we have "0 Yasisthn, thou art the son
of Mitra-Varuna, Brahman, born of (tlit; Apsaras) Urvasi and of Intellect
(monos), thou the drop (drapm = relax, "seed") that fell by angelic efflux
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(daivyena brakmaxtd); the Several Angels waited upon thee in the Lotus

(p*t$kare)“ That is, Mitra-Varuna in Intellect (memos) beheld and were
beguiled by the Fascination {A psoras) of the possibditicsHjfexistence
(Waters), their seed full into the Waters, and thence arose the lotus-ground
supporting Vasi.ftba, surrounded by the Several Angels/1 In Rg Vnda, VI,
16, 13, Agni is similarly bom of or (re-)produced (niramanthaia, lit,
“rubbed” or “churned,” cf. 11 somudra-wanihuiui”) from a lotus, jmgkardf,
cf. Tmitinyti SathhitS, IV, 1, %, and Kaimtaki Brdfunarm, /'III, I, “Thee,
0 Agni, from the Lotus”; and that he is thus mothered by the Lotus

Fig. C.
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flower for leaf, as in Taittinya Samhita, V, 1, 3) merely enunciates in other
terms the epithets constantly applied to him as “ born from the bp nr navel
of the Earth” and “kinsman of the Waters."” All birth, all coming into
existence, is in fact a “being established in the Waters,” and to be "estab-"
Ashed” is to stand on any ground iprthivl) or platform of existence; he
who stands or sits upon the Lotus “ lives.”” The Vediopassages cited above
arc thus valid prototypes of the “ late” Epic legend of the Birth of Brahma;
the birth of Vasi^fha or of Agni is virtually the birth of Brahma-Prajapati
or of Ruddliu/1
Other ritual and exegetieal texts can lie cited in which the meaning of
the Lotus .is explained in the sense already deduced. Xirukta, V, 14, ex¬
plains the Lotus (puzkfim) as Firmament or Middle Space {(intarik$a),
which maintains iposnti) existences ibhutani)t cf. Mmtri Up,, VI, 2, cited
above. Taittinya Samhita, IV, 1, 3 c, and IV, 2, 8 c, = Yajasaueyi Sam-
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hii&, XIII, 2. identifies the Lotus (puskura) with the Earth, extended on
the back of the Waters, as the birthplace (yoni) of Agni. Say ana, com¬
menting on Tig Veda, VI, 16, 13, pmkardt. substitutes for puskara, pmkaraparrta, “lotus-leaf,” but explains in the traditional manner that “the
property of the lotus-leaf is that of upholding all the worlds/' puxkara■parpanya somajagad-dharakalvaS* In Satdpatha Brahmaria, VH, 3, 2, 14
Prajapati finds the lost Agni on a lotus-leaf. In the construction of the
Fire Altar (Satapatha 1Brahmana, VII, 4,1 , 7-13, VIII, 3,1,11, and X, 5. 2.
8 and 12) a lotus-leaf is laid down centrally (that is in the centre of the Uni¬
verse, as represented by the whole altar) as the "birthplace of Agni” (agniy&nitwm), the "symbol of his womb” (yoni-riipatmm), and as a chthonic
basis (pratisthd ... ppfhivydm): "the lotus means the Waters, and this
earth is a leaf thereof . . . and this same earth is Agni's womb.” On the
lotus-leaf is laid a round gold disk representing the Sun; and thus the lotusleaf becomes in effect the Sun-boat, though this is not specifically men¬
tioned. Over the Sun-disk is laid the figure of a golden man (purnxa),
representing Agiii-Prajapati, the Person in the Sun; the golden Puru$a and
the Sun-disk, lying back to back, form a Janus-type, as explained ibid,,
VII, 4, 1, IS.
Thus it is abundantly clear that the lotus, flower or leaf (see the alter¬
native representations. Figs. C, F), but in actual iconography usually
"flower,” *• arising from or resting on the Waters, represents the ground
(prthiiti) or substance of existence, both that whereon and that wherein
existence is established firmly amidst the sea of possibility. And just as il
is said of the Cosmic Horse (Varuna) that he, whose birthplace is the
Waters (setmudre yoni#), stands firm in t he Waters, and that he who under¬
stands himself stands firm wherever he may be. so we may say that he who
realises the meaning of the Lotus stands firm wherever he may be.31
The world-lotus naturally blooms in response to the rising of the Sun
*' in the beginning”; in answer to and as a reflection of the Light of Heaven
mirrored on the surface of the Waters. Earth as a reflection of Heaven is
stretched out in like measure (Taittinyn Samhitd, IV, I, 3. and TV, 2. 8),
this world is the counterpart (amtrGpam) of yonder world (Aitareya
Brdhmapa, VIII, 2); hence, no doubt, the two lotuses held by the Sun in
iconography, corresponding to Upper and Nether Waters, para and aparti
Prakrti/* However, the light, of Heaven may 1* thought of not merely as
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the Sun. but collectively as the Lights of Heaven, and so wo find in Puncavith&a Br&ktnana, XVIII, S, f>, and Mnitrayani SumhUd, IV, 4, 7. and 08,10,
a mote general statement, as follows: “Through the down ^shining (avakSSe)
of the Lights of Heaven (nak§attiin&rn) a the Lotus i putiditnka) is brought
to birth ijmjitte) ” the text further making it clear that the Lotus implies
Earth, the lights Heaven. I t is further explained, PanctmmM Br,, XYJ i i
8, 2, and 0, ft, that the wreath of lotuses put on by the Brutmian officiating
in the Raj as uy a ceremony represents sensible operation, virility, and tem¬
poral power [indrhjam, riryam, kgatram).
Some more familiar, but leas essential, aspects of the lotus symbolism,
may be alluded to in passing. Amongst these is the lot us as a metaphor of
purity: growing in the mud, it betrays no trace of its origin, nor is the
flower or leaf wetted by the water it rests upon, and such also is the truly
wise man, who lives in the world, but. is not of it. For example, SathyutUi
Nik&ya, III, 140, “Just as, Brethren, a lotus, born in the water, full-grown
in the water, rises to the surface and is not wetted by the water, even so,
Brethren, the Tathagata, bom tn the world, full-grown in the world, sur¬
passes the world, and is unaffected by the world”; or the metaphor may be
reversed, as in Chandogya Up., IV, 14,3, and Matin Up., HI. 2, where the
Self, Atman, is compared to the drop of water that rests on a lotus leaf, but
does not cling to it. It may be inferred from what was previously explained,
on the other hand, that when the image of a supreme deity is represented
with a lotus in hand as lila-kamala, “lotus of play,” it stands for the Uni¬
verse, his toy, just :is an actual lotus, lUd-kumala or lU&bja, held by a hu¬
man being, is actually his, or more often her. toy. But when the lotus is
offered by the worshipper to a deity, that would imply a rendering up of
one’s own existence to its source, a resignation of one’s own nature and
ground of separate existence; cf. .Xiruktet, V, 14, where a hermeneutic der¬
ivation of pu^kata from puj+ fair, with the sense “to perform an office,” is
jipoposed.^ Furthermore the lotus is a thing loved and admired by alb and
Ls used as a means of adornment, or lends itself to laudatory similes, as
when we speak of lotus-eyes or lotus-feet.
In actually surviving works of art we do not find representations of the
Buddha supported by a lotus-throne before the second century a.d., vis. in
the art of Gandhara, and in late Andhra works From Amaifivatl, nor, as we
have already seen, of Brahma kamal&sana before the Gupta period. A
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second century

example from Mathura is reproduced by Foucher,
L'art grfco-bmtddhique du Gandkura, Fig. 552. Long before till?, however,
at the very beginning of artistic history so far as it is recorded in per¬
manent materials, we meet with the lotus-flower employed as a support in
various ways, nor is it at all likely that these examples had not l>een pre¬
ceded by others in evanescent material, or painted. The lotus is most con¬
spicuously connected in this way with Bri-Lak§im, viz. in representations
dating from the second century bx‘. onwards; I have shown elsewhere that
these compositions are comprehensible only with reference to Yedic no¬
tions, and that early Indian art is essentially the continuation of a mainly
an iconic “ Vedic” Style."
Sri-Lak^ml is essentially Aditi, Pmkrti, Maya, Apsaras, Urvall, the
Waters, all the possibilities of existence substantially and maternally per¬
sonified. The Lotus is preeminently hers, because she is the Lotus and the
Earth, at once the source and support of all existences, Vasudhft or Vasurihara; that is, with respect to their substance, as the Supernal-Sun is
with respect to their form. So she is represented either aniconicallv by the
Lotus, os Fndma, springing from the brimming vessel (piima-yhala) of the
Waters (Fig. 23), or in human form upon the Lotus, as Padma-vasim, and
then typically as receiving a lustral bath of sowa-bearing rains downpoured from the skies by the elephants of the Quarters (Fig. 23), These
early representations occur for the most part in a Buddhist association,
though this need not be assumed for all the coins and terracottas," It has
been argued by some scholars, Foueher particularly,*3 that the representa¬
tions in a Buddhist environment, as at BhSrhat, Bodhgaya, and Sand, are
actually of Buddha nativities, a theme which would otherwise be lacking in
the series of Four Great Events, so far as the early art is concerned. Others,
myself included, have opposed this view, and not without justification inas¬
much as the formula is certainly of pre-Buddhist origin, and because what
is represented is certainly not the birth of Siddh&rtha, but rather SriUiksrnl herself, at onoe Earth-Lotus and Mother-Earth personified, Uni¬
versal Mother, Mother Nature, Aditi, Maya," the magical ground or sub¬
stance of existence, fertilized by heavenly showers.11 It must not be over¬
looked, too, that Jdiaka, I, p. 53, affirms that when the Bodhisattva was
bore, "two streams of water came down from the sky {tik&sato dm udakndhfira nikklmmlva) and refreshed the bodies of the Bodhisattva and his
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mother;” ” in this sense it maybe legitimate to say that these are virtually
Buddha nativities, inasmuch as they represent Her who is the Mother of
all Existence, anil so preeminently of the Buddha, when he is considered
not as the man Siddk&rtha, hut as Universal Man, in whom all things are
lively imaged, Adityabnndhu and Suryavamsin, “Kinsman of the SupernalSun'’ and " Of the Solar Race/’and as MfiySrmaya, “magiedly-natured.”47
It can scarcely have been an accident that SiddhArtha’s mortal mother’s
name was MtLyS-devT, " Lady Maya,”48 SiddhArtha's birth from his
mother’s aide is anticipated in Rg Veda, IV, 18. 1-2, where in connection
with Indra’s birth from Aditi we find . . , tira&caia ptirkvati nit gam&ni, “ I
will go forth traversely, from the side"; a lateral procession is mentioned
in several other passages, e. g. VI, JO, 4. X, 129, 5, and Jaimimya Upani?ad
Brahm&ga, 1,29, where the life-ray (rn&mi nswnaya) is liryan. pmtisthUak. **
Siddhart.hu’h visibility while yet unborn {Jataka, t, 52, mtokucchigatam
. . , passuii) may be compared to Rg Fcdo, VI, IGr 35, with reference to
Agni, garbhe mCUnh . . . akfare mdidyutdnah, “shining in the Mother’s
eternal womb.” If we suppose that SuddhGdana means “cloud” (as stated
in the Nighaniu, rather than “pure rice” as generally assumed), we have a
striking parallel in the Dlpankam J&foka, where the Bodhisattva’s name
is Mcgha,M “Cloud,” and his wife's either BhadrS, “Abundance,” or Prukj-ti, “Nature”; but as designating the Father, it more likely corresponds
to pakvam odanatn and hfirapakam ocktmrn in Rg Veda, VIII, 77, G and IQ,
odamtn pacyamdnmt in VIII, 69, 14, pacatam in I, 61, 7, the cooking of
rice with milk being thought, of as an essential element of the Interior Op¬
eration: in JdUika, I, 66, the Bodliisattva is represented as remembering the
good food that was served in his father’s house, where food and drink
abounded (“fleshpots of Egypt”), The Bodhisattva's three palaces”
may be regarded as the three seasons of the Year, Prajapati; it is note¬
worthy that until the Bodliisattva leaves his palaces he knows nothing of
old ago, decline, or death. The Buddha himself is Aditya-bandhu, and
Suryaviuhsin, MaMpurisa and amamtsm, recalling Agni as the am&naw
purist who leads the Com prehensor through the gateway of the worlds,
ChStidogya rpuruxad. V, 10, 2; that the Buddha is an Aiigirasa, “a de¬
scendant of the Glccd,” is equally significant. Agni in the Rg Veda being
a son of Aiigiras and himself anyirastama, “the best of deeds.1' The
Buddha’s given name SiddhArtha, denoting the " attainment of the gold,”
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corresponds to axtha, the “end" or “goal ’ envisaged by Agni. Rg I td<ir
X, 51, 4.
It. is dear then that the genealogy of the Buddlm, as we have it, is mythi¬
cal, and it may be tliat he had been thought of very early in, or before, the
rise of “Buddhism,” as “a descent of the Sun" or aspect of Agni, If the
representations of Maya-Uksmi with the elephants were really regarded
us Buddha-Conceptions, that too implies a Buddhology far advanced in
centuries b.c. The later Nativity type, in which the Buddha conies to
birth from the side of Maya-devT sis she stands like a- ^ ak$I beneat h a tree,
has equally mythical implications, though more anthropomorpine in expres¬
sion, and corresponds in this respect to the coming in of the “anfchropoioorphic” image, It would seem indeed as if the Buddha had not so much
been “deified ” in later times, as humanized; assuming that there liad been
a veridically historical figure, it would seem that this figure had been
clothed with a mantle of Fire almost from the beginning, and that, just as
in the case of Jesus, the Great Events of the life must be thought of as
“stages crowded together as though to present, in a single lifetime, the
whole Epic of the Transcending of Mortal Destiny.” M In the develop¬
ment of a crowned and regal Buddha image and in the doctrinal develop¬
ment represented by the Saddharma Ptmdanka we seem to sense a re¬
newed stressing of the Buddha’s divinity, in conscious opposition to the
rationalistic interpretations.w
That a very advanced Buddhology already existed in the Pali texts, if
not from the beginning of “ Buddhismis also very apparent from the ter¬
minology and epithets made use of. When the Buddha is represented as
saying, “I am neither Deva, Gundhuhba, Yakkha, nor Man,” Avguitara
Nikuya, II, 33, it is evidently tu be understood that what lie is is a prin¬
ciple, the Principle, Dharma, Logos, Word, cf. Engho Nikdya, III, 34, and
Samyutta NtkSya, III, 120, cited below, p. 33. Amongst his epithets, mostly
of Yedic or Aupani«ada origin, or taken from these sources with only very
slight modification, are Mahapurisa. “Great Person,” Appfiti-puggala,
“Ineffable Man” {aprati-pudgata in SP*. III. 33), Adicca-bandhu, “Kins¬
man of the Supernal-Sun," Raja cakkavatti, “Sovereign Mover of the
Wheel,” Dev slide vu, “ Angel of the Angels” (cf. Agni, devo dud/Him. Rg
Veda, I, 94, 13). As Mahapurisa he is endowed with all the lineaments
{lakkhana) projjer to the Superman. The conception of the Buddhas as
t*4]
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11 the Eye in the World” (cakkkuth lake, lAgha A ikCiya, If, 158, and Suita
Kipaut, m, 9, G) corresponds to Vedic notions of Mitra (“Agni when en¬
kindled,” Rg Veda, V, 3, 1). who “seeth with unclosing eyes/’
abhica&e, ibid., Ill, 59, 1, or of the Sun, who “sees all things,” vi&vam
abhimte, ibid., I, 104, 44, and is the "Eye of Varuiia/5 passim. With
“Lion of the &Skyas” cf. Agni as “lion,” Rg Veda, I, 90, 5 and III, 2, 11,
ef, 1,115, 5. The so-called deification of the Buddha, the recognition of
the universality of his essence and operation, cannot be denied to the
ffiii ay ana.
We must, now consider the representation of the Buddhas as Dlmrrnacakra. Word-wheel (and World-wheel), or Wheel of the Law or Norm, of
which early Buddhist art affords so many examples, amongst which the
most famous is that wheel which was set Up by Afioka in the Deer Park at
Benares on tire site of theprathamaMana," First Preaching,” which was also
the dharmucakm pravartanu, 1 First taming of the Wheel of the Word."H
The pre- and non-Buddhist meanings of the symbol must be studied.
What the Wheel stands for in Indian symbolism is primarily the Revo¬
lution of the Year, as Father Time iPrajapatL Kala), the flowing tide of
all begotten things (Aitarcya Brakmana, II, 17), dependent on the Sun
(Matin Up., VI, 14-16). In Rg Veda, I, 164, 2, 11, 13,14, and 48, the one
wheel of the Sun’s chariot lias twelve or five spokes (monthsor seasons), or
3(50 spokes (days), axle («*$«), and triple nave (nabhi); it is a revolving
wheel of life {amfta) undecaying (ajara), therein insist (tasthuh) the several
worlds (ttiki'd bhueandni): ibid., I, 155, G, “He <Vi$im) by the names of the
four (seasons) has set in motion the rounded wheel that is furnished with
ninety steeds” (the ninety days in each quarter of the solar Year); similarly,
Atharva Veda, X, 8, 4-7, and SiMdimiara Up., I, 4 (brahna^cakra in I, 6,
and VI, 1); in the Kaufitaki Brdhmaya, XX, 1, “the Year (elsewhere identUied with Prajapati) is a revolving Wheel of t he Angels, that is undying;
therein is the sixfold proper food (i. e. means of existence) . . . thereon the
Angels move round all the worlds,” “ In the sense that Time is the Sun, a
circle is its centre, the Wheel represents the Sun, but more exactly the
movement of the Sun, in his heavenly car, with one or two correlated
wheels. The Sun or Solar Wheel is constantly spoken of as “ revolving” or
as being revolved, with use of root tft as in the Buddhist pavattana, pravartana: e. g* I, 35, 2, where Savitf is variamOnafr; 1,155, 6, cakram . ., avlm-
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jiat] U, II, 20, amrtayat $uryo na cakram ', V, 30, 8, aArnfintuh cit svaryam
mrtam&nam] VII, 63, 2t namdnam cakram pary Sawptean,
Actually to represent all possible states of being, the Wheel w ould liave
to be conceived in the manner of a gyroscope, revolving simultaneously in
<m indefinite number of planes, though still with a motionless centre: just os
V the Cross must be thought of from this point of view as constituted of three
arms, mutually at right angles, intersecting at the one common point which
is also the centre of the sphere in which the Cross stands. Actually, how¬
ever, this would be to introduce a needless eomplication, and in fact the
symbol as employed is essentially an ordinary chariot-wheel,411 just as also
in common usage the two-armed cross stands for a cross extended in three
directions. Although, then, the Wheel, as the '‘round of the world” and
"earth plain/' strictly speaking corresponds only to a given ensemble of
conditions, it represents analogically the indefinite totality of all possible
conditions, the entire ^owsoru. As thus representing the Universe in its
entirety, the Wheel symbol remains in use unchanged from Rg Veda, I. 164,
through Svemvaiara Up., I, 4, and AnugM, XXX, to KabEr and the
present day.”
The content of the w heel symbolism is extraordinarily rich, and can only
be outlined here. Its dimensions are indefinite, its radius the variable dis¬
tance between an lihdimensioned (amatra) point and an immeasurable
(amjlkhya) circumference; there in the "middle space” (anlarikxa, nkakt),
between the “I” and the “not-I,” essence and nature, lie procession and
recession (prawtti, mijUi), there are good and evil (dhamddhamau), joy
and sorrow (swA7i«, dutfsha), Ught and shade {chay&tapa), birth and death,
all local movement and affection; and that motion and possibility are
greater the greater the distance from the centre. Beyond the felly lies only
the inexistence of the irrational, an impossibility of existence, as of square
circles or the horns of a hare; within the nave, the non-existence of the
supra-rational.68
The cycle of ego-consciousness implies an outward movement from the
nave to the ever-receding My, and a return from the however distant felly
to the unchanging centre. A progressive enlightenment {krnma-mukti) call
then be expressed as a gradual contraction of the radius, bringing the cir¬
cumference ever closer to the centre, until that which seemed to enclose the
point is seen to be contained within it, knowledge being thus concentrated
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into a single form, which is the form of very different things/* That is
NitvGnaf unitary being, “with residual existential elements/' and by a
vanislmieut of the point becomes also Purmirvans, without residuum of
existence.
He whose seat is on the lot [form nave or navel of the wheel,M and him¬
self unmoving sets and keeps it spinning, is the ruler of the world, of all that
is natured and extended in tire middle region, between the essential nave
and the natural felly; “On whom the parts stand fust, as it were spokes on
the nave of the wheel, Hint I deem the Person to be known," Prabut Up.,
VI, 6. In Pali Buddhist and later Sanskrit texts this Royal Person is des¬
ignated Cakkavattl, Cakravartin, “He who turns the Wheel," and the1
same designation is applied analogically to any terrestrial "Universal
Ruler" or Emperor (Figs. 19,20), As we have seen, the term Cakravartin,
as an essential name of the Buddha, and the corresponding expression
Dharmacakra-pravartana denoting the setting in motion of the Word or
law, are constantly met with in early and later Buddhism. These terms do
not occur as such in Vedte texts, wherera Art, “doer,"and other forms of the
verb At, to “do/’ “make/’ “cause/' “instigate/' etc./1 must be distin¬
guished etymologically from cakra, “ wheel”; it may be surmised, however,
that the “popular" etymology of Indian bsrmeneutists might have seen a
significance in t he assonance of cahi and cakra. And if the word cakravartin
is absent in the Vedas, the meaning is nevertheless to be found there; the
notion of a supreme Power, Lord of rtd = dharma, whose sovereignty
(k$atra) is over all the worlds (pi&vd bhuvanani) and is also the axial mover
of the twin wrorld wheel of the car of Time and Life is so constantly pre¬
sented that we can hardly speak of the notion of the King of the World as
something new in Buddhist times. Vanina alone or with A litre is often
railed mmrGj, mention is often made of the Premier Angel's autonomy
• svarajyn), smd in III, 55.4, Agni is universal King, sam&no rdjtj/* In X.
5. 3 and 4, the notions vi&vmya ndbhiiii carato dhruvasya, "navel of all that
Is proceeding or concrete," and yla&ytt mrUinayah, “propulsions of the
Law”; in X, 1US, 2, and 174, 1, and 5, the notions vi&msya bhuvanasya
rd/d, “King of the Universe/’ ablnvartah, “victorious," and a&xpatnah,”
“ without a rival, ” imply a sovereign power. In X, 51, 6, rathVva adhvdnmn
tmv&mnvHii, “as one who drives a car upon its way," tantamount to " Cos¬
mic Charioteer/’ teX, 92,1, yojnasyn varathyam vi&patimt “your charioteer
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of the sacrifice and lord of the folk," and 1,113.7,dhurgadavs ugnitn nutram
na, u Agni as Mitra seated on the pole," i e. as driver,*3' necessarily imply
the setting in motion of the principial Wheel or Wheels. No distinction of
meaning can he drawn as between the driver of the solar chariot and him
who makes the solar wheel revolve. “Seven treasures" (sapta raltui), ap¬
parently the same as those of a Cakravartin, are mentioned in Rg Veda, V,
l, 5, and VI, 74, 1.
We considered above mainly the case in which the cosmic wheel is
thought, of as single. Perhaps more often the chariot of the Sun is thought of
as running on twin wheels connected by a common axle-tree (aha), and this
involves a consideration of the world from two distinct but inseparable
points of view (cf. Aitareya Bralmana, VIII, 2, cited above, p, 20). As the
Sun shines equally for smgds and for men (Rg Veda, I, 50, 5, etc.), so of the
twin wheels of his chariot one touches Heaven, the other Earth (Rg Veda, I,
30, 19, and X, S5, IS); and their common axle-tree is identified with the
axis of the universe that holds apart (vitaram, visvak) Heaven and Earth
(liy Veda, Y, 29. 4, and X, 89,4). Or again, when the chariot of the Sun is
thought of as three-wheeled (tricakru), Rg Veda, X, So, two of the wheels
are identified as aforesaid with Heaven and Earth (“one looks down upon
the several worlds, the other ordains the seasons and is bom again,” cf. I,
104, 44 and 32), and these “proceed by magic,” mdyaya caranli; but the
third is hidden (guha - tjubdi/thh nihdum, sc. “ in the heart
and only the
adepts (nddhatayuh) are Comprehensors (viduh) thereof. This third wheel
evidently corresponds to the “secret name,” norm guhytmi, of X. 55,1, and
the “ third light” of X, 56,1. These doctrines of three wheels, three lights,
etc,, are tantamount to the Irikdya doctrine in Buddhism.41
The axle-tree of the twin wheels ( which axle must be thought of analogic
(rally also as penetrating the third wheel) is the primary source of moving
power (as noted incidentally in Rg Veda, 1,166,9): not itself revolving, it is
the unmoved mover in relation to the wheels. But to complete our under¬
standing of the pradka it must be realized that the revolution of the wheel
requires the operation of an opposing force operative at the felly, where in
actual experience contact with the ground supplies a fulcrum. In other
words, revolution depends on the interaction of conjoint principles, which
may be called Heaven and Earth, Puru$a and Prakfti, saliva and tamas, I
and not-I, subject and object, etc. This is recognized in several passages in
[as]
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which the infixation of the axle, or the movement of the wheels, is effected
by the deity by means of Ills abilities (Saclbhih, Rg Veda, I. 30,15, and X,
89. 4), powers (Saklibhih, X, SS, 10). or magic i mui/ayd, X, 85, 18), &aci,
Sakti, and mdyu being synonymous feminine designations of his “ means
whereby/’ the Aground” of manifestat ion, cooperating with his ‘'essence/'
*

who is Sacipati, Mayin, etc.
The axle-tree is also the axis of the universe, as most dearly stated in
Rg Veda, X, SO, 4, yo akeegiva cakriyd sactbhih visvak iaelambha prthidtm
uta dydm, “by the axle of his wheeled-car indeed, by ids abilities, he pillarsapart Heaven and Earth/’ cf. V, 29,4, rodatrimtarcuh t>i$kabhayat, and other
passages cited above, p. 10, notes 15 and 139.
In Rg Veda, X, 85, 12, “the chariot is in the mode of Intellect (am
mamxmayam), the Breath of Life (vydna) was the axle
fastened
there.” It will be understood that the axle-point (dni) that penetrates the
hollow (klm) in the nave (ndbhi) is central in each wheel;45 so in R<j Veda,
35, 6, the Undying Angels (sc. the Several Angels, tri&ve dev&h, Adityas) are
said to depend upon Savitr (the Supernal-Sun as prime mover) “as on
the chariot’s axle-point (dpi)/’ and in Aitareya Atanyaka, II, 7, the Self
(aitnan) is compared to the “ twin axle-points (ant)" of the Veda. We
imve thus dwelt at some length on the Vedic implications of the wheel or
wheels, liecause it is important to realize the wider content and consequent
power of this symbol which was so extensively employed in Buddhism,
though with a more restricted application.
The continuity of the ideology is often very striking; compare for ex¬
ample Rg Veda, L154,13, “its axle is never heated (na tapyate), its heavyladen nave (ndbhi) is never worn away," with the edifying application of
the same notion in $amyutt(i A ikdya, 1,33 (1,5,7), where the chariot which
with its twin Word-wheels (dha mm n-takkehi mmyuUo) conducts the rider
to nibbdm is by name “Frictionlcss” (Akujana).
In actual Buddhism, the Wheel, like the Tree, is regarded from two
points of view, that is to say as a pair of wheels, principial i Dharmacakra)
and phenomenal (Sariisaracakra, Bhavacakra); lienee from the standpoint
of the Wayfarer, broken on the wheel, as either to be turned or stayed/6
but from that of the Omniscient Comprebensor as one and the same unin¬
terrupted Form, his own intrinsic form. For from any point of view within
it, the movement of a wheel can be regarded as having two directions, as it
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were right and left; or again, the movement being continuous, any point on
the circumfeteneetnay be regarded either as beginning or as end. It can be
understood from either point of view that when Buddha " hesitates” to set
going the Principal Wheel, which is also the Existent ial Wheel, the Angels
are in despair, that Brahma exclaims, "Alas, the world is altogether lost,”
vinussati vata bha loko, and prays that the Word may be spoken, desctv
bhante bhagava dhavmam, J,, I, 81. Taking dharmacakra-pTavarUtna and
prathania-dektnd in their univ ersal sense, that is with respect to the creation
of the work!, the Angels are naturally dismayed at the "hesitation/’ for
their very existence depends on the operation of the Wheel, the revolution
of the Year; as in R<j Veda, X, 51, where Agni has " fled in fear from the high
priestly office (hotrdt) lest the Angels should thus engage (yunajan) me . ..
which as my goal (artha) I foresaw/’ the Angels answering "Come forth, for
man is fain to serve us, he waits prepared . . . make easy paths, create the
Angelic Way (devayana, cf. htnay&na, mahaydna, brahrtmyana,dhajnmaydna,
etc.) . . - let the Four Quarters how (namuntdm) before thee.”87 Or taking
the words in their specifically Buddhist application, with respect not to the
procession, of life, but its recession, and as the preaching of a Gospel to
that end, the Angels must be thought of as equally despaired at the "hesi¬
tation/' for a.1! things moving seek their rest.™
In monastic Buddhism and from an edifying point of view, stress is
naturally laid upon the Dharmacakra only as a Word-wheel to be set in
motion to the end that men may find their Way [magga, mdrya), and here
the cosmic significance of the Dhannaeakra as an embodiment of t lie Year,
"Eniautos Daimon/' is thus obscured; it is only gradually brought out
again that the revolution of the Prineipial and Existential Wheels is inter¬
dependent and indivisible, in the last analysis one and the same revolu¬
tion/* That is developed in the Saddharma Rundnrlka, III, 33, where he
who preached the Word at S3,math and ou Mt Gfdhrakitta is addressed as
having "set. in motion the Prineipial Wheel which is the origin and passing
away of the factors of existence/’ dhanmeakradt pravarksi , . . skandhandn} udityam eyayam70 Tliat identity of Word-wheel and World-wheel —
Vajra-dhStu and Garblia-kosa-dhiit u in SliLngon formulation — is equally
Implied in the well-known formula, 1 aA kle&ali so botfht, yah mm&dra# tan
nirvanmn, "Error and Awakening, World-flux and Extinction, are tlie
Same,” cf. Maitreya-Asahga, Sutrdlnmkara, XIII. 12 (Commentary),
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atridya ca badhis caikam, "Experience and gnosis are one” ?1 and in the
doctrine that Omniscience, sine qua nan of Nirvana, is the realization of the
sameness of all principles, SPt,, p. 133 — the same, umno, hut differently
seen by the eye of flesh (mamsu-cahsus, viz, the eye's intrinsic faculty in the
sensible world), the angelic eye (divya-cak?U8, viz, the mind’s eye in the
intelligible world), and the eye of wisdom {pmjila-, dhnmma-, aiumta, or
bttddha-cakfus, viz. the Comprehensor’s eye in the world of gnosis).
In another way the correspondence of manifested and transcendental
being, here viewed as a correspondence of the twin Wheels and their depend -

Fig, E. Dtiarmacsikni, detail from a banner, from Tun Huang.

After Stein, Serindit, PI. LXXY.

ence on a common axis, is developed in Shingon Buddhism as the identity
of (1) the " Germ-calyx-plane” or " Germ-worn b-pkme 1 ’ (tmzo-km =
Qarhha-koka-diiahi or garhha-kvksi-dhalu) and (2) the "Adamantine plane”
ikongo-kai = mjradhutn).71 Here the premier powrers or principles of the
two rationally but not really distinguished planes are represented respec¬
tively by the "seed-words” A and YAM (OMj, according to the significance
at tached to these sounds in the Upanhpads. In the Shingon mandaras these
sounds are represented by diagrams or letters supported by lotus thrones
{Figs. D, 32, 33, 40).
In any case, the Dhamiacakra as Buddha symbol implies a conception
of the Buddha as Dharmakaya, "Embodiment of the Word ”; he is at once
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t he Sovereign Mover r>f the Wheel, raja cakkavatfi, and the Wheel itself, the
Word as set in motion, pramrlita. From the fact that the words Sambhogakaya and Nirinanoknya do not occur in canonical Pali texts it may be
inferred that the Trikuya doctrine was not. originally developed; neverthe¬
less, the Pali texts already reveal a very conscious Buddhulogy, as already
observed above, p, 24. Here we need only indicate that the Dlmrmakaya
concept of the Buddha Ls certainly presented, e. g. LTujha Nikdya, ill, 84,
"The Tathagata may be spoken of as Dhammakaya, or Brahmakaya,”73
and SaiityvtUa NikOyti, III, 120, "Who sees the Dhamma sees Me, who sees

Fiq, F. Itimbfi {[ 5bnnika£aira) support^ by tht lotua.
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Me sees the Dhamma.” So then, in the abundant early Dhamiaeakra. rep¬
resentations, the Buddha is already ideally iconified as a Prtneipial Wheel
supported by a universal ground; the Word is embodied {-kdya).
' This prepares us to understand that the Dhamiaeakra, like any other
Buddha symbol, can property be represented as supported by a lotus, of
which wry clear examples can be cited from Shingon mandarm (Figp. G, E,
F).T« That the AMieel of Life was actually so thought of in a certainly preBuddhist time is dearly shown by Atharm Veda, X, 8,84, a prayer for full¬
ness of life, " I ask thee concerning that Flower of the Waters (apdm puspa)
wherein insist {kritd) Angels and Men, as it were spokes in the nave (ndbhi)
(of a wheel), the which was there infixed (hilt0 by Magic (may{l),” where
the “flower of the waters’' is of course the lotus.
In early Buddhist art the Dhannac&kra is represented as supported by ^
a pillar with a bulbous capital, upon which are four lions, on which in turn
the Dhannacakra directly rests.74 The capital and lions I take to be the
OS]
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lotus and lion thrones which are so often combined in the later anthropo¬
morphic iconography. I have discussed elsewhere74 the morphology of the
lotus capital, anti now take it for granted that the pillar itself corresponds
to the stem, cable moulding to stamens, and abacus to pericarp. The capi¬
tal, then, represents the heavenly ground on which the Word is manifested,
while the actual earth in which the pillar stands is that terrestrial ground
on which the Word is actually preached: the pillar extends from Earth to
Heaven, it Is the Axis of the Universe; the whole represents the Universe.
Allusion may also be made to one other way in which the Word may be
shown as explicitly supported by a lotus; that ts when tire Word is em¬
bodied in a given text, any given s&tra or "alternative formulation," dluirma-pory&ya. Inasmuch as "he who makes a manuscript of the dharmaparydya and cherishes it, thereby cherishes the Tatbagflta” (SPt., p. 338),
it is a perfectly correct iconography which represents PrajiiaparamitiL or
Mafgusri supporting the "Lotus of Transcendent Wisdom" upon a lotus,
the holding of the stem of this lotus being a formulation equivalent in sig¬
nificance to the support of the pillar of the Dharmaeakra by its ground.
We have seen that the lotus represents that wherein existence comes to
be and passes away, the seat of pmvj-Ui and nivrtii. of Him who starts and
stays the revolution of the Wheels of Time, but have alluded only in pass¬
ing to what is ultimately the most significant asjieet of the lotus symbolism,
i. e, the identification of the lotus with the "heart” or “mind” of man.
Again and again in the Upanisads that elemental Space (dkasa , kha. nabha,
antariksa, etc ") in which the Principiul Being is manifested as all the forms
of natured being is located in the cave or secret chamber (guha), dwelling
(oegmu), hollow fkha)?* temple {dyaiana), abode (dlnya), coffer or calyx
(koto), or nesting-place (m<ta)T! in the Lotus of the Heart (ftrt-pushiro) or
inward man (anlar-bkuta), i. e. "in the innermost." There in a universal
mode abides Lhe Self (dtmari), the Lord (Sfa), Person (purufa), indefinitely
dimensioned, "smaller than un atom and surpassing magnitude,” a nor anlydn mahalo mahdydn, Svetdsvatara Up., Ill, 20, etc. "This space-within-theheart (antarhfdaya dkdsa), therein is the Person (purum) in the mode of
Intellect (mano-tnaya) . .. there he becomes as Brahman in a spatial enibodiment, as very Self, as the playground of the .Spirit (prdndrSma), as In¬
tellect and Bliss, Peace uttermost and everlasting,” Taitlmya Up., I, 6,1,
"who is the Logos idharma)” Bj-hadaranyoka Up.. II, 5, 11. Are we not
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reminded that “The Kingdom of Heaven is within you”? Or again, “That
golden Person in the Supernal-Sun who from that golden station looks
down upon this earth, it is even He that dwells in the Lotus of the Heart
and functions there. He who dwells in the Lotus of the Heart is that same
numinous solar Fire that is spoken of as Time, unseen and all-devouring,”
Xfaftri E/p., VI, 1-2, ef, Jaimimyn Upanifad Brdhmann, 1,27. So “what,
is within tlmt should be searched out, that assuredly is what one should
desire to understand . . . (for) everything is contained therein, both what
is ours i now) and what is not (yet) ours,” Ch&nd&yya Up., VIII, 1-3, i. e.
not merely those possibilities that can he realized within the circle of a par¬
ticular ensemble of conditions such as “ours/' but till that can be realized
in the indefinite totality of all states of being, all that God can “be.” Thus
Time and Space, manifested Deity in other words, are not external facts,
but all contained at the core of our own being; there lies that "nothing”
out of which the world was made; there can lie realized the Kingdom of
Heaven, in a degree proportionate to the measure of our Understanding,*''
These considerations carry us far beyond the iconography of Bralunanical or Buddhist art to its ultimate content. This content is no less essential
in the visual than in the literary art; to use only the eye in looking at a
sculpture is no belter than to use the ear alone in listening to the recitation
of a text or the chanting of a hymn, however “artistic ” these performances
may be. The visual and literary formulations have precisely the same
“ uses,” their references are the same; for some purposes the one. for others
the other, may be more efficacious; cf. Kobo Daishi. speaking with reference
to the propagation of the doctrine, “The reverend Divine informed me that
the secrets of the Shtngon sect could not be conveyed without the aid of
pictorial representations” (cf. Figs, C, D, E, 32, 33,40).11 In any case., it is
the content, that gives rise to the iconography, whether this be visual or
verbal, just as the soul is said to be the form of the Ixidv (“form” is the
principle that determines a living in its species). To regard only the sym¬
bols, and not their form, is nothing but sensationalism, if not fetishism:11
Dorti rationem artw intelligent. indodi mhtptatctn, where ratio is raison
d*&re. The humane point cd view, that the symbols are merely indications
or stimuli, not to tie judged as ends in themselves, but as means or supports
of realization, has been strongly emphasized in the East, nowhere more
explicitly than in the Lmik&mfam Sutra, cd. Xanjio, p. 48: “As a master
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painter seated before some picture applies his colors for t he purpose of
making a picture, so do I preach (de&ayomi); the ; real) picture is not in the
color nor in the surface nor in the environment (bhdjanfi), (but in the mind
of the painter). The picture is devised in colors as a means of attracting
living beings; and (just as the picture may be defective, so) the preaching
may err, but the principle (Lattvam, cf. tottedrtha in Hrhad Demid, VII,
110; Dante’s *Wa senUnzia") transcends the letter” (ak$ara-varjiUim).
As Dante expresses it, ‘‘Behold the teaching, that escapes beneath the veil
of its strange verses.” ® (The vocabulary of art, sensible in itself, Is neces¬
sarily built up from the elements of sensible experience, the source of all
rational knowledge; but what is thus constructed is not intended to re¬
semble any natural species, and cannot be judged by verisimilitude or by
the ear’s or eye’s sensation alone; it is intended to convey an intelligible
meaning, and beyond that to point the way to the realization in conscious¬
ness of a condition of being transcending even the images of thought, and
only a self-identification with the content of the work, achieved by the
spectator's own effort, can be regarded as perfect experience, without dis¬
tinction of “religious” and “aesthetic,” logic and feeling.
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lcWhere is the navel of the world?'1 —

Vedii} I, 154, 34.

uQtiivi £ In Rimit in che U Vcrbo divtoo came

fecc; qum

li Gigli,

al cui odor si prcse LI boon Oammino/1-— Dante, Paratiiso, XXIll.**

In early Buddhist art, us is well known, the Buddha Is constantly repre¬
sented by a simple seat or throne (puSaAka) situated at the foot of a Mahfibodhi-tree, the Prince of Trees, duminda. After t he second century a. d,, in
the case of mara-dhar$ana images (recognizable by the bhumi-spar&atrtudrti), the manifested form of the Buddha himself, seated on a lotusthrone, or combined lotus- and lion-throne, has become the most prominent
feature of the whole, the Wisdom-tree being now reduced from its original
supremacy to a function merely indicative of place and event; or if some
other of the aslasthamt is in question, or indeed any scene from the Life, the
Buddha is seated on a lotus-throne, or stands on a lotus-pedestal, the rep¬
resentation including at the same time the necessary indications of place
and event. In just the same way the anthropomorphic figure displaces the
Wlieel, which is relegated to the pedestal as an indication of the event of
the First Preaching; though it appears also as lak&ana on the soles of the
feet and palms of the hands, for the Buddha even in human form is essen¬
tially the Wheel, his Existence u its revolution.
In other wolds, anthropomorphic dements have now been combined
with the earlier and more abstract symbolism; that was an inevitable result
of the emergence of Buddhism as a popular religion, its extension as an
emotional (bhakti-vGda) persuasion. That may have been just what the
Buddha is said to have prophesied with regret on the occasion of the ad¬
mission of women to the monastic order; and as we have seen a use of an¬
thropomorphic images had been condemned as “groundless and fanciful.”
Even if tins is not original, as it may well be, at least it represents an icono¬
clastic tendency, subsequent to the development, of the anthropomorphic
imagery. Not that monastic orthodoxy could really have feared‘ ‘ idolatry”
in the fetish istic sense, but that he who had denied that he was either
Gandhubbu, Yakkha, or Man. asserting thereby his Principal! essence,
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might have sensed, or been thought of as sensing, a psychological danger in
the use of a cult image in the form of a man, danger in fact in any sort of
cult susceptible of an “animistic” interpretation. Nothing, however, is
really changed in principle; the “anthropomorphic” image in India remains
“abstract,” 8S and rightly understood is merely a means to the realization
of a given station of consciousness. Actually, in the theological develop¬
ment, the Principal Essence of the Tathagata is more and more strongly
emphasized, the content of the iconography, anthropomorphic or other¬
wise, becomes more and more ontological, less and less historical. It is just
this emancipation from the historical point of view which determines the
character and permits the expansion of Mahfiyana art, preoccupied as it is
■with the concept of the Budillm s transcendental Perfection' when it is
realized that, the Buddhafs Comprehension (Sambodbi) dates from the
beginning of time, and was merely “displayed” at Bodhgaya, and that he
" has never left his seat on Mt GpHirakuta” a mistaken attachment to his
human personality is precluded. The mediaeval development, of Ciiristianity and of Chris dan art after the decline of Iconoclasm presents an exact
analogy; here likewise it was realized that “Christ's birth is eternal/’ and
so there came into being an art that emphasizes the Perfection of ids being
in Glory, far more than the course of his earthly ministry «
Beneath the Bodhi-tree, within the Bodhimanda, Gautama is said to
hAve accomplished the Great Awakening, Mahasambodhi, becoming
Buddha, “Comprehensor”; that was an attainment of Nirvana, though
other terms for this condition attainable by a still existent being, particu¬
larly the term Arahatta, “Perfection/' are more frequently employed in
the canonical Pali texts. What was then this “Full Attainment” <mmdpat®? Nirvana is literally ”definition,” but in Buddhist usage more
specifically " Extinction,” viz. extinction of the flame of Will. Most signif¬
icant for us is the distinction of Xjbbfina ju> s(i~upGdi~Resaf “having a re¬
sidual existential ground/' from Parinibbanu as on- or nfcvpQdi-sesa,
“without any residual ground of existencefor these interpretations
coincide with the doctrine of the Saddhama Pun4ar%ka that the Buddha,
though omniscient, though “extinguished/' is not yet "absolutely extin¬
guished” (aparimnvyamana, see p, 47). The Mahflaambodhi, Great
Awakening, displayed at iiodbgaya was not then a “Drowning” in the
utterly Unknowing and Unknown « but the realization of a paradisiac,
[40]
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super-individual state of pure Being, realization of sovereign personality as
Cakravartin and Dhartnaraja. A transformation (Pali rikubbana, Skr,
pardvjiti, abhiaambhava) is necessarily involved, which can only be de¬
scribed in terms of Paradise and Vision, Buddha-saukhya-vibSra {Mahaydim SiUrtifriitkdra, IX, 46), So according to the Nidanakatha, J., 1,75-76,
“, , . throughout the universe dowering trees put forth their blossoms, and
fruit-bearing trees were loaded with clusters of fruit. . . hells, whose gloom
the rays of the seven suns had never dispelled, were filled with light w . ..
the blind from birth received their sight...
But this experience was not
an effected miracle (patihdriya, inda-jala) made visible to any spectator:
“ the Great Person {nwhSpuriw > sat there alone," J., 1,72, and if lie beheld
the ten thousand workbsystems, the 11 World-picture" (jayuc-cilra, St&tmanirQpana, 96),w none therein beheld him, unless it were in a likeness.
ptnHbimbamL Paradise is ever present to the transcendental Buddha, but
naturally it was not supposed that the vision remained or could have
remained present to the empirical Buddha in subsequent daily life, and
indeed he is made to say that were he to repeat elsewhere the Full Attain¬
ment reached in the Hodhiman^a, " Wisdom-circle," earth could not sus¬
tain him (J,, fV, 229)
Now to consider the jaxsition of the Bodlumamila, and continuing with
the Ktilifiga-bodM Jdtaka: with the Buddha's approval, os already ex¬
plained above, p. 4, Mogallfma fares through the sky ” to the Bodhimamja, and there procures a seed of the Wisdom-tree, and brings it back.
Anathapimjika plants it in the place prepared for it at. the gateway of the
Jetnvana, and there it springs up immediately, a full-grown " Forest-Lord/'
Van&spatL® A Wisdom-festival (bodhi-maha) is held, and a railing (vedikd)
and enclosing walls (paMra) are built, dearly in imitation of those on the
original site. Ananda then prays the Buddha to repeat “at the foot of this
Bodhi (-tree) that Full Attainment (mmdpatti) to which you attained at
the root of the Mahabodhi (-tree).” The Buddha replies that this is
impossible, ‘l for should I accomplish here what I accomplished in the
Mahabodhimauda, the earth will not be able to sustain ithe consents,
however, to achieve during one night such a measure of Attainment as
the site can support.
It is thus apparent that a particular significance attached to the
i Malm-) Bodhimantfa with respect to its position in the Universe. We have
t*n
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already understood that the Wisdom-circle is an extent ideally equivalent
to that of the whole Universe, and in gnosis realized as such. Now Che
meaning of a circle is with respect to its centre, which is a mathematical,
and undimensioned, point, not with respect to its actual extension in phys¬
ical space, it is m fact precisely at the centre of the Bodhimau^a that the
Bodhifeattva took his seat. As related in the Nidunukalha, he first essays to
find a seat on the north, south, and west of the Tree, but in each ease the
Great Earth i maha-patjwi) fails to maintain its level, it seems to move up
and down, like ;l great cartwheel lying on its hub nabh!, "navel ” “nave1’)
when the circumference is trodden on; only when he takes his stand to the
cast of the Tree, that is evidently m the hub of the “wheel," is the level
maintained,*1 Here there rises up a seat (7lallattka) called 11Unconqtierable" (aparajiUt). and "of impartite, or adamantine, form,f (abltejja-rupa),
and the Bodhisattva takes his seat with his hack to the Tree. Mara, em¬
bodying the Will to Life, libido, Juhci, claims the throne; M he assaults the
Bodhisattva with every weapon known to him, but every weapon is trans¬
formed and reaches the Great Person in the form of a bower. Mam's
daughters present seduction in all its most attractive forms; the Bodhisattva is equally unmoved, he does not “look,” for he has parsed beyond
"affection" to “perfection," 94
The location of the Buddha-scat at the navel of the World-wheel is
emphasized again in the Buddhnraritn, XIII, (>8: “This is the navel of the
earth-plain inabhir l astidha-tnln); it is possessed of transcendent entirety
[paramn-kflana "); no other place on earth but this is the realm of At-onement or Consummation hamtidhi), the situation of the Goal (hitti).” By
the same token, this “unmoving site” (ncalatth&mi) has been occupied by
all previous Buddhas (J-* I, 71), by every Bodhisattva "on the day of his
(heat Awakening” (abMsarntwjjhana, J„ 1,74, cf. Buddhacarita, XI1F, 07).
The seat itself ipaUafika, palta-pallanka) is spoken of as unconquerable
iapartijilu), impartite or adamantine (abhejja), and as a Waking-seat.
{bodhi*) and Victory-seat (jayo-), J., I, 73-77, It is fourteen cubits in
length, and makes its appearance, “is” (aJmi), spontaneously; but its
form is not emphasized, paBanka and piitta-pallmikn simply denoting a slab
of stone, utid as such, supported by a plain rectangular base, the scat is
represented in the early art. in Tkeragaiha, 1095, however, we find it
spoken of as a “lion-throne,” siMsana 1 glossed thirfoam uparajila-pal[.*]
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lanke, “unconquerable seat of firm stance”); this lion-throne is the form
actually favored in the case of the oldest representations of the Buddha in
human form at Mathura, and it long survives in literature and art, often in
combination with the lotus. Other royal types of seat or throne are met
with At Amaru vatu It is here also, as well as in the art of Gandhora, mostly
of the second century A.m, that the characteristic lotus seat (patlm&mna)
or lotus pedestal (padma-pitha) first appears.
AA'e also find the term vajMsnna, "adamantine throne,” applied to the
Buddha's seat. This term does not occur in the Pali texts, but is common in

Fig. (i. Vajre-dhntu form of ttic Dhyani-Buddhu.
After Omura Sefgijj, Sartban R?j3hn Marvlira.

the MahSySna sUfcms. The word and notion led no doubt to the occasional
representation of actual mjra* on the pedestal of the Buddha throne, as at
the Gtd-vihare, Pojonnaruva. in the twelfth century; such representations
are rare. In certain Shingon Buddhist representations (Tig. ti) themjra is
combined rather with the body of the Buddha than with the throne, and
this is probably to be connected with tire late Tantrik form of Buddhism
known as V a j ray ana, the designation of the Principial plane as Vajradhatu, Dhannakaya as A ajrakaya. and the personification of Vajrasattva
= Yairocaim, Adi-Buddim It. will be remembered also that long before
this (Dlgha NikSya, I, 95. Majjhvna Nik&ya, I, 231, and in the Lolita Yistara) a Yakfa Vajrapani, a guardian angel and not to t>e confused with
Indra, is closely associated with the Buddha during his ministry; and that
this Vajrapani, "who bears a mjra in his hand,” soon becomes the Bodhi-
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sattva of the same name.94 From the standpoint of Vedic angelology such a
figure must be regarded simply as an extemnlization of the Buddha's own
adamantine power, personified as an angel attendant ujjon him.9a
Although the term vajrfeana is not directly represented in Bali texts, the
idea is clearly present by implication. The throne is in fact spoken of as
abhcjja-rupu, i. e. as of impartite or adamantine form, abhejja being equiv¬
alent to Skr. abhedya, "indivisible,” and also a kenning for vajra, "dia¬
mond,” "adamant,” We have also already seen that the Buddha's seat is
at the centre, on the navel of the World-wheel, i. e. also centred on the axletree (aksa), which is also the World-axis; and it may be noted that uk$a-ja,
"axle-bom " or "axis-born,” is again a kenning for “vajra," while Kpuna's
cafera is said to be vajra-nttbha}00
The vajra (Jap. ktmgd) plays a large part in Shingon symbolism and
ritual (Figs. G, 11). A detailed study of the symbolism of Shingon ritual
and implements is much to be desired.11)1 However, it is evident from the
representations and objects themselves, in the light of what has been
shown above with respect to akm, vajm, and cakra, tliat the point or end of
the vajra corresponds to dJii, the “point ” of the axle-tree that penetrates
the nave of the Wheel, Dante’s punto delio stela a cui la prima rota va dintomo. In the ordinary double vajra, hmgv-sho (Figs. 2(1,27), then, the stem
or handle corresponds to the vertical axis of the Universe, extending between
Heaven and Earth, which are represented by the two ends, one- or three
pointed as the ease may be, each in the image of [anuriipam) the other.
That is as pure Being, Ding an siehf in principio, and motionless, purmi
apravartin, aada, abhedya. On the other hand the fourfold (crossed) karmarajra, katsuma-kongd (Fig. 28), corresponding to Dharmacakra, rimbo, rep¬
resents the movement or operation of this exemplary Principle either uni¬
versally or un any given plane of being, as already explained in connection
with the symbolism of the Wheel. Hence we find the spokes of the Worldwheel not infrequently and quite naturally represented as vajras, extending
from centre to felly; in the Tijrtbd (Fig. 25j, for example, the “earth-points”
of the eight i«jra-spokes are seen in contact with the felly, but it must be
understood that the unseen “heaven-points” meet at the common centre,
within the lotus-nave. From the point of view of anyone “on earth” the
corresponding rtyra-spoke extends ns before from Earth (the felly) to
Heaven ^centre). From this point of view it will also be apparent why in
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Shmgon symbolism the vajra, kongif, is always represented as “supported ’
by a lotus, that is, by a universal “ground,” the relation of vajra to lotus
being that of “impartible essence” to “universal substance”; and it is in
the “middle region,” i. 0- “round about” the axis of the vajra, between the
centre and the felly of any Wheel, that all existence is extended. It should
not be overlooked that kongasho and kaUumt-kongd, the former vertical,
the latter in a horizontal plane, considered together represent the poles of
the Universes in the form of a three-armed cross: and as we have seen, the
Buddha's throne is situated in the centre, at the intersection of the arms.

Fich H* Yjyra-DhittTj symbol of thn Five Dhyftni GuMhas.
After Umtirii Scigd, j&mbon Rtjtibu Mardara.

Furthermore, the origin of the term vajr&sana can also be explained
psychologically, witli reference to the mentality of him who sits thereon:|1K!
in t he A wjuUara Nikaya, 1,124, the highest type of consciousness is termed
mjirQpttma cilia, “heart like adamant," 1M he having such a heart or mind
“who by the destruction of the foul-issues1M and the vision of Dhanuna
(Principle) lias verified the gnosis of Issue-free heart-and-mind-release
(vimutti = mbbaria), and having won it abides therein. Just as. Brethren,
there is untiling, whether gem or rock, which a diamond cannot cut {mjirama , . , abhejjam) ... such is one of the three types of man (paggakt) to
bo found in the world,” In Hinduism such a one is styled Jlvan-mukta.
Freed in Life, or Vidian, Gnostic, in Buddhism Jina, Conqueror, or Xirvata, Extinguished, in Christianity Comprehensor. Such undoubtedly was
the MahSpurisa, TathSgata, Buddha, He vatic leva; appropriate to Mm
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whose heart is like a diamond, adamantine, or as we should now perhaps
express it, "of steel,” is an adamantine throne, immovable as himself.
In the Saddharma Pundafika,1*'' not later than a.d, 250. the Buddha
doctrine is completely emancipated from its historical setting, which is pre¬
served only with respect to the "traces” (dhaiu) of Gautama on earth, and
in the iconography in so far as the monastic type is still adhered to. The
Buddha himself becomes a transcendental principle, Dharma, Logos,
awakened labhhambuddhn) from the beginning of time (SP., XV, I). Not
merely is his throne (fistma), upon which he is never weary of sitting (SP,.
V, 23V* the same as that which all former Munis have occupied ($P., XIII,
67), as was also taught in the Pali texts, but lie is from the beginning one and
the same who lias occupied throne after throne in time and time again:
“again and again 1 take my stand on the ground of the living world ” (SP.,
XV, 71, "showing myself as such and such forasmuch as men have fallen
into sin and sorrow” (SP,, XV, 22, 23, cf. BhagamdQU&, IV, 7 and 8); be¬
ing thus not merely the Buddhas and Bod hi.sat t vas of the past, but. those
yet to come (SP.. XIV. 38, XVI, 59-82, etc.).107 As Dharmaraja, “ King of
the Word” (SP,, V, l), Puni$uttarna, “Most High Person” (SP., II. 41).
Svayambhu, “Belf-subsistent” (SP.. II, 48, XV, 21). Lokapitfi, “Father of
the World” (SP., XV, 21), and Sarvnprajuna Nfitha, “Lord of begotten
existences” (SP., XV, 21. cf. “ PrajSpati ”), "I display return (nirvfta) who
am not myself returned (aninjtah) ” (SP., XV, 21).108 “ 1 reveal the Ground
of Extinction (mndtia-hhCtmi), speaking by accommodation for the edifica¬
tion of living beings, though I was not Extinguished (na ., . ?iirvdmy tihu)
at that time, but am ever revealing the Dharma here, . , . Believing that
my Self-nature {(Umn-bhiim) was W holly Returned (parinirvfta), they wor¬
ship variously the traces (dhaiu), but sec not Me. ... I have not left this
Gjdhrakutn .. . the duration of my life is an in terminable aeon ” (SP.. XV,
3,5,10, and 17). Again, “The Threefold World is seen by the Tathagata,1^
not as childish worldlings see it, but immediately as Principles (dharma);
verily the Principles are not remote from the TathSgata in the station
where he is. ,. . The Tathagata who was Awakens 1 (ahhmimlmddha) so
long ago, and the measure of whose life is incalculable, is continuously
i.sadd) existent fsthita). . .. My ancient Bodhi&ittva course is not yet
ran, the measure of my life is not fulfilled. ... I announce an AbsoluteExtinct ion (pmn tn'dtia) who-am - not - by-wuy-of-being -Totally - Extin[40
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guiehed (aparmirvdyamSnu) , *. lest those vvhose virtuosity (ku&ala) is in¬
securely rooted, thinking ‘the Tathagatn is alive* {tiMknti). should fail to
exert their manhood (mryn) towards a N egation-of-the-fiux inihsamna) of
the Threefold World” (SPh, pp. 318.319).110 And as for those Comprehe ri¬
sers who may in future take their place :il the foot of the Wisdom-tree,
“there have I taken my seat, where that Son of Buddha is, there am I”
(SP., XVI, 59—1>2); “moved by compassion, like a father’s for his dear and
only son, he appears (avatirya, L e. as amtara) in the Threefold World, see¬
ing with the eye of wisdom that li ving beings are revolving (paribhramatah,
cl. paribkramati m Maitri Up., 111,2) there in the Wheel of the World-flux
(saitisaracakre) and laboring without discovering a Negation of the Flux
(nihsaranam) . . . the Tatkagata who thus beholds the deep principles
(gambhimn dharman) sees without seeing [pa&yaly apa£tyanay&) 111 the
Threefold World that is the crowded home of multifarious living beings"
(SPt„ pp. 135-137).
The Buddha as Supreme Person (Puru^dttama, etc.) of incalculable but
not infinite age, whose enlightenment dates from the beginning of the
world, is thus from the standpoints of ontology and psychology", as well as
by verbal corresfwudences (Lokapitfi, Svayamhhu, PrajananatUa, etc.),
virtually identified with Brahma-Prajapati, who is the Father of the
World.111 This virtual identification of Buddha and Brahma appears al¬
ready in certain passages of the Pali books, for example in the,equation of
Dhammukaya and BrahmakSyn (Digha Nikdya. Ill, 84), or again in the
Tevijja Sutta,lu where it is affirmed that the enlightened Bhikkhu may
well attain to union with Brahma, “ who is the same.” As we shall presently
see, t Ills virtual identification of Buddha with Brahma, has also its equiva¬
lents in iconographic representation.
It will be understood, of course, that in the Saddhaniui Punfenica the
Buddha is speaking (Fig, 30} throughout not as the Word, for the Word
(Dharnm) is without origin (amdpailika), and non-existent, not like the
Sambhogak&ya Buddha manifested as it is in itself, which would be impos¬
sible. Tin; Word does not speak, it is moved or taught (pmmrlita, deiita);1,4
Buddha as Cakravartin is not the permissive, but t he immediate, cause of
the Turning of the Word-wheel. As Crowned King of the Word, dlutrmardjd paltobtuidha.jSP.t., p. 417),!li and Universal Sovereign, cakravartin
(Maitreya-Asanga, Uttaralantra, I, 150), he display’s to the assembled con-
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gregat-ion of his spiritual sons the likeness of a Nature (soaMaan), Suchness
{tathata), Quiddity (tattva), Void (butiyatti), Sameness immatd)t and
Logositv (dharmata) that are ineffable. That is, his manifestation in the
station (sthdnd) where he is, on Mt Gpihrakata where he is always, is not
of the Dharmakaya as such, but of the Dharma in a likeness, in the likeness
of a Wheel, or the likeness of Gautama. What he reveals to his children,
the Bodhisattvas, who alone are competent to the vision, is his Person in
Majesty, thcSarnbhogakaya. That reflection (pratibimba) b in fact all that
can be revealed to the angelic eye, for the attachment of -kayo, to dharma is
purely analogical, and must not be understood lo mean that the Dharma
has a form. At the same time his appearance in a designated hodj^, Nirmanakaya, displaying the drama of Awakening event fully, is for the sake
of those living in the flesh in that day, or who may after the " Pari nirvana "
(here the temporal and analogical equivalent of a Return at the End of
Time) And their way to Awakening by means of the "traces" of the appari¬
tion.11* Such temporal manifestations by way of nvatarana are rare and
precious, but he will “come again” as Maitreya.
The foregoing evidences of the virtual identification of the Buddha in
Majesty with Br&hmfi-PrajSpati enthroned in the supra-mundane Empy¬
rean heavens are paralleled by the ieonographic prescription of the Bfkat
Samhitd, IATLI, 14. "The Buddha is to be shown seated on a lotus, like
the Father of the World" (padmdsanGpamstJiah pitem jagnto bhavrd
buddhak)
The Buddha is in fact represented padmdsanat kamaldsana
from late Andhra times onwards, that is almost from the beginning of
the anthropomorphic iconography. In the common representations of a
Buddha triad, the Buddha being seated or standing between a pair of
Bodhisattvas, the latter are supported by paired lotuses springing from the
same stem, and such triads may he compared from more than one point of
view with the Several Angels (tri&x- devah) of the Upam$ads arid Vedas,
where the Unity of the primordial Agni b represented in a trinity of as¬
pects; the Buddha triads, for example, corresponding iconogruphically to
such representations of t he Trinity as appear in the Burmese relief, Fig. 1ft.
The ontology is the same, whether the stem of the Buddha-lotus be pro¬
longed downwards and there supported by paired Nagns representative of
the Waters (as at Karll), or the stem of the Brahma-lotus rises from the
navel of Nar&yana, originally Vamna. recumbent on the Waters.
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THE PLACE OF THE LOTUS THRONE
An equivalence can be demonstrated also from many points of view
between the Buddha paradises {SukhSvati, etc.) and the Brahmalokas/11®
and more specifically between the thrones of Buddha and of Brahma when
the throne Is thought of as paUanka, Skr, paryar'Uea, rather than as pndmdsana, Thus, access to the Brahinaloka is by a crossing of the river
Vijarii, ucasting off of change-and-decay,” which crossing must be ef¬
fected "only by the Intellect" and involves a shaking off of all the pairs
of opposites, including good and evil; the city of Brahma is called Salajya,
his abode (mriisthana) Aparajita (" Unconquerable”), the throne-room
(pramita) Vibhu ("Space”). The Kaufitaki Up,, I, 3, and 5, further de¬
scribes the footstool (assfidS-) m and the throne (partfanka) of Brahma:
the former is called Viciiksaiia. "Discernment” and is explained as
Prajfia, "Omniscience” or “Perfect Wisdom,” the latter is called Amitaujas, "Limitless Splendor" or "Limitless Power” (the designation applies
toIndra in lig Veda, 1,11.4). and explained as Prana, "Spirit”or "Life,”
and it is “only by Prajiia that one ascends the throne.” 140 Here the last
assertion corresponds to Sl\, \\ 75, "no Extinction without Omniscience,”
as cited below; and the name of the throne is equivalent to AmitAbha, a
Buddha name denoting “Limitless Light," and Its nature, Prana, to Anu¬
ta yus, "Limitless Life," which is another epithet of the same Buddha, who
represents the Sambhogakitya aspect of Gautama.
The Buddha throne, however, is usually a lotus, or lotus- and lionthrone combined; the Bodhisattvas, and all who are born again in Buddha
paradises, are similarly lotus-supported, hut on smaller flowers. Bo the pred¬
ications of future enlightenment generally Include such promises as “shall
appear seated in the cup of a lotus on a lion-throne in Paradise” (SPt.,
p. 419); "there the Leader Atnitiibha is seated in the lovely glistening eup of
a lotus {patbnugarhhe)
on a lion-throne (siriih&santi)
there the Sons of
iHe Conqueror come into existence {upa/mduka) seated in the pure cups of
lotuses” (SP„ XXIV, 31,32, cf. Mahd-^MJma^yuha, I6,40iind41).l« In
these passages, upapSduka has generally been rendered "miraculously
bom,” but the direct sense of itpapad is simply "to enter into any state,"
"to appear,” “ come into a given mode of existence ”;jt is*not miraculously
but inevitably that a certain degree of enlightenment results in a future
birth in a Buddha paradise. On the other hand, upapSduka contrasts with
anutpattika, "ummgmated,” applicable to the Dharma as being precisely
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t hat which does not come into existence, the Buddha being merely an image.
afo-ti, of the Dhamm, existent in the world, like the miirta Brahman, viz.
Brahma. The primary ontological significance of the lotus is precisely with
respect to tins existence, aslitva. sOiayita, Stkiti, a being ‘ ‘ firmly grounded in
the possibilities of existence,” commonly called the Waters. Padmdmm
and wtyr&stMQ are equally symbols of that sthdyi Id ; IsotJi express visually
sadd Ma, and tisthfili, with respect- to the Buddha or any Angel; both
differentiate the station of Samhhogakaya from that of the Dharmakaya,
which is inaccessible even to the angelic eye.
Sth&yitd in any Buddha pararli.se, whether with respect to the Buddha
there manifested, or to his sons and disciples the Bodhisattvas and Prntyeka Buddhas, is an immortality until the end of time, viz. until the lifetime
of the Buddha lord of that field or cosmos is fulfilled, not the absolute
eternity of the Dharmata, Parinirvana. which never having come into
existence can never pass away. The Bodbisattva in whom the Wisdomheart (bodki-citta) has opened (utpanna), and who is thereby bom (upapdduka, upopattika) in the pure cup of a paradisiac lotus, whence he beholds
the Buddha face to face, is indeed no longer involved in the world-flux
(xn/hsdTii), but neither has be reached nirvana, much less parhriniina, how¬
ever he may imagine: “that is a resting-place (vi&rama), not a Return
(nirirti)-, it is by accommodation vupuyn) that the Buddhas teach this doc¬
trine inni/o, viz, of a Paradise), actually there is no Extinction (nirimut)
without omniscience (mrvajnatva), strive for That" (SP., V, 74,75).lii Only
when that Omniscience has been attained can the disciple Iks said to have
become a Buddha, (he Buddha; then like Prabhutaratna he site with the
Buddha on one and the same throne, being in fact the Buddha, Tathagata,
though intelligibly and apparently to the angelic eye still “ himself.’1 As a
Buddha, the Buddtfa, he iss£tU existent, m-upSdi-sesa, until the end of tiine,
kalp&nla, in saecula saeculorum. But liis appearance as a Crowned King of
the Word is but the presented aspect of his being: he i£ tiirvata, and realizes
the Sameness of AH Principles, Not Absolutely Extinguished {jmrmv/tdia),
nor beyond the ken of the angelic eye, he “sees without seeing" (pokyatt/
npa&yanaya), or%ee% ideally, the Threefold World “as'is" (yathdhfntia);
he is not merely Mover of the Wheel (dharmacakravartm), but also "has the
Word as his intrinsic nature," mtbh&M^harrna-saftiantJdgata (SPt., p. 481).
He sees that Nirvana and Samsara are the same, he knows, he is the Same[su]
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ness of all Principles {dharmb);1M lie is omniscient of the identity of the
world and the abyss, actuality and possibility, active and passive aspects of
the infinite, though he has still a ‘' residual existential clement.” He has
become the Universal jimnmvkta. super-individuaUy existent as the One
Great Person,1*4
From the one point of view lie sees only the“patient-stillness of the un¬
originated Word ”' ( nnutpaUikn^lharmti-ksavti)T from the other and same
[joint of view he sees the same Word in rotation (pravartana) or procession
(prasamna) as the causal world of birth and death, the wandering-place of
living beings ignorant of a reversion [nwftti) or recession {iiihmmna}}™ Bo
feeling a great tenderness (ktiruva) towards his world, Ills 11 Buddha-field,"
he reveals the Word by means of various aIteniative-forniulations (dharmnparySya), either directly, or by means of other teachers; for he is infinitely
skilful ihtx(tla) in the use of convenient means (ttpdyn) adapted to the
capacity (hala) of every auditor.117
The Saddhorma Puwjktnka, summarized above, may he described as the
most important of the MnliSyfina dharmi-paryHyaH, equally from ontolog¬
ical and iconographic points of view. But that is not all. An understand¬
ing of the ontology is essential also for the student of "art,” who must
realize that a work of art cannot la; '‘understood ” or rightly “valued” or
“criticized’’ apart from the form which is its raison d'etre. Content is not
pnut faction, but caM§a faeiendi; the significance of things well and truly
made is with respect to the end for which they are made.”* As religious art
is never ait end in itself, but always a means of communication, it can only
be railed “good” or “had ” in so far as it actually expresses and conveys a
given “idea”; rational judgment of a given work can only be based on a
comparison of the substance with its determining form. How then can one
who ignores the idea or form embodied in a work of arr be qualified to
"criticize” it? All that such an one can do is to say that he knows nothing
of art. hut knows what lie likes.
TjCt us admit the possibility of “aesthetic experience," and that tins |vi¬
sibility is independent of tire theme, whatever it may have been. This
experience will be realized in an assimilation of the perceiving conscious¬
ness to the form of the thing considered. Inasmuch as “ Buddhism ” is the
“form ” of Buddhist art, it follows that an understanding of Buddhism is
indispensable, not only for a rational interpretation of the iconography, in
[51]
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which the logic of the work is expressed, but also as prerequisite to i(aes¬

thetic experience." To assert that “ aesthetic experience " of Buddhist art is
possible without on a priori knowledge of Buddhism embodies this element
of truth, that the content of Buddhism is not. merely specific, but also uni¬
versal, and that in so far as our experience is not, for example, merely spe¬
cifically Christian, but Christian universally, we do already possess an a
priori knowledge of Buddhism; one does not know who, however, can lay
claim to so profound an understanding of any religious art as to enable him
to say that he knows so much of the form of religious art that he need know
no more.
Returning now to the iconography or symbolism of our art: we read in
Usuah-tsang, Life, Ch. TIT (Beal, p. 103), that the adamantine throne
{Vtyrfatatia) which is in the centre of the Bodhimimda was perfected at the
beginning of the Blmdra Kalpa, the present aeon, and rose up when the
world was brought into existence. It is at the very centre of the Universe,
and extends downwards to the "golden wheelit is about a hundred paces
round. That it is called adamant means that it is pure and indestructible.
Without its support the Earth could not endure; were the seat not adaman¬
tine, there would be no place in the world that could support the Adaman¬
tine At-oue-ment (vajra-samadJii'j. Here whoever desires to conquer Mara
and to attain to perfect wisdom must tyke his seat; were it essayed else¬
where. the Earth would be overturned. The thousand Buddhas of the pres¬
ent awn have all attained their emancipation here. If the world were
.shaken to its foundations, the Bodhimamja would not be moved.1'*
Here the only important point added to what we already knew from
texts previously cited is the explanation that the RodTiimtmda represents a
sect ion.on the terrestrial plane of the axis of i he universe, which axis ex¬
tends downwards to the ‘golden wheel," and on which the stability of the
Earth depends. What is meant by that "golden wheel” may be learnt from
Yasubandhu's AbhidhamahtSa, 111, 45 ff„ Poussin, II, 138 ft,, where the
"world-receptacle" HMjanabkn) is described.”0 The Universe is conceived
of as consisting of so many superimposed "circles” (mawjala): nether¬
most is the circle of Space [akaSa-mandalti), "solid" and of “immeasur¬
able” circumference, and 1,600,000 yojanus in thickness; over and on this
rests the circle of the Waters, 1,120,000yeganas in thickness and 1/203,450 in
circumference.1®1 The surface of these Waters, just as in the Brahmanical
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cosmology and in Genesis, is stirred by the dawn wind of creation, which is
impelled by the latent causality of past events. The foam of the Waters
solidifies to form the golden circle (Anncauti-mtindula) or “Land of Gold”
(kancana-bhumi),*” the same as Jbumu-isang’s ‘golden wheel and repre¬
senting the “foundations of the earth” firmly established amidst t he possi¬
bilities of existence. The Land of Gold has a diameter equal to that of the
Waters, and displaces 120,000 yojtmas of their depth. The surface of the
Land of Gold is the Round of the World, with its mountains (Meru, etc.),
continents (the four <Mpos), seas, ami out wall (cakra-mda). Of these con¬
tinents, or rather “islands/’ our terrestrial world Jambudvlpa lies to the
south of Meru, which rises in the centre of the whole Universe, and extends
from the Waters below* to Heaven above, as world-pillar and world-axis.
“Midmost in Jambudvlpa, and resting on the Land of Gold, is the rajrdmna on which the Bodhisattva. takes bis seat to realize the mjrSpama
samSdhi ™ and so become an Arbat or Buddha: no other place, no other
person, could support the Bodhisattva’s sa madid.”
It is clear that Hsuan-tsang merely repeats the ancient tradition of the
Buddha-throne as it had been told him, or as he might have read it in the
texts from which we have quoted above. It is true that the centre of Jam¬
budvlpa cannot be regarded, unless analogically, as the actual (local) centre
of the entire Universe, for that centre is on the axis of Mfc Meru. In the
same way with respect to this world, which is the particular Buddha-held
of the Tathiigata qua Sukyamuni, it will be remarked that the Bod hi man i,l a
at Bodhgaya, and the summit of Mt Grdhrakitta where the Sutubhogukayn
is “always” revealed, are not locally on one and the same axis or meridian.
That should serve to remind us that the “centre of the Universe” is not a
spot fixed in space, but (as will be further shown below) a psychological
centre, l he focal point. of consciousness, not bnhir- hut antar-blvulazya™
In actual iconography, the axial extension of the Buddha’s throne or
footstool may be clearly shown. In the case of a jmdtnds«na or padmapUha the supporting axis, viz. the stem, extends downwards through the
Earth into the depths of the Waters, where it is upheld by paired Nfigas, as
representative genii of the nether Waters.1*1 Of this we have an excellent
example in the SambhogakAya relief of Gupta age at Karl I (Fig, 29, also
Baehhofer, Early Indian Sculpture, PI. 08, central panel). Here, within a
pillared structure which may be compared to Brahma's throne-room Vibhu,
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the Buddha is seated on a lion-throne, with hi;- feet supported by a lotus.
To left and right are the Bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and Maitreva. rc|>resentative of the congregation assembled on Mt Gpllirakuta; they are
standing upon lotus supports. Immediately below the Buddha's lotus is a
Dharmacakra, flanked by paired deer, indicative of place and event, via.
the Deer Park at Saraatk and the First Sermon, prathamudesand. At this
level is represented the earth-plane (msudka-tala), extending horizontally
to left and right, but interrupted centrally where the descending axis pene¬
trates it. T he l> lotus-capital of the descending axis has now a more bulb¬
ous form, but taking wheel and pillar together, we recognize without diffi¬
culty an original formula constantly met with in the earliest Buddhist art.
The rounded masses under the earl h-plane correspond in jjosition to the
“foundations of the earth.' the Land of (iold. All below tlus represents
the Waters, the support given by the paired Nagas indicating the finn es¬
tablishment of the cosmic pillar in the nether sea of possibility. Above the
Buddha's head, supported by angels commonly spoken of jus Vidyad haras
(Cherubim}, is a mpa,m symbol of the Parimrvana, and that it is thus
above and removed from him corresponds to the fact that he is not yet
transcendentally parin irvata, for as we have seen, the temporal decease
represented not the realization, but only the analogy, of the final Parinirvfma. There is a similar relief at Kondivle.
When the throne is alternatively a paryanka and thought of as the
vajrdsava, a condition corresponding to Hsuan-tsang’a conception, the
supporting axis is shown ns extended downwards into die Land of Gold.
:md ( here supjwrted by a Guhyakn Yak?a,1!: An admirable illustration of
this can be cited in the case of the pedestal (Fig, 40) of the Yakuslu Buddha
of t he Hondo, a Japanese work of the eighth century (Japanese Temples and
Their Treasures, 1*1. 20G: YafotJihiji Okayitim, II, Tokyo, 1922). Here the
flat surface of the rectangular throne is an earth-plane (vasudhiktala), the
solid body of the pedestal corresponding to the Land of Gold. On the front
side of the pedestal is represented a vertical axis extending downwards to
the lower margin of the block, where it is supported hy a crouching Yak§a
Atlanta This representation is exactly analogous to that of the Gudimallam Uflgam (Fig. 42 and my History, Fig. 66), nor need the point be
labored here that the Siva Lrngarn, established in the Land of Gold
(Hapika) and extending thence to Heaven above, represents another aspect
[54]
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of the (me axis of the Universe. The ornamental form of the Yakushi axis
recalls that of the Dharmacakra pillars represented at Amaravati (e. g. my
History, Fig. 130, right and left), and shows clearly the jointed structure
of the axis. On the side of the Yakushi pedestal (Fig. 41), right and left of
the axis, and as though to emphasize the character of the central support¬
ing Atlant Yak§a, are other figures of the same type, crouching within and
peering out of caverns, which are their ehumljers in the bowels of the earth;
similar representations are to be seen on the other faces of the pedestal.
Below the level representing the base of the Land of Gold are four strata
representing the Waters; on the uppermost of these, centrally on each side,
are theriomorphic emblems of the Four Quarters, those on the front side
being a tortoise and ft snake, representing the North (the Buddha therefore
"is” in the North and faces South); the lowest stratum consists of a lotuspetal moulding, which may here be understood to mean the nethermost
Waters as the ultimate "ground” of all that is above them and established
in them,
A part of what has been independently deduced and demonstrated
above lias also been stated by M. Mus in his admirable monograph, Le
Buddha pare, etc., previously cited. For example, " The throne of the Law
is the symbol par excellence of the teaching, and even of the state of Buddahood” (p. 243); "It cannot be conceived that the Body of Beatitude
f Sambhogukaya) could have been seated anywhere else than on the angelic
lotus, far above the throne to be seen in the holy place (Bodhgaya) ” (p. 204);
"The holy throne combines in itself three appearances, corresponding
to those of the Three Bodies” (p. 272); "The prolongation of the stem,
which is the axis of the sensible world, bears at the summit of the universe
the spiritual lotus-ill rone of the Sombhogakaya” ! p. 243).ia M. Mus points
out further that the lotus-throne which supports the Word as it is in itself
can be imagined only analogically; that transcendental throne could no
more than the Word itself l>e conceived of as visible oven to the angelic eye,
for the being of the Word is strictly noumenal, un Sire verbal (ndmavat), not
contained by, only indicated by, the thought and spoken words.
We liave thus discovered in the texts a sufficient explanation of the moat
characteristic formulae of the iconography. We now return to and conclude
with the problem of the place of the Buddha’s throne; i. e,, of course, a
special ease of the general problem of the meaning of " immanence,” We
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have already surmised that by the centre of the Universe, the navel of im¬
mortality, and similar expressions there is to be understood not a determin¬
able spot, but a psychological centre and point of consciousness “where
every where and every when is focussed
that the traditional cosmology
is in fact far more a psychology than a cosmic geography. That is explicitly
enunciated in the pre-Buddhist doctrine of the Lotus of the Heart, as
ground whereon and space wherein all existence is unfolded. It seems that
no use of this significant, image was actually made in Buddhist texts, but it
can easily be shown, and has indeed already been shown in other ways, that
Buddhahood, Nirvana, is not in any place, but represents a state of being,
viz. being universally; the Buddha-throne can only be established “within
you,*' anUirbhiilasya. The adamantine throne is the stability of the adaman¬
tine intellect. Knowledge of the Buddha is not the know ledge of any “thing, ”
but a consummation of the process of de-mentation of discriminative per¬
ception, mTttcmussfl nirwtka = ceto-mmutti, Dtyha Nikdya, 1, 223, and ,4»guttara Nikuya, 1,124, cf. mam niroddhavyath hrdi, Matin Up., VI. 34. So
in his “Song of Victory" (Nidiinakathu, I, 71$ = Dhammapadu, 154) the
Buddha exclaims, “The key-plate of the roof has been shattered, intellect
has reached the dissolut ion of its composite formulations." u0 That is to
say that the Comprehensor, emancipated from all dialectic understanding,
knows and is the Only Principle; in the Act-of-Identity (mmddfii) he is the
Sameness of All Principles.*11 He is nibtruta, niredta, the Supreme Identity
has been touched, the Buddha essence is liberated from duration; yet
speaking qua the Great Person, he cannot say that he is Absolutely Extin¬
guished, lie tnlist say that he is not "yet" Absolutely Extinguished, qud
paiinirvdta, he would not be a Person. The unity of Being and Non-being
can apeak only as Being, only as Being can he be spoken of or represented in
a likeness.
One further word on Buddhahood and the concepts of Nirvana and Pnrinirvana. Negative expressions are inevitable, merely because all affirma¬
tion is the enunciation of a limiting condition; denial is a double negative,
affirming absence of conditions, whereof the In-finite, qua in-finite, is
necessarily indigent. That has ljeeti recognized again and again also in
Europe; cf. Maimonides, Guide fur the Perplexed, L Ch. 59, ‘ Superficial
thinkers . . . ask Ms that thing existing in the Creator, or not?' . . . by
each additional negative attribute you advance toward the knowledge of
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God”; Eckhart, I, 87, “Nothing true can be spoken of God”; Dante, C<mvivio. III, 15, ". . . eertainthings which our intellect cannot behold . . . we
cannot understand what, they are except by denying things of them.”
There is nothing here that the adamantine mind can fear; in the words of
the Taitiinya Upanqad, 31,7, “Truly, when one finds a fearless foundation
(pmiistha) in that which Is invisible (adffya), notrseLfed (antilmya, = Bud¬
dhist amtta), ineffable (janirukta), homeless (anilityana), then has he at¬
tained to fearlessness (abhayam gain).’'
Eckhart and Blake alone should have sufficed to demonstrate the
naivete of the view that Buddhism is proven “atheistic” by its negative
phraseology. According to Eckhart, “D is more necessary to perfection
that the soul lose God than that she lose creatures . . . the soul honors God
most in being quit of God (I, 271) . . , the fastidious soul (of. Buddhist
ariyit) can rest her understanding on nothing t hat, has name. She escapes
from every name into the nameless nothingness (I, 373) .. . this is the
death of the spirit , . . the spirit puts its own self to death , .. and remains
in the unity of the divine nature. , „ . These are the blessed dead. ... No
one can be buried and beatified in the Godhead who has not. died to God
(I, 411) . . . tiie Godhead is as void as though it were not. ... In this state
we arc us free as when we were not: free as the Godhead in its non-existence
(1,381-3S2), . . . She (the soul) sinks for evermore in the depths of this
naught. She sinks and drowns: she drowns to her own aught. But the
naught tliat sinks can never comprehend the naught it sinks in (I, 373).”
So also Blake, “1 would go down unto Annihilation and Eternal Death,
lest the Lust Judgment come and find me Uuannihilntc. and I be seiz’d and
giv’n into the hands of my own Selfhood.” Those who cannot bear with
such thought as this can never bear with Buddhism, nor understand the
ultimate significance of Buddhist art.
Any change of state is a death. Christian tradition alludes to “ three
deaths of the soul,” namely (1) the death to self-will, which death implies
the attainment of angelic being, a state of grace, (2) the death of the soul
to its own separate form, implying a conscious conformity to the Principal!
Being, and (3) a death, called a Drowning, in Waters where God is un¬
known to himself, unknown ns oneself; there as Eckliart expresses it the
soul is “free as the Godhead in its non-existence." In corresponding Bud¬
dhist formulation we have a lower mortification, (1) that of the man who
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adopts the homeless life, anti attains to so much Awakening as to ensure his
birth in a Buddha paradise, (2) the attainment of Buddhuhood, Nirvana,
extinction of self, but with residual existent Lai elements, and (3) Extinction
Absolute, Parinirvana without residual factors of existence. To any of these
deaths can be applied the thought of CbuangTztt, “How do I know tliat
lie who dreads to die is not as a child who has lost the way and cannot find
his home?" He who shrinks from the Drowning, from Death, Privation,
Extinction, Night, may reflect, Mor&jttnita vitae. Unitary Being, that is
only One, both His and ours, even a stone lias being, is at the same time
fontal and inflowing, samstmina, nihsarana,iu'' “He who is Death is like¬
wise the Year, the Father of his children,” l4S “Pillar of Life, at the parting
of the Ways , , , there, where Life was erst, insists our Agni, First-born of
the Law,”144 “born ever and again.” 115 If then we lay aside all thought of
temporal succession, all considerations of mortality, viz. of eventful birth
and death, we shall understand that Life and Death, Being and Non-being,
Nirvana and Parinirvana. are incessant aspects of That which is emanci¬
pate from all possible contingency, even from such accidents of Being as the
phrase “not yet Absolutely Extinguished” implies. “That” is neither
“here” nor “there.” but “within you,” mtarbhutaxya Iche, in the Calyx of
the Heart.
All this the Buddha refused to discuss. His business was to proclaim a
Way (m&rgfti pantha), he would not s]ieak of That, the Goal {artha) whereof
nothing can be spoken truly or intelligibly. I low indeed, as Confucius ex¬
presses it, should those who have not yet understood Life, aspire to com¬
prehend Death? whilst we are on the way, we are not there. We can then
only take the Buddha as he ts, as manifested operative presence, and strive
to realize ourself as Same, by following his or any alternatively formulated
Way, taught by himself or any “other” Comprehensor. That Way is
mapped, not only in spoken words, but equally in painted or sculptured
iconographies. These “works of art” 146 are “footprints of the Law,”
“traces of the Buddha.1' which we cannot say that we have really heard or
seen, otherwise than by merely annual perception, unless we have seen
through them at least a shadow of the form by which they are what they are.
Let us not forget that the Brahmanleal or Buddhist craftsman was required
to be that which he was commissioned to represent, and that only in so far
as we can be again the Same, can we begin to understand his operation.
[58]

THE PLACE OF THE LOTUS -THRONE
To resume: it has been shown by reference to chapter arid verse of
canonical texts, both Buddhist and pre-Buddhist, that the Buddha, hu¬
manly presented, is in fact connatural with the Vedic Agni, and that
Buddhist symbolism, far from being an isolated language, is proper to the
one great tradition which has persisted from the Vedic or a pro-Vedic
jwriod until now. The lotus denotes ontological ly a firm establishment
amongst the possibilities of existence, denotes a birth and manifestation
primarily in the intelligible, or also and consequently in the sensible, world;
while it denotes ethically, detachment, as of one who is in the world but not
of it. The throne of deity is a lotus-throne from the foregoing points of
view; as impartite and immovable, it is adamantine; as royal, it is a lionthrone. The Talbugata, Buddha, seated on such a throne, standing on
such a pedestal, affirms an infinite negation, a sable stillness against which
his golden Person shines resplendent, unconiined by any form, hut omniform. As crowned King of the Word he utters to angelic ears as much as
can be spoken of the silence, that is our existence,147 As an individual
teacher with a given name, he plays a part and proclaims a Way. From
any point of view Ids intellect is adamantine, regal, and intangible. The
foundations of his manifestation are established in the depths of the upper
and the nether seas: be is the Axis of the Universe, in whom it comes to be
and goes to be not. By whatever name, personal or essential, the Spoken
Word, the Wheel in Revolution, the Tree of Life, or Fiery Pillar, he may
be called, in whatever form he may be imagined, who surely takes the forms
imagined by his worshippers, for all convenient means are at his command,
he, Tathagata, Agni Vai&vanara, Brahmn-Pmjapati, Christ, or idea of
Muhammad, is one and the same, Ids throne is single. As Kablr expresses
it, echoing classic formulae in what is still the lingua franca of a hundred
million speakers:
What a wonderful lotus it is that blooms at the heart uf the wheel; who are Lis
comprebensurs?
There in the midst thunders the self-supported lion-Lhronc, there the Great
Person chines resplendent.14*
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NOTES
1 (page 3)t The Likeness of any tiling as such, presented to the eye's intrinsic faculty, b
memJy an occasion of sensation, and necessarily without meaning; recognition being
an animal, not an intellectual operation.
2 (page 3). In one Ronse, though not esMDf&dlyv the ftnimnic inmye may be regarded as
more a likeness of Him, that is in so faraa it- re mi mb us of t he relative unimportance
of the human .mode, as merely a particular case amongst the possibilities of exist¬
ence.
3 (page S). CL Jaiminlga Upanigad Brdknmrjiti, III, 32, "This the SjUyafcTrlm? my: 'As
to the Angel whom we worship, of him wo say that there is one aspect in the cow.
another Ut beasts of burden (horses), another in the elephant, another in man
(puru§a)t another in all existences; such is the Angel's omm-uapectunllty ($ttjTfflh
rapam).1 That same single aspect is the Spirit (prdpri)."
"Just as tittle” should bo noted, for tins is not a pantheistic point of view, it is
merely "not anthropocentric/' St, Fmncia also preached to the birds ;oid fishes,
for 14 the whole creation groonetk and travaillcth together/1
4 (page 4). A prohibition of this kind is alluded to in Ck 4B of the Vinaya of the Sam
vasti Yudins* Sec Walcy in
hinges chinob el bouddhiques,” Inst. Beige dm
Haute* Etude* Chinaim, I, 1932. 352. Compare Nanda'a refuel to provide biogmplnca] material for the representation of the events uf the Buddha's life in
a drama, related in the Knh-gyur (Scbiefnrr, Tibdan Tak*, no. xiii). With tathwgaiaM
or tathdgata cf- a c$Uf lyj IVdn. X, 53, 1? with reference to Agni
5 {page 4h That, of Strzygowsk/s "Maxdean art/' bid this is no more Iranian than
Indian.
© (page 4}, A a:lhjat as appears from the present text and elsewhere, is not primarily a
building, but any object made use of as a sacred symbol or cult object. A shrine in
the sense “temple” is cetiga-gham. Cf, my Yok§a&f I and IT, passim, and B, C« Law,
""Ceriya1 in the Buddhbt Literature/’ Stadia huhhlranictif 1031. pp- 12-48.
7 (page 4), From panbAopn, objects used by or in conned ion with the person; thus
equally in the Case of the dead nr absent person, traces or relics other than any part
of the body itself. In the present case, for example, the Buddhas bogging bowl, gar¬
ments, the tree under which he attained enlightenment, the hut occupied by him;
and probably, though more abstractly, such "things/1 as the wheel which he set in
million in Benares. The #Jrlmha and p&ribhogaka aMya* arc then precisety those
symbols which are alluded to as “traces” (dk&iu) in the Saddharma Puytfariku; the
term dktltu appearing also in dhfitu-gabba — ddgalxi — ffoljta = sttfpa, “tope,”
8 (pages). Eg Veda, 1,24, 7; IVf 13. 5; X, 82, 5 {?); Aiharva Vvla. X, 7, 38; ChOmtogya
Up., Vfr S, 4; VI, II, 1; VI, 12, 2; Smt&hxdmi Up., Ill, 0; TaiUinija Up,t I, Ml
For the joe-Buddhist tree culls and Lheir survival in Buddhist ritual see my Yak^as,
Pis. I and II, Washington, 1928 and 1931, aud "Early Indian Architecture, i I,
Bodhi-gharas/' in Eastern Arix IIIr 1031
9 (page 8)r Regarding the 4'up” or "dowmTT of the roots and branches, it should be
observed that this is not a quest ton of local direction«if certain texts say “down” as
if from Waters encasing the brahmdTida, and the representations am of upward
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NOTES
growth, as if from 11 given platform of being, both arc equally correct, in that the
Waters are no less o mm present Rubstanco than the Self is Omni present essence.
There is no question so far of “aerial roots”; these are alluded to only in the A Hareya
Brt&matd, VII, 31, and Bhaynmd Gild, XV, 2, where they arc explained as the
“bonds of works.”
JO (jHigt'ft). Safikaracarya interprets Tfriinl (TaiUtriyn Up,, I, 10) iw cither “mover”
or "remover” (for the latter implication if. Bhagitead Gila, XV, 3, aivalthwn , . ,
chitted): “mover” is most appropriate in our text, but either sense would be in¬
telligible, inasmuch as pmejiti and niurtti, outflow and inflow, spiral ion and dpspimtion, arc simultaneous movements of the cosmic “pulse” of the Self.
Vcdic “jpaftfa,” in its general Application to Varuija, later Brahman, represents
in our view an essential name of the manifested deity as mover in the Tree of Life,
11 (pttg< 10). The tree itself it analogically the Great Awakening, not merely the sign of
t he place where the Awakening was accomplished, which from the standpoint of t he
developed Euddhology w»8 not an event, in Time, Gf. pratijabudfojatn, “awakened,”
“illuminated,” with reference to angelic, prophetic, or human knowledge nf Brah¬
man, whereby the one awakened is identified with That, Bpkad&Tayydka Up.,
I, 4, 10; and prntibwthiwidtiurri matam ntnrhiham hi mndnft, dtm&nd windtile mrynm
eidyayd vindalc amftom, “It (jfaoirmnn) is thought of as known with Awakening,
for thus one finds whnt is deathless; by the Self one finrla the virile-strength, by
knowledge one finds tlie Deathless/’ Jttimimya Upanifad Brdhmann, I V, 19.
Budh is primarily “ to awaken,” and metaphysically, from die sleep of potentiality
to actuality of Operation; in this sense we find in ihe Rg Vcela not only ugarhudh,
hut the verbal form abo/thi, “awakened” (I, 157, I; Ill, 5, 1: V, 1, 1; VII, 9, 1),
applied to Agni, who is the Enlightener mtlicr than ihe Enlightened. Hence we
prefer to the familiar “Great Enlightenment” the rendering “Great Awakening”
for matoxambtriki; and for faftt-tytya, “Tree of Awakening” u> “Wisdom-tree.”
If it be desired to retain the notion of illumination, which is inherent in this sense
tliat the awakening is a beginning to shine, it should be with full awareness that
the Great Awakening is with reference not oafy to him who hakes, but also to
those on whom he shines. The Mnhasambodhi is in fact the Buddha's true birth
into the worlds, all that precedes property belonging to the Interior Opera lion,
though developed in the texts quusi-historically.
Pali Commentators explain budh by avogamam, “coming down,” tantamount to
aeocarapa, “descent,” cf. imticaran, of Agni, fig Veda, VI, 9,3; hyhwikane “awak¬
ening and as “to rise up” (ttJfAaAnii, Atthaisdlini, p. 217; cf. vdanthill, of Agni, fig
Veda, IV, 18,5;Sayanuon V, 10, lt*thitam pad&tihajfitam, “sffta means to be bom”;
and ffetofeo... pafttninyam potiRhdya, NidSndkathd, p. 53) from the sleep of the kin¬
dred of the (dime {kilcea-ttmtana^nidddya),or to understand the Four Ariyan Truths,
or to realize NMtlna." Here it can be dearly seen how edifying secondary meaning-i have been given to the root which meant originally to “come into existence,”
or "he manifested.” Kikm (Skr. kleiia) has generally in fact a moral value in
Pali Buddhism, hut the fundamental sense of “slime,” and the involved notion
of “germinal heat” (kitinsali - upatdpc, Dhtp., 445 and Dhtrn., 656), cf. kh&,
“to suiTer/' and eiktita = “slime” in Smuttc, 12, and the imagery of the buJ,
born in the mud and yet unstained (p, 21), whereas in the RrtsOUa, 11 and 17, we
have merely kardamata prajd mvfRi sambhutim gamayOmon "we thy children em¬
anated from the mild would go forth into existence.” The force of these compari-
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12

13
14

15

eons is to show that the Ijm^uuizo of Pali Budilhism is inherited directly from \edio
source**, though generally with an ethical In phi™ of the originally metaphysical
application. In the Rg Veda7 the Awakening is to Existence, in Buddhism to Non¬
existent* The contrast is less than might appear at first sight, for t he 11 Turning of
the Prineipkl Wheelf* has neither loginning nor end (dhnrmasii dc&my tthn nityakHtami Soddharma Puydttrikar XV, 1, or as Rg Vedat Vr 5ft, 5 expresses it, “none
of the spokes is last in orderft); Dawn and Sunset, I life and Death* follow each
other in unending Sequence* and from the stanflpcsintof the Understanding of Sartie^
ness (mttmtnjnnna) this is not realty a sequence but nn act in simultaneity.
(page 10). On kjas in Buddhism me J. Ph. Vogel*“ (let Sanskrit wooni tejas (e= gloed,
vuur) in debeteeknie van magische knifl/* Med. K. Akad> WeL9afd, Lettcrk-unrfct 7llt
Bt 4t Amsterdam, 1930> An error should be corrected bore, viz. p. 197 and PL 11, for
on the occasion of11 Inrtrds visit'1 the BuddhnLs grotto is iLLummated, noi by his own
tfja&t but by that of the visiting angels, as expressly stated in frighti Nihctya, II, 264
And 269. Tejas ab one of the 11 five dements” f«* g, in SitctaSiviitira Upanixbdj VI, 2)
corresponds to “phlogiston/* Bohme’s “ignited air.”
ipagr 10), Abo Fergui^jn, Tree andStrpcni Worxhipf PL LXVII, middivft, and LXX,
top-centmand mid-right; Baehhofer, Enrty Indian Sculpturrt PL il l, left-centre.
t jtage 10). The fiery pillar* are mentioned by Kmmrbieh, Indian Sculpture^ 1933, note
2tHL 7hv importance of the firry dement in Buddhist symbolism was recognised by
Maiseyt jSfafiefci and its Remain^ 1892, Ch. XT and later by Foutdter and Vogel in
connection with the representation nf ^honklcr-flames, the double miracle, etc. 1
have argued elsewhere (A Nrw Approach to the Vedas, 1933, p. 43) that Agni Vaisvunara, Christ, the idea of Muhammad, and others, an? oniologically identical
Person*. The historical narrative of the Buddh&'e “life/1 for example, like that of
I he Christ's, must be regarded as a contraction or reflection of the cosmic relations ;
the Buddha as Gautama is an imamaium of Agni, Assuming that- an historical
Gautama may really have taught, the mere “man” k altogetlicr hidden by the aegis
of divinity, ;md surely would have willed it to have been «o.
{page 10), In Rg Veda, I, 59r 1 md 2, Agni is “a pillar {dhlTy*} supporting ihe kin¬
dreds-* O^ndn, viz. angola and man): in I V, 13, 5, “established as an angelic pillar
he rules-and-ward* (pfiti) the firmament *1 (ndka, that Middle Space,
iUitarihfd, in which all existence is extended); ibid., Xr 5r 6,11 He is a pillar (shtmbha)
of life at the parting of the ways1'; ibid., \\ 29, 4, “Heaven and Earth he pillarsapart '* {mtaram vi$kabhfiyalh That axis of the Universe is also^ as stated explicitly
in ibid., X, 89, 4, the mde-tfee of the Solar Car, “by the axle of his wheeled car he
indeed by his powers pillars-apari Heaven and Earth” (nLjcmcu cakriyu tndbhir
td^mk Uudtfmbhn pfthivuu nia dgtlm). In Aiftartu I <daT X, S, 2, the pillar (siamfrAa) is
“all that in hypoetflfiiied ” {mrwim dtmanvat), and the entire hymnr X, 7, lauds the
earoa pillar wherein all existence (bhimma) is infixed (iJrpiMj; this axis of the Univsrae (which Is also the axle-tree of t he Solar Car and the t runk of the Tree of IJfe),
though single in its proper form (mirUpat Daniel forma umornxil, ParmtmY
XXXIII, “one simple Light, that in its depths endoaefl, a* In a single volume, ah
that ls scattercfl on the pages of the Uni vers*1)/1 L also the form nf very different
things (ttti'wnlpa). The Scholastic notion of exemptarimi is implied, cf. Eckhart, 1,
lS2h “Everything is pictured in His Providence/1 which txtrrofpomh ?igniu to the
notion of the world-piciure, “painted by the Seif on the canvas of the Self/8 Sank^LT&dlryfl, SvdtmaniTHpa^at 95.
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The axis of tins Universe is coincident also with the fiery Siva-Jingnm set up,
according to the Devadanivamt legend, in the foundations of the Earth (H&tala,
the rental of Gold, see p, 531) and extending upwards to Heaven, see F. D, K, Bosch,
“Het Linga-Hdiigdom van Dmaja," Tt^fscAr. K. Bat, Genootschap iwtn Kunaten tn
li rtenaefmpcn, LXIV, 1024. The axis in its most general aspect corresponds to the
vertical of the Cross, as to which, and for further details of application, see M. Rene
Guenon's admirable treatise. La iSymbolieme de In Croix, Pari#, 1031.
\f16
l (page 10). Also Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship, cut on p, 114. At the very sum¬
mit of the jewelled t ree, hardly visible in iht- reproductions, is represented a royal
umbrella, comparable to those which are seen nhnve contemporary more realistically
depicted Bodhi-trees, or stood over the early anthropomorphic Buddiui images, and
to the more elaborate baldachins of Far Eastern art. Considering the symbol of
royalty above, and the marks of the dharmacakra on tiic feet, it could not have been
more clearly asserted, "This is the anointed King of the Word."
17 (page 10). The formula is not remote from that employed in the representations of the
Tree of Life in Assyrian art, cf. for example JVopyfdCft Kunstgezchichk, II, Pfe,
m, 409.
IS (pope IS). Mara, Will-spirit, KSmadeva, angel of love and death, Vedic Gandharva
(whose “daughters" are three forms of the Vedic Apsaras), is the indwelling Yak$a
of the 1 rec itself. Il is at the foot* of the tree that any Yuk^a has his seat or altar (cf.
my Yahoos, J, PI. 20, lower-left), where his presence is to be inferred or may be mani¬
fested in an image made witb hands, So w hen the Bodlii^attva takes his seat at the
foot of the Wisdom-tree "with his back to its trunk,” Mhikhandam piUhito, J„ I,
71, he is trespassing ua Mara's ground, and Mam naturally lays claim to and de¬
fends the throne ns his by right, as well he may, who is the “first born of the angels,"
the Will to life, Eros, kiu.su cniisans of the world, prime mover of the Tree, auton¬
omous in the realm of existence, inasmuch as all existences live-dependent-on
(u/jfljTran/ij their such-and-such desired ends (Chandogya Up, VHI, 1, 5).
It should lx: observed that ibe “Awakening1 of the Rg Veda is from potentiality
to act and with respect to works; while in the Upsmipufe and Buddhism, t be “Awak¬
ening” is from activity la understanding, and towards a cutting off of the will to
experience. These opposite pomps of view, though both at* one and the same time
inherent in i be ultimate reality, correspond to those from which, on the one hand,
the Tree of Lite is regarded as a manifestation to be fostered, and, on the other, as
one to be cut off. The conflict is precisely between those principle* which ;ire repre¬
sented by Mura and Buddha; who however opposite in nature are one in essence,
and therefore at one beyond experience where “all principles ore same.” Cf. the
rhnracieristic Malulyitaa text mmtdrmH caim tiirvaQtim ntanyaiUe Udlmthiriinnh,
Tlmse h ho have vision of the Quiddity do not distinguish between the Vortex of
1 jfe and the Extinction" (Ciitot-^tiddAi, attributed to Aryndeva, see [[ ftlnistri in
JASB,, LXVII, p. 178).

v;

In Christian terms, mmstlrn is “storm of the world-flow” (Eckharl, I, [02),
19 (page IS). As the tiamyuiia .Yiktiya, IV, 102, very correctly expresses it, "even the
king of the Angels (derdudm mda) is not emancipated so long as there remains In
Mm any occasion of existence," and this must hold for the Buddha himself “ Angel
of Angels" (dtv&tidna), whoso
is by definition se-wpd<fj-w.w.
Will is the caute of existence (fa Fed*, X, 120, 4; Mah&h&raia, LU, 313, OS,
AdffloA sammrahelufi); Buddhkm makes its goat not the tamtam, but nisaamaa. A
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Jatoka preserved only in a Chinese text, but illustrated at Mathura, lias for its motif
that “existence is the worst of oil evils " (Foucher in JBQRS.. 1920, pp. 47-53,
Vogel, La Sculpture de MulharS, PI. XVI, a).
Those who attempt to show that Buddhism does not tench the extinction of all
desire miss the point: that BodhUattvas and those like them are moved by wlint we
believe are right desires, commendable ambitions, concerns the Way, and not the
Goal. The very fact that the Buddha speaks to 11others" reminds us that" whiles we
are on the way to God we have not gotten him.” All traditions as to the last death
of the soul me in agreement tlmt that is a total death with respect to all self-willing
nml self-thinking: “prudence (adhyavamya), conception (samkalpa), ahd notion of
I-nnd-mine (abhimtia),” Maitn Up., VI, 30, must be destroyed, the “last way”
(porama-gati) implying ft state or "do-mentation” (anttirtlbhiica) and a “selfn aught jpg” (wsWfm®#/
VI, 30 and 34. Our resistance to these points of
view, our reluctance to admit that Nirvtoa implies a superdndividual existence,
Parinirvana ft total release from existence, is purely sentimcotaJ; actually, existence
of any kind is being in a mode, therefore indigent and uninfinite, less than the
xum mam, bonum. On “de-mentation” see also note 128.
{page 12). On the other hand, we must not be disconcerted if three distinctions are not
always rigidly maintained: they arc, in fact," logical, not real.” Buddhuhcod is vir¬
tually, if not actually, Piirinirvflna; God is virtually Godhead; tho jnfirui- and
cnthMra- aspects of the Dhanmikiya are not divided.
(page IS). According to the well-known Aupani§ada aphorism, the Ultimate Reality
ia “Not so, not so”; cf. Bcihme, “God is properly to be spoken of as No Tiling,”
Dante, Coneivio, ill, 15, “Tilings which our intellect cannot behold ... we cannot
understand what they are except by denying things of them,*’ and Maimonldes,
Guide for ike Perplexed, 1,59,11 By affirming anything of God you are removed from
Hira/* Hence the Buddha's refusal to discuss Nirvana.
(pagv 14). Cf, also my “ Notes on Indian Goins and Symbols" Odor- ZcUnchr^ N. F. IV,
1027/28, pp ISO, 1S1.
(page 14)* The tajra of iconography represents the Hxta with its t wo three-pointed ends.
Comparison of R$ Vala, I, Si, 10, and tp 1211 12, gives us the synonymy vajm =
mha&tI, “strengthT|: in tin? former passage, it is by tho “strength 1 found by Kfivyii
Usatui ("the Poetic Will") that India with strength bolds Heaven and Earth apart
[TwittiX in' biklhatr - Siij^ina glosses iUxUlhnte by k bthhJte, a rty ndh<ihT "are afraid/'
sm interpretation to Lie a* undated with n&ibhfitmin and tr
m Jmmintya
Uparnm§ad Br&kwwa, I, 50, and M). India is here acting instead of or on behalf of
Agnir whose function it is to divide or pillar-apart imqkabk, etc.) Heaven and Earth
throughout The Cnsmic Day, and is often called the "Son of Strength/* mhaxns
putrafr or mnuh. Thus mhasm put™ - aha-ja = pajrat ami we have proof that
the mjrn originally represented 11 Fire"; and at the same time another link between
Agni arid the Buddha, with his “adamantine" nature.
ipogt 141. The ^tcrifidal poet
a mjm is eight^angtad* “for the attainment of all
desi res" (o$(o*nrT Kaufitaki BrfihmaQQi Xh I), w hich form might be expected in eonElection with i I > the notion of eight directions Eneeiing at a common centra and (2)
the known prevalence of eight-aided pillar forms in early Indian art* cf.
tuknta ihnmhhi^r JMaka, VI, 173. Cf dwriptfons of Figs, 3P 13.
Account should also be taken of the history of tho "thunderbolt" in Western
Asiatic iconography, see JocobsthaJ, D<r Blitz in dcr mcniaUtiken umf griechischm
*
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Kun&t, Berlin, IQ06; Jaeobsthal'a Figs. 1, 2, 1, 5, for example, depict single, hlfurcated "vnjtiis"
*

25 {ftige M). Indrnji, ^^Antiquarian Remains nt Sopitra and Pudana," J. Bombay Br.
R.A.S., XV, 530 and FL 3.
[pope IG). “Notes on Indian Coins and Symbols,” loc. cit.
27 (page IS), M.g, at Blutargaon, Cunningham, A.8.I. Rtjmrie, XI, 1880, PI. XVII; at
BiidumI, Mem, A>S.I>, XX\, Pis, XI and XXIla; also at Elflrsit in the Dasavutira
care.
28 (page 18). Temple, “Notes on Antiquities from RamonnadcKa," Indian Antiquary,
ISO-!, also Ray, Brahman teal Gods in Burma, 1032, Pis. 4, 5, cf. link, A Ticket
Monumtnts of Kashmir, 1933, Fig. 39.
'Hie Birth of Bntluml compositions (its well ns older representations of lotus
forms arising from a Vafafa's navel) are very Like, aurf may be the source of, the
Tree of J«*st> formula which appears in Christian art towards the close of the
eleventh century; the example which forms n pulpit panel in the Church of S,
Leonardo at Arcetri may be died as showing very clearly the equivalence of western
Hose and eastern Intus, the Mother of God, who is the central flower on the stem
that rises from the navel of the recumbent Jesse, corresponding to the Indian M£y5Laksml;
»y "The Tree of Jesse and Indian Parallels nr Sources,” Art BuHtiin,
XI, 1929, and furl her discussion in Parnassus, Jan. 1935.
29 (page tS). CL Dante, Paradis*, XXX, 116,117, quant1,; la hrghezm rfi qnceta rasa ndl’
cslrcme fogljef
30 (payr tS). Vmriglha: Ity Valu, Vl 1,33,11 r cf. BThid Dcvatd, V, 154-155, NirutOa, V, 14,
Sun-daukmmaiit, I, 16fi. Agni:$g Vida, V 1,10,13. Affiurra Veda, X, S, 34, where t he
Vear- or WorliEwhee! is supported by a lotus, will be discussed later. Another veraion of the same myths is represented in the legend of FUrfimvas and
and
(heir son Ajut. In each case we are concerned with a primordial trinity of Father
(Mitre-Vanin a, Heaven), Mother (Un-ail, Earth}, and Son fVasistha, Agni, Ayus,
life) of God. Identification of Agni VaBvSnaro with Vaai^ha and Ayus is further
implied by Atharm Veda, X, 8,20, where the expression " churned, or rubbed, forth”
inirmarUkate), appropriate to Agni, is used with reference to Visit (- Agni or
\ ;ififtiia), 4Jid Rt) \ eda, 1, 31,5, I, 67,5,1. 5S, 3, etc., where Agni is spoken of as
4 Single life” or “Universal Life1' (c%«, eih-dyu). Our present concern is with
the ontological equivalence of the Buddha with Agni, Ayus, etc.; we have already
recognized the Buddha in the form of a fiery pillar supported by a lotus, and seen
thitt this corrcsporifb to +i Vmjic image of Agni.
Note that in Bfhatl Drrats, V, 154, pv$kare slhUafy need not mean “standing up
in 1 he Lotus,” but rather “ insistent in the Lotus,” sthiteh being virtually the same as
prehjfM. Just tx in Brhadomapaka Up., II, 3, 1, sthiUxh, applied to the murla
Brxtiu11an, i. e. Breluna, means “existent,” and as slhitaii is used in the Stiddhonmi
PuydarUui to express that the Buddha is still living, not, yet wholly Extinguished.
Similarly, tthSyita, “persistence,” “continued subsistence” is used of the relative
immortality of the “angels with respect to works,” such as Imire, St&ituh is thus by
no means contrary to H*; iu the Bhagmad GUa, XI, 15, Brahma is kamatiwmtMihah, that is *'present,” "boro,” or "manifested”—not "standing” -on a
lotus-throne. Cf. my _V<*ir Approach to the Vedas, 1033, note 111 (4fcf is cxitlare,
nr as Sayaim *aysr u\o be bom").
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31

32
33

31

“Earliest references"' Lh said with VKpocl to Indian purees. The texts tiled
from the Rq Veda can scarcely postdate 1000 nc., a coneervativB estimate, not to
mention that the Vedas represent un already line and sophisticated tradition. In
Egypt, IJeru-pa-kliart (Harpocrutes), the child Homs, son of Isis and Osiris, image
of ever-voting and self-regenerating life, is represented ns lotus-bom and lounsup¬
ported throughout the Ptolemaic period, i. e. from about 900 nc. onwards. See
E, W. Budge, The Gods of the Esyptimis, 1,0PP- P 484, and Book of the Dead, .Papyrus
of Am", PI. 28; Catalogue gtntraU du Musfe <f>: Cairo, XXIX, PL XI, items 38, 221
anti 222; lUuxtralal London News, January' 21,1933, p. 84. A head of Tu tank hemen supported by a lotus has been interpreted as representing him as “the young
Sun-god emerging from a lotus flower which sprung out of the primeval waters
when creation ti>ok the place of chaos" HUtudnihtl London Nam, May 23, 193l).
See further A. Motet, “I.e Lotus i t la Nuisance tl^ Dieux en Egypt*," Journal
Aaatupie, May, 191". The conception of [Torn.-, goes back at least to the New
Empire (nineteenth century a.c.J, but there is no evidence for the representation of
the child in or on a lotus until later, Lotus forms are said to appear in Mesopota¬
mian art “only with the pressure uf ISgyptian influences, from the middle of the
second millennium” (a.c. onwards), Andrac, Coloured Ceramics from AsAur, p. 5;
but Indian sources would be equally conceivable, We can only assert that lotus
symbolism must date back at least to the second millennium c.c,, without being
able to determine its precise origins.
(page 19). For they are of mutual origin, aayonyatjoniiS, itareiarajanmina, Brhad
Devoid,1,71, and Nirukte, V1.1,4. The trinity of the Several Angels who are thus of
one and the same sphere and birth (a/yokyatva, ekajittatoa, Bfhad Devote, 1,98) corre¬
sponds to thoee numerous Buddha trinities in which the Buddlis stands between
two Bodhisiittvas, Hupported by three several lotuses springing from « common
stem, which rises from the Waters.
iftage 19). I, e. Agni as First Principle is embodied ft* .Agni VmSvilnui-n, the " Dis¬
tributive Fire" “grnndsun of the Waters."
(pngr, 19). By no means necessarily in the terrestrial mode; in fact, the lotus is generally
employed to denote a universal, or at least angelic, existence.
That the “Earth" is not merely our terrestrial laud, but any “ground” of life
(cf r Bdhmc, "even thy own earth, that is thy body”; purtdarika as human body, e. gin Athimut Veda, X, 8,43, pundarihim nmwh&ram . . . biamm yad yakxam dtinantot
tad i/ai brahnmnido viduh, “the lot u? of nine gates, what Self-in h Genius is therein,
that only the Comprehenaon, of the Brahman know,” where yakxas, as usual Is' in
the Bra lima nus and Dpun^ad*, = Brahman; and Chehvjpgya Upanixatl, III, 12, 3,
“wlial t his earth is, 1 list Is the Some as whal the body in man here is ... the heart,
whereon are established, pnititfhate, the breaths of life”), is clearly recognired by
B&yaua, commenting on Rg Vwta, VI, 18, L3, wliere he says “Earth is Lbe support
of existences in every world" (Mmihwcii stmvtjagata tjtlharabhul&i), cf. pffAiVt used
in the dual or plural to denote the Two Worlds or Three Worlds, Rg Veda, passim,
e. g. I, 10S, 9 and 10, VII, 104, 11, X, 59, 4.
(page 19). Vaei^lui, primarily an aspect of Agni {a? was recognised by Siecke, Liebesgeschicllle do llimmels, 1892, p, 73), to also rightly identified with Pnijiipali and
Jjukga, Salapotha BriLhmana, I I, 4,4, 2, and called a lTajiipau, Mtinawi DharmaSOstra, 1, 34. Pmjupati is Brahma, pndma-ju; cf. Bhdgavate Parana, 111, 20, 15-lti,
“From tbe navel uf the Lord sprang Up a lotus, resplendent as a thousand -suns, llic
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abode of fill living f lung* (sdnu-jTpd-niAvTj/u) where the Ruling Power (senraj) himself
nf himself came in be (isnaymn abfml, of," era yowliAij" = Brahma)/* It may be ob¬
served (hut erayitwiliAii, clmractorizing Prjjfipati as demiurge, corresponds to the
conception of Agni as "self-lighted" {ttgitm* agnify mmidhyate, gg Veda, I, 12, 6);
and this idea in the Rg Veda, where Aprni is typically pittuir punar jaytanUndh,
“constantly reborn,” underlies the Buddhist comparisons of rebirth us the lighting
of one flame by another without "individual" identity uf the substance enflwned,
35 (page 20). Sumnmmed more fully, " (lie Jotus-lcaf la a basis (prat^lhd), for it is thus
earth {ffffhm}, and earth is a basis ., - tliis same earth is Agni’s womb
, .,
one who is not thus supported (prati^ha na bhamti), he is as it were unsupported in a
far country.” Cf. the epithet mipratitfJmpddu, "with firm-based feet," applied to tho
S.imbhogakfiya Buddlm, Maitreya-Afiadga, UUatalaidra, II, 16, where it may I*
taken for granted that the Buddha is understood to lie lotim-seated. Cf. J., l" 53,
patfiaeiyath putiRhayu, "standingon the ground," corresponding to the iconography
of the Nativities, in which the infant Bodhisattva is usually represented as standing
on a lotus.
In connection with the phrase “extended on the buck of the Waters” it should be
noted that some of the commonest designations of "Earth,*1 e. g_ jrrtkiin, iot?, uliSwl, imply precisely "extension/* and further that ii is expressly stated that the
extent of Earth is necessarily equal to that of Heaven, fur the Sun, though repre¬
sented on earth by Fire, cannot be thought of as confined, "for he fills all those
worlds'* (SatapaUia Brdhma$a, VIII, 7, 2,1 and X, 5, 2, S).
36

20). In the older texts we find simply ping karri, “lotus,” which tnay imply the
whole plant or only the flower. In Af/tamr Veda, X, S, 34, the flower is specifically
mentioned (apSm pufl»m); in Matin Up., VI. 2, cited above, the mention of petals
implies "flower/’ as do the later terms padma-koSa and ixulma-garbha. In any cose,
the expanded flower is Uie immediate support, though the whole plant, consisting
of stem, leaves, and flower, is often represented. In JaOmtfya Upanifad lirahmava,
IV, 3, the 'flower* of aevitemity" (fmftasya puppGnA are no doubt lotuses.

(page

37 (page 20). tt is by no means intended to assert that the chtlionlc basis of existence can
be or is only indicated by the Lotus. On the contrary, the Earth may be represented
by the spirits of the liarth, via. the Gtilyaka Yak$as, or Bhummu Devos, cf. my
} akgae, I, 3, my HI IAIdgs. 36, 66, and the Yakushi Buddha pedestal tloscribed below. Or various animals may 1* the supporting bases of angelic beings,
their “vehicles”} or the ground may be represented simply by a plane surface or
platform.
In Rg Veda, MI, SS, 3 and 4, by a cJusjdy related image, tire support of Varisthn
in the \\ aters is called a ship
wherein lie, Vareuja's Son, appointed Prophet
(T?0. ndes gladly with Yanina in mid-ocean “when first the heavens were spread out
and dawns oulst rung” that is when limn began, the ship of life left port, the Flower
of the \\aters showed above the waves. That image of« ship wherein the Universal
Man and Progenitor sails upon the Waters is clearly an aspect of the Vedfe decaydna
and pUryUtui, and corresponds to Many's voyage iu an ark (nan) in the Indian form
of the Flood Legend; find provides an archetype for all that BuddLlst imagery of a
voyage across the sea of life which is implied in the terms H Inayano. and MaMySno
tlje Lesser and the Greater “Voyage” (not, as generaliy translated, “Vehicle")’
which are at the same time one and the same voyage, EkaySna. The Lotus is the
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vehicle of Me: for him wily understand* (tridv&n) during him on toward a known
port, but for the foolish {<u id) storm-driven to an unknown landfall. Cf, Rg Veda,
Vm, 42, 3, and 72, 3.
38 (page 20), In the present monograph we have not emphasized llie distinction uf Upper
(para) from Nether (apard) Waters, representing respectively the powIbUittn of
existence "above*' and "below," in yonder world and this world, Heaven and Earth.
It may, howev er, te remarked tliat the Lotus nearly always appears in the glory or
nimbus (pmbka-inandahi) of the Buddha and other celestial figures (cf. Fig. 36) of
Lhe Buddha or other angelic figures; the two flowers, one behind the "head," the
other beneath the "feet," and each a reflection of the other, representing the
"grounds1’ ipjihiel) of existence in rj-frjiKO (rHjaaika, antarikge) between them. GfSatapfiiha Brtihmaw, 1V.1,5,16, “A*ni is verily the lotus of this Earth, the Sun the
lotus of yonder Sky": and ibid., VII, 1,1, 24, Upper and Nether Waters.
39 (jwffc 21). Tlw version of Culand, Paitewirida Brithmitio, 1031, p. 494, is too specific:
tiokjalrn in the plural need not mean only "stars," cf. Ry Veda, X, 55,4, where the
first of lights {mbkamim , glossed by Sflyana as ST(thnnakt<itnUtm&m) fay its shining
brings to birth (ujamyak) the pufftttya pu-dttm, tantamount to the apgrit pu^ptna
of Atkina Veda, X, 8, 34, Nor need rmtkSSa imply a light diming only at night;
Calami himself Cites jtfffnaro GrhyasOtra, 11,1, 5, where <wiiufe ~ "at daybreak.”
4(t (page 21). Apart from this hermeneutic etymology, the more strictly correct fierivation of puf kara is from root piff, to grow or increase, be nourished, etc., cf. Rg Veda,
X, 35, 4, where putfastja pu-tfam, "the amplitude of increase" or “growth of
growth" which is brought forth by Dawn, is tantamount to puftorti, the WorldLotufi rising from the Waters at the dawn of creation, just as the day-lotus opens at
sunrise in actual experience. Cf. Yaska, Nirukta, V, 14, pu*kanvn antankfam,
po$ali bhiUfini, "The Lotus is mid-space, it propogutes beings," and Fippu PurOga,
I. 8, 23, padmd siadhd SCavtiipuxtidu, "The Lotus-lady is intrinsic power, the con¬
stant giver or increase."
■11 (pciffc 22). Sri, "glcuy,” "beauty," in the Rg Vedn, Ls constantly an "attribute'' of
Agui; fafcftnl, "auspicious sign," is mentioned only once. In the BriLlimunus, Upam.^ids. and later, SrI-Lakcml is usually one angel (itevi) and corresponds to the Yedic
Apearas, and other aspccLs of Aditi. The description of Srl-Laksmi in the Srisfikta, of Brahmaria-Upanifad perind, corresponds in all respects with the iconogrtiphic formula as found in Early Indian art (see my “Early Indian Iconography,"
II, in Eastern Art, 1,192$); here again the dose connection is with Agni (JitavedOfl).
The following b abbreviated and condensed from the full text as given by SchefteSowitJt, Apokryphtti dei Rgvtdn, 19Ufi, pp. 72-79: “Who is gladdened by dcphanls
. .. bathed by eli'pliani-kiugs, with golden vessels [gtijemlmir.,, sndpitd hemahtmbhair) ... Mother Sri (cf.Bmmfita at Bharhut) . . . iho lush, in the lotus lake,
the pillar (pufji), golden . . . we, thy children, Riming forth from the mire (tomfotnma prajd sra^C, cf. the human body an ^puydeuika"), have proceeded to exist¬
ence, . .. Lotus-faced, lotus-shouldered (podmn-iinJ), lotus-eyed, lotus-born, darling
of Vi$nu , . . Mahiilaksini, lotus-wonted ... set down thy lotus-foot witiiin my
heart (iirdt zath m dhutwa).” The cult of Siri-devatii is referred to in Miliruiaftaiiha,
191, her followers being sjioken of as bhaklas.
Lnk^a (Sri, laikfil, listed amongst the brafunavddiTti, or feminine seers, in bfhad
David, II, $4) is evidently synonymous with LaLpnL
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ipaqc 32], See ray " Early Imlhm Iconography, II, §if*Lakfani," East?™ Art, I, 1929:
"Motes on Indian f Vitos and Symbols," Q*ln$, Z< ifscAr., N.F., l\, 192t 38; and
"Archaic Indian Terracottas,” Iptk, 1925, Figs. 25, 3tV
43 {page 22), " Images indiennes de la Fortune," Afeim conf. PAsia Orkniak, 1,1913; and
“The Buddhist Madonna'* (in Thr Beginning* of Buddhist Art, 1917),
44 (page 22], Lakfotfa own "lotus-birth" is thus not exactly the same thing as Agni’s
or VftHiftlia's, for she is the Lotus as well os Sirf-mntu; mother, not sister, of nil those
whose coming to be is from & lotus-womb, abfargoni. It may I* noted that Liik^mT
us Goddess of Fort une consistently preserves her fickle tfpmms character, reminiscent
ofUrvasi; it is only as the Earth, as Bhfimi-devl, that she stands firm.
45 (;imt 22), In Ii(l Vala, I, 184, S, if wc accept the interpretation of Say min, we have “ the
germ (pniifta) was, in the clout!" ferjonl); but it would be more natural Lo take
iTj'rtJi as "holy site," hiatus tnduSBC (tf. vrajat,-mpariSniyuh, BrhadOtVVyaka
Up,, VI, 4, 23, where cosmic analogies are applied to human generation). In any
HIST, the Mother (Earth) is here aflBodated (ywtaa) w ith the Father (Heaven) and it
is made quite clear that she is fertilized by an essence that can only have fallen from
Heaven as rain; "aha the shy otic was penetrated by the tincture (r«*u)," el\ By
Veda, VII, 101,3, "The Father’s juices (payah) grasped (prati-grbhmli) the Mother,
thereby at* increased both Father and Son," Ry Veda, I, 104, 51, "(he minclouds {parjanytVi) animate (jincanti) the Earth," and similar passages. It fa the
descent of the rerai-boiiring rains that is represented in t he Gaja-LuksmT compositioii, which is rather a Conception than a Nativity. But that Conception, ijeing of
Life universally, may well have been thought of as SiddMrtha'e, whose name sig¬
nifies "Accomplishment of Purpose." The notion of impregnation by a cloud or
tain is present even in l he more familiar Buddhist Concept ions, where the Bodhisattvn descends in the form of a white elephant, though Ibis is rationalized by
tilling it a 11 dream." Cf. the elephant Pttccttya, of sky-faring descent, connatural
nun-giving talisman of the Bodhisattva in the VisafiaJara Jdttjka, which is certainly
not a tale of human happenings (incidentally, rma — r/itm rather Ilian miSya: the
“wssa-street " is not the merchant's street, but "Everyman's Way").
The Gnja-Lak$mi composition further corresponds (1) to Christian Annuncia¬
tions, where ihi‘ descent of the Spirit b indicated by rays of the Supernal Sun, and
by the Dove (birds, suparya, representing also in Vedic symbolism, e. g. 1,35, 7, and
l, Hj4, 47, rays of the Sun), and (2) to Dauae’s conception of Perseus, if we substitute
for the Sun, Ajmi with his gulden seed.
In Buddhist legend, the Nativity baa been so far rationalized that no great stress
is laid on virgin birth, though both conception and birth are In other respects mirac¬
ulous. As to the virgin birth, “on n’a jamais cru i|uc ^'akyainouni {fit n<’ <k* oeuvres
dc (.’uddhodanado la Vidlte Poussin, Lc Dogmc el la Phifaaophie du Botuidhieme,
p. 57, and his notes. Indian tradition, however, knows a virginity of the Mother,
Adiii, calling her a farm;, apratilu, human, ifuitii t/unitl, k<;nyut yttpi, etc. An ultimate
“virginity” of both parents is indeed a metaphysical necessity, for the twin pedes of
being, the ummoving centres of the Pripcipiid and World Wheels, act only by ihcir
presence and not by local movement : “He” is urulimmishcd by his largesse, “She”
by her parturition.
46 {page 23), The analogous lustration of SiddMrtlia by two Nflgas, genii of the nether
waters, la represented on ihe welLknown stde from S&raith, see Faueher, Btijintiingt of Buddhist Art, Pi XIX, Fig. 1, Sower-lefL pane).
12
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47 (page 23). On this meaning of Iliya see my “On Translation: mdyd, dew, tapnn," in
/sis. No. 54, 1933.
48 a flag,• 23). The nanm Milyii-devl occurs in Digha NiMija, .11, 7t Mfthi-MityS in the
NidOnakathU (J,,I, 52etc). That the name of Maya-devl's sister, co-wifc of Suddhodnna, should liave been Pnjapsti is equally significant; as remarked by tie la Viill&r
Poussin, Le Dogn\r et h Philosophu du Bouddhisme, 1030. p. 188, "Jamais femme
imJieune s’est nommfe Mflya . . . Mid taps jfipatl n'est pus nun plus un nom.”
The various accounts of the Buddha's Inrlh are conveniently assembled in
Windisch, Buddha’s Gebitri, Leipzig, 1908,
In the Bitddhncarila, 1, 16-1S, Mityii is uttanui devoid, which may be freely ren¬
dered "Queen of Heaven," and os regards her earthly being, i - said to have “aban¬
doned,in accordance with the Uiv (dharma), her subtle nature
prakfdm1 "
Miiyil-devt who bears and her sister PajSpatl who fosters the Bodhiaattvn otrresjxmd in fact to l tic Vedic sisters Night and Day, the two mothers of Agtti, cf lig
Veda, I, 95, I, "Two of unlike aspect, each in succession cherishes the Babe,” HI,
55, 4 "One mother bears, another cherishes the Gulf/' and V, 2, 2, the imhi.fiand
as mother and nurse. M»yS-dcvI corresponds also to Aditi, Inc Ira's mother
whose death is caused by his birlli full-grown from her side, pdt&edi tiraScatii, tfg
Vaia, IX, 18, seeflieg, SiitauUffi d*‘SflFift, Stuttgart. 1902, 76 f It. is noteworthy
that the name nf the seer of this hymn h* VSmadnva Gautama (gaulama being palro
nymic, m in the Buddha’s eitsci, t» whom aha there is attributed a lateral birth
from his mother's side, this hirtJi taking place in a wood (witw, cf. Lmiihinf-vareii),
as related in Guyana's introduction to Rg Veda, IV, IS. It nmy In* remarked that in
Juiaka, 1, 52, Miyi-davl is already on her way to Devadaba, her ancestral home,
when the child is born in the Lumbini grove, which was common ground to the
people of both cities, Kapilavattbu and Devarialui, Now rfw/itfw - devahrttda,
"angel-pool," nnd must surely be the same as the hrada or iaiiora of the SarasvnU
which is ''as for from here ns Heaven11 (PflftflWrtfo Bfdkmatfd XX\ , 10,12-18J, and
is the same “source" n» that in which the aged Cyavuna was restored to youth by
the Alvins r<spoJk, ibid., XIV, 5,19, hrada, Satapatha BrOhnuma, IV, 1, 5, 12, fri&uw,
Jaiittiniya Hmhnmna. Ill, 120 ulld 125 expanding Rtj l\da, I. 110, 10), likewise
Vlmu!) abode "at the source uf the rivets of life,” viiulhilndm upvlaye, Rg Veda,
VIII, 41,2, the Fountain of Life (ifea, Rg Veda, passim). Thai the Bndhisattva is
conscious, and speaks, while yet in the womb is anticipated also in the #g Y<da
with respect to Agni, Indra, Gnntlharva. Correspondences uf this kind could be
cited without end; cf. my Rg Veda fie Land-ndma-hok, London, 1935.
49 (page 2$), In metaphysical formulation, lateral procession is an inevitable concept;
t he brandies uf the tree, or arms of the cress, proceeding from the vertical laterally.
Cf. also the origin uf Eve from Adam’s side; and the Caesarian birth of Rustam.
50 (pope 23 Mtgha, from root mgh - mih, to sprinkle, micturate, emit; cf.
out¬
pouring, bountiful, applied to Vanuui and Agni, Rg Vida, passim (Vll, S8, 1; J V, 5,

).

1, etc.).
51 (page 23). .1 rtguitartt A'lfcdyti, 1, 145 [III, 38).
52 (.-page 24), Omicroti, Letters from PaultH, 1920, p. 219,
53 (try 24). Just us in mediaeval Christianity It was asserted again of him who said ol
liimself, "Before Abraham I am,” that “Christ’s birth is eternal"
54
23). For the Surnfith capit al see -Salmi, Caliitague of the Afttssun of Archeology at
SOmath, 1914, Pl. IV and p. 28. This and corresponding reliefs are further discussed
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NOTES
Srt'luw. Note that from the standpoint of a more met aphysical Buddhology the "first
t urning of the Wheel " must be thought of ax not. first eventually, but first primonlially, in prineipio, agn. For the pillared wheel ns a representation of the sun, see
P. E. Dumont, "The Indie God Aja Ekupud, the One-legged Goat,'1 J.A,(),&., 53,
320 f.
55 (page £5). In more detailed exegesis: BfJiadtiranyaka Up.t 1, 5, 15, “Self (atman) the
nave (nd&ftf), properties (tuUa) the felly (prudki)Up, r I, -1, “WC
understand him as wi t h one triple (trivji) felly (nemf).. . one mystery (v\6kd) dually
manifested (dvinimitta)"; Prttfuu
VI, 5 and 0, “on whom the parts {kalfi) rest
firm, like the spoke* on the nave {nQhhi) of a chariot (-wheel), Him I deem the Per¬
son 1o be known."
56 (page 36). It is not at all unlikely that the notion of the revolving well-w heel may also
be present; cf. citations in my "The Persian Wheel/' J.A O.S., LI. 2S3.
57 (page IS). We do not mean to exclude particular adaptations, as when the calrra bcctiiucs 1 he "weapon ’’ of a given deity, t, g, Vi^ju, though even in this case the Wheel
COtlld be understood to mean “Time," os a destructive power. The use of the ctikni
ua a divine weapon is analogous to the similar use of the vajru.
Nor is the symbol of ilie World-wheel by any means exclusively Indian, It is
constantly employed, for example, by Dante. It survives even today in the semipagan, semi-secular form of the “Wheel of Foriuna." To be “broken on the wheel"
represents a form of martyrdom which, like a death on the Cross, is not without Itfl
cosmic analogies. We cannot pursue these considerations further liere, nor discuss
the ultimate origin of Ihe symbol (observe that the JtwwfiA-a antedates the wheel),
but may remark flint the wheel appear* also in Greek symbolism, where it is prob¬
ably of Oriental origin see Cook, Zcrta, IT p. 198 f.p and Roes, Greek Geometric Ad,
1933, especially ji. 46}. Here too the Olympians are “only spokes in the great wheel
of nature, dot the driving force that sets and keeps her going . . . India and Chinn
best help us to the understanding of Dike as the u>oj/ of the world and also as Right
and Justice," J. Harrison, PArrafe, pp, 40-1 and 523-527, cf. also Jackson in J.A .O S.,
XXI, 171, and Kaegf, Itig Veda, note So. Dike = <t£a = rtu » dharma - twj as
“Way.”
58 (page 36), Most of the confusion which Ins been introduced into discussions of Nir¬
vana and Parinirvapu baa arisen from a failure to distinguish between the non¬
entity of the irrational (viz. very
of existence) and the non-cxistcnoe of
the nun- or supm-rcuiomd (viz. very postibiiity of existence).
59

(page 37). Ekmutah prqjntilUbghanah, MdmpJbja Up.t 5; sarupega jyatipi itwtdena,
Itg Veda. X, 55, 3: miii salgum, JI, 24, 12; vtfwm elam, III, 54, 8; wrmtiharmammutiiy SPL 133*

00 (page 37). In many of the early Ruddiest Dhaimnnejikkas, the nave or hub (ntz&Aj) of
the wired is represented either as an open lotus (petals being indicated) or an the
pericarp (£0991*0) of & lotus (the characteristic circular marks Iwing shown on its
surface 1. Cf. SafikaricSjyu’s gloss prlhiifrpafyumwlhgc mmikargikdsaamthuip on
kamRla&masUuxm qualifying “Brahma” in Bhagexml GM, XI, 15; katuydoa us the
key-plate of a domed roof, the sole support of its rafters, Jdtaka, III, 317-319; and
in connection with these passages, Ru Wda, 1,35, 0 "as on the chariot's axle-point
depend the deathle^ (principles)/' and VIII, 41,6, “in whom ail cimtJve-utterances
(kavgd) inhere as does the nave within the w heel.”
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61 {page ST). E. g. 1,9,2, "Let flow the soma to Indra, the instigator (crrfcrt) to the opera¬
tor (calm) of nil things (vt&tfni)”; Illh 16, 4, whero Agn), "who conducts (coAti) the
offering amidst the Angels, is the maker (eakri) of the several worlds (utfnffm bhuifind) and has full power over them1'; cf. IV, 2, fJ, and VIII, 31, 9.
62 (page27). Vanina, Indra, etc,, are K^atriya, so loo is the Buddha by birth; he docs
not *hink of himself as a "priest," but an militant. The "Buddha-field" (bitddhafyeira) is at the some time in this sense a "field of battle'' and also a trackless wilder¬
ness wherein ho alone can point out the W ay (viatgai). In the latter connection we
find again the reflection of Vedic concept* of Agni, vitimn pathak pum-clii, #g Veda,
V, 46, 1, kfdravit. ibid., IX, 70, 9, and X, 32, 7 (Indra), mydtvm saihjMiwm, X,
10, 4 (in I, 104, 47 ntyOnam ,,. dftwrfi uf contrasts with Offavfiran .. . vi id, in V,
46, 1 wtttMfiotft with dvftarh, hence nvjftna = deqaydna), etc. In
I, 45, 9,
tlie "field” ikxefm) is the extended world over wliich the sun passes with his seven
horses; ited., X, 32, 7 those that are not way-wise therein seek to be taught by him
thui is the knewer of the field (akfrfrarid fyelna/idam hy oprdf), of. Majjhma
A'iA.jyn, No- 108 "revealed a path until then unrevealed" (asa&j$ta*$a maggaea
KiifjSiteM) \ in the Upanfcads similarly Hydra is ” world," e, g- Srddsmtara Up.,
VI, Id, and Mviiri Up., 11, 5, Agni is ty pi willy jw^pnfi, “ Lord of the dwellers in this
field”
63 (page S3). “The chariot ia the Year," Affirm Veda, Fill, S, 23.
64 {page 2$). In making use of the symbol of two wheels, progressive enlightenment must
be represented by a simultaneous contraction (con-cen tuition) of the circumference
of each (cf, Maitri Up., VI, 1), and by a contraction (cou-cent ration) of the ask,
resulting as before in the inconnumcmble unity of the single point, via. Atman qtid
Ifivara, Cakravartin. That is the meeting point of all the spokes, and also the inter¬
section of the nnn? Of the two*or three-armed Gross. Cf. Chunng TzO, II, 3, "TS ben
subjective and objective arc both without their correlates, ihnt is the very axis of
Tao. And when that axis passes through the centre at which all indefinites converge,
positive and negative alike blend into an infinite One . •. viewed from the stand¬
point of Two, the (horizontal) beam and the (vertical) pillar are identical." In Giles'
translation 1 have substituted “Indefinites” for “Infinities.''
Where there is a question of three wheels, of which the third is known only to the
adept, it will be evident of course that this hidden wheel, of which there is no exten¬
sion,. must be thought of as coincident with the one “point” (intersection of all
axes) which represents principiaUy the two manifested wheels.
65 {page SO). Cf. Dante, Paradtia, XIII, 21-22, punt# ddlo stdo a evi la prima rota hi
tUntamo, and slu'd., XVII, 28. and XXVIII, 16 and 41 -12; and Jatmitilya i patiiyad
BrShmaya, I, 3, where the way out of the worlds, by which one "wholly escapes"
(arimuryohj) {= bfaHkdrt in Cfdtndogya Up., VIII, 6, 0, “I am the Door in .hihn,
x, &), viz. the "hole in the sky” (iliisii thidnim), “tit the place of meet ini; in the
Sun” {Gdityam tamayd), is very cornelly symbolised by the "space” (Wio) of a cart
(ana?) or chariot (reiAa), that is the space at the centre of the wheels, arid “that is
mm to be all covered over by rays" (ra#mr). Cf. St Thomas, STh., Ill, Q. 91,
A. 1, "things belonging to the state of glory are not nmirr the sun.” (My explana¬
tion of ratha-ebidra ip J.,4 .Q.S., LI, 172, should be rejected.)
66 {page S9). For the opposing points of view in dramatic contrast, cf* Bhagwad (Pda, III,
16-25, and AnuejUH, Ch. XXX* The contrast, however, is more apparent than retd:
what is taught in the Anvgttl and in early Buddhism is indeed tlie stoppage (nism[7fi]

NOTES
mntt, mifth) of the Bliavncekra, but the reft] meaning of abstention is better ex*
pressed in (he fihcigai’ad Gtld end in later BuddiLitrm os a transformation of action, tsr
perfected facility in action, achieved when the action i? performed willingly but not
from will,
iv (page 30). The Angels whose existence is as yet merely potential are thought of as fear*
ing lest being should not flow out into existence. The fear is needless, since in him
potentiality and act are indivisible, he works willy nilly, doing what must be done.
'Iliai the Buddha remains in seclusion during the period of hesitation corresponds to
the occulta lion of Agni (Ommi kml, agm, fig Veda, X, 51,5; stlrjsm, gOfkarh tamaMipavrulcnti, dnd., V, 40, fi, etc.) antecedent to the dftwn of a creative cycle. That
delusion (in Christian terms "interior operation" or "eternal rest," Wits ante prinripiumj isi the same as the "pleremo non-revolving" (punmm apramrtt) of KaugV
tah Up,, IV, S.
The hesitation corresponds in the life of Christ to the Passion in the Garden of
Gethflemanc, “O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pa« fmrn me"; rind when
he adds, "nevertheless, not as 1 will,but as thou will," that correspond* to Actii, who
performs what b required of hint Ui<t Veda, I, 165, f), iarigya kw<kVI, 9, 3,
r<i*ft*<ni iwfdft, VII,20, l»eo&$ . . , gottartftfoa), and the Buddha, who docs whnt
tn/alhhihtatts.

kar°ti' SPl Ch- XVjl Thi» ** technically, '•nemuita*

In the individual it. ia represented by everyman's idleness, who will not put his
shoutder to he IVlied {ettttft pmmrtitam cakram tin anwarbyati, BfmgawdGitr. JIf
10), or speaking Christinnly, will not take up hi* Cross.
“Lft ,I,r_t
tSUarte« bow before thee";as in fact the FrJUr Great King* ward
.*
!ind ^wive him when he proceeds from the Mother's side
It teOften nveriooked that the notion of (he Four World Wardore is met with already
, '.*£ a"< Br'"imjVms'

example Rg Vida, VIII, 38, 2-3, where thc^W,

rr\tni?"')t V^T °V K ttnd Ar**fDm
l KaugUaH Brahman*. VIJ,
’ ! 1.Apm (
S?™A &}* Savitr 0* >• Fathya Svjisli, |. c. Vac (N), and AditE
(Zemth); and Jctwtmiyc l-panigad BrOhnma, I, 28, with Agni (E), Miam fS)
C;ik^n (W )j hioini [K)t and Prilm (Zenith).
Halt the Hodhisarl va etamLs erect and takes seven steps as soon as he 1* bom
corresponds to niunereus Vedic text* fa which Agni h described us great (firhat IV

Sp

th'

110 “bor"

^

W <"T *>■ * V«*' “■ % 8. "Th® «gker, taring gong farth. nitnn*: homg j, ,bc dg.
“ ,rf.Ihlns' 'h« PMO"! (™r); nbnndoning to ngwir-ggmpietcd task, hr «„gg.
hggk n
'»S
tic mlg of Snritr” - witl. rglriggcg Unnrily to ita Zg
'! f* eoanic day, the end .>f time, and analogically to the fall of night on earth ('{
J:*"■•»». '■ *. “Hnring slain by food tl*L| ,ta, tan or
60 W M). Ttai mugt fotloiv
any <n* JUgctly f„m t]ll, riMi ,
low, as e, g, in Attaretja Brahmana, VIII, 2r
7tt ( imqg 30). Cf. the use of t&Andha in Afailri Ur> Vn ti wk-„ (l
« orld-Ugg in
,Wta„„ ••ignn'h^.g! b^’gh'■
j 1 (page S3). See Suzuki, Outlines of Makayana Buddhmi, m wo ft

E?«]
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72 (page 32), See Anesaki, Buddhid Art1MB, p. 39; Omum .Sdgai, Scwtbon TZjv^&wMandarn, TokyC, 1913; Getty, (JhJs of Northern Buddhism (2nd ed.), pp. 28 ff.
73 (page S3). A rest significe.ni n\m In connection with the Inter virtual identification of
the Buddha with Brahms. In Mnjjkitrwi JVift&pa, If 69, we have hrahmacahkftnt pamttriir ijyinmynums with dhamrnanakk&tii jvtivttfti (cf. ycncdtiiii hhmmiftiU. brahmaSvctAAvatara Vp.t VI, l'\t and in Sumy alia Nikaija, V, 5-6, ** This An van
eightfold Way may be spoken of a& BrahmaySna nr us Dhammnyam." Cf. al^o
Keith, Rdigitm and Phifomphy of (hr Veda, p. 550, and de ia Vall& Poussin. L*
thgmrdln Phiiuwiphic du Botiddhisme, 193U, p, 1S6, ule nirvana, cre*Ft-ifcdIrti * . . !e
hrahpurfeku drs bouddhustes,"
4 (page 33)- Oimira Scigai, ?<w\ rrt, XV t 3, 45 (frige S3). In addition to r he Santa th pillar are the v arious reprrweatations til Bhliti&t,
Bodhgaya, S&flcTj and Amaruvati, and the large and elaborate Dharmacakras fmm
Slum; see Ciuitdngti&m, Stupa of Bharkui, 1870, PL XXXIV, 4 (of, PL VII, showing
a Dhamiacakra supported by a lotus pdm&tte); Baddinfer, Early Indian Sculpture,
Pb=. I4t 4(4, 55, 66* 104, 110, 152; my EMory, Figs, 45t 136, 144,318, also the sunwheel pillar on an tarty coin, Fig. 112; SalmOny, SculjAure in Siam, Pis. 3a and 5a.
For the fundamental symbolism see Mus, “Rambmjur - .
Ch. ill (Le Filier
de Saraath et to Problkne des Cinq Orients), in B&FEQ., 1932, pp. 413 f76 (page. 84), See my "Origin of the Lotus (so-called Belt) Capital/* Jud, Hid.
VI,
1930, 373-375, and “Origin of the Lotus Capital," ibid., VII, 1931, 747-750 (827830), A. K. Mitra*iJ Origin of i he Bell Capital/1 did., pp. 213 f.* und ”A further
note on the Origin of the Bell Capital,11 ibkL, XP 1034, 125 f.r and G* L. Fabri, in
Sludm d'Orimtiitiemc, 1032, p. 249, disagree. (Although Mitra argues aa if against
my interpret a (inns* [ cannot see any differ en-ce between his explanation of the
Musas being; primarily a symbol of divine or “miraculous71 birth, and of fertility,
and my own nf the lotus as representing the universal Ground — pp thirl f blulmi —of
existence and as at, once the birthplace — yoni — and indispensable support. — pra*
ti$iha — of Life in the W orlds. Dr Mitra .seems scarcely to understand the usa
of the expression “Ground17 in metaphysics and theology, w here it corresponds to
“Substance” as opposed to mF^tncc.rr As to the derivative application of the
lotus symbol in architecture arid ornament, I sec no reason to modify views already
expressed; and ns to the supposed ^mystery11 will only remark that an established
symbol can eaMly become a d*cM, anti may be used m such without conscious
reference to its ultima\t- siguificaiiee; the Greek “Egg and Dart/* really a lotuspetal moulding, affords a good instance of such usage,) J« Prsyluaki, hlLc symboltetue dri pilior de Saimth/* in £ludes d*OrumtaliitTnef pp, 481 L, und Dumont,
he. tit, note 54 a deal with other symbolic aspects of the SarnSth capital.
We have deduced elsewhere (JVe» Approach to (he Vedas, note 67) that conch
(Saftkhti) and lotus
he a formulation alternative to that of paired lotuses
(one in tin? nimbus, the other Ijoneafh the fecit, or both In the hands n{ the Sun, ^
padmakadtm}t stand for the powers derived respectively from the Upper and the
Nether Waters. As the Nether Lotus is the Earth, the substance ul things, so the
Goad* or Ilpijer Lotus is their form; in other word*, while ihc low er symbols stand
for means or ground of uitamnoe, the upj>er symbol stand ftir the power of utter¬
ance, all that Is uttered \vyilhfH, dc&ito) coming into existence between them. And
although X cannot die a text, it will in it be rash tt> regard the conch as & symbol
of the Spoken Word. On tbfr^e lines the symbol of n conch ^uppcnrled by m lotos
[77 3

NOTES
which occurs at AjantA lYazdani, Aj'tiM, Pt. II, p.53 md Pis. XLVIIs, XLlXd),
hut. is not to my knowledge represented elsewhore, can be explained as an alterna¬
tive formula equivalent to r hnf of the sfttrn supported by a lotus, discus-vd above.

I'ltt. 1.

< 'oneii wid Lotus, aa represented at Ajants.
After Taxd&ni, as cited in note 76.

77 (pofff 3f). Tin? connection of nrMii, nave and navel, with rnibha, space or firmament, is
anything but ncoid^nt&t, cf. Mtiilri tip., VI, 8, with respect to Pmjiipafi’:- worldform, “ the firmament (hkums) is bb navel." Observe dint from the Vedic^Aupttni!?arln point of view "Space1' (ultfSa) is an elemental mibatnnee, cf. our,1'ether":
"Space {ai(iSo) is the permissive cause or necessary medium (ninahitf)1 of Ofimeund-aspecl (mana-nt^i, i. c. individuation),” ChSadogya Up., VIII* 14. This Space
should not be eonfdaed with the Void, hlnya, although in Buddhism, which is an
atomistic system, a confusion Is unavoidable; actually, iL is correct to apeak of t he
Space-lrody (ak&Sa-tOfim) of Brahman, w here it would not be correct to sneak uf a
"Void-body."
^
7S (page S^}. Note that khn is used both with respoot to Space in the inner man, and to
denote the space within tlie mivc of a w heel, into which space fits the point (gqO of
the operating axle (oipn), see above, note 65. Kha is at once "void” and "plenum.”
i & (page 31). For this use of nit fa as "place of being," cf. Dante, Paradise, XVII I, 110,
virtu ch’t-ftirma per It ttuff, "power that is form unto tiro nests,” cf. nJ{a and hdSya
in tiro Itp Veda and Brahmimaa, passrin,*. g.
Veda, VI, 15,10, and Xt5,0, Atfmi m
Wita, IX, 3, 10-20, Paikmimiyi Ilnlbmana, XI, J5, l,atul Muitrfitjanhtti Up., Ill, 12.
50 (jwif* SS). The Buddhist due trine of the heart (dt, bodhi-eltta) is already developed not
only in the Upanigade, but also in the iff, Veda, w here H Apfoyo, correspond to
h«/Ai-ci«a. For example, in ft Veda, IV, 5S, II, Agai antah wmutlrr hply antar
X, 177, 1, the Sun-bird, hrrla paSyanti inanasd vipaleitait; l, 65, 1, and 67, 2,
Ayni, a<thu catanitm, ji^fjj VII, 76,jM; VI, 6, GJyolir hrdaya ahitnm
51 (page SS). Cited in the KMa, No, 198, and Siren. Hintonj of Early Ohimm Pointing
p. 10L

NOTES
82 (page 3a) > Cf. Dity&tod&nai XXVJf etL Cowell and Neill, p. 363, where it is hdten for
granted that11 those who venomto earthen images of the Angefe do not revere the
cky, but the Immortals thereby represented/* A "real part of the modern “ love of
art” Is u veneration of the clay, and this preoocupatton with sensible shapes and
materials, to the ueglncl of rumm d’Ano, is tantamount to idolatry in the religious
sense, fcLisltkm in the psychological sense {fetishism being an attachment to the
sign, rather than to that of which it is the edgn), The shapes of images are not Mis
shapes, but imagined; He is [heir form, not Huey his. Before a Buddhist icon, it is
pertinent to ask, "Whose image and superscription is this?M We cannot know
whether a Buddhist "work of art" is "good” or “had*” that b to say well and truly
made with regard to the end in view, m long as we remain in ignorance of thit end;
ef. my Tramformat im of Nature in Art, 1034, and u Understanding the Art of India/8
in Parmssmf April, 1934.
$3
3C). /fi/mw, IX, 01 a 4/trait la dnttrinaf dte &fa$cafidet salto il vdtimz tlajti vtiflri
dram\ cfr Paradiso, XXXIII, 142e alTalta fantasia qui twitted pos&a, and TaiUirlya
Up.f II, 4, "Before Whom words and intellect turn back, not reaching Him/" In
accordance trfth the Indian theory of aesthetic experience, the accomplishment of
the aesthetic act depends nut on the accidents of the representation, buL on the
spectator*# or he:±rerrti own effort or energy, In other words, iconography can be
regarded only as a curious and sterile science, a cataloguer’a art, until we proceed
from the denotation to a reaUmUon of, nod assimilation to, the ultimate significance
tpuramfiTtha) of the symbols iprutika} employed* But, as the Tao Teh Ching ex¬
presses it, "'There are but few in the world who attain to the teaching without
words,”
S4 (pagr: SB). "There is the rose wherein the divine Word was made flesh; there are the
lilies by whose fragrance the Right Way is found11; or to venture a Sanskrit, version,
replacing JJros=oIJ by "loin*/* Tatr&siy uptfrh pufpom tjasmin saddhanna wmtamapah
mmabhamt^ (aim puxkanhli ye-stim gundhendryo irrnrgo labhgate.
85 (page 40). It Ls taken fur granted that “those who venerate earthen imaged of the Im¬
mortals do no! revere the clay, but the Immortals thereby designated/8 DivyAw*
dam, XXVI fed. Cowell and Neill, p- 363).
Cf, Zimmer, Kundfarm und Yoga im indisehen Kulthildf 1026, p. 31h "Das
Kultbild ist ein ymtra und nur cin ypntnt" A yttntra is n “ device” of any land, here
a “piece of psychological apparatus/1
86 (page 40)- Cf. "his manhood is a hindrance so long as they cling to it with mortal
pleasure; they ought to follow God in all his ways and not keep solely to his way of
manhood who reveals Lo us the way of God hood,” Eckhwi, I, 187,
87 (jiage 40). For the textual references see Lhe P,T.S. Pali Dictionary, a. v. uptldL
83 {page 40}r 11 Where God gives up the ghost, darkness reigns in the unknown known
unity. This is hidden from us. .., Plunge in: this is the drowning/' Eckhart, 1 r 303.
89 (pagt 4/)* The “Harrowing of Hdl/r cf. St Thomas, Sum, 77ir, III, Q, LI1, It must be
assumed from the Buddha's point of view that- Mara himself was nut merely de¬
feated, but transfigured and restored, just as the weapon# with which ho liad
vaulted the throne-sit ut tmd fcteeii transformed. Pur angels are fuller not in nature
(s«Mdw} but in grace, their divine prototypes cannot be affected; and what the
Buddha sees is things in their perfection: he who attains Perfection sees only per¬
fection, neither good nor evil hav ing any place in the perfectly simple understand¬
ing (satmta-jhdng)-
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NOTES'
Just os in Islam, the curse laid upon Iblto (Salon) lasts only iml.il the Day of
Judgment, and at the End of Time he will be restored to his place with Allah, It
aumol be supposed that ilie Great Person "now’' ewes l kings differently front the
manner in which he "will” see them at the End of 'rime, for to him all time is simul¬
taneously present; so Milni, who plays the part of Salon In relation to the man GaUtuiiui, by the omniscient Bu< idha could have been seen only in his eternal perfection.
90 [page jl). The World-picture is tin? '■Eternal Mirror,” cf. Au mis line, Dr Cii>. I>n\
lib, xii, c, 29, ttpcr.ulutit eternum Dttnfcs sr ndefttium duett in cognitionem omnium
matorwn there “mens’' = manas = dauu eakxu, "the angelic eye," ns in Ckni\dogya Up., VIII, 12, 5), and Chunng Tztt, “The mind of Lhe sage, lasing at rest,
Ijecomes the Mirror of the Universe,”
91 (pugr 40- “The moment of supreme illumination is short-lived, and passes like a Hash
of lightning,” Ecklmrt, 1,255, cf. mtprakdSa, amiatktira, in Siihilga Harpatja, 111. 2.
92 (page 4/)„ Ak&frnn ,, , gantvd, which some might well have understood to mean
ItpitiyAkaw. For "Sky” (rfMfa) is also “space in the lotua of the heart”; and the
“place prepared” may be regarded us the ripened consciousness of the individual
lieiug, in which the planted seed of the Wisdom {-tree) springs up full-grown.
93 (pagr 40* “ Vafiaapati,” in the Vedas, commonly designates Agtu us t he Tree of Life,
The “springing up immediately,” asis also outwanllv symbolised In the mango
trick, cf. DhammttjHula AWinkatha, III, 21)7, and in JiUaka, No. -1S9, “ Vessavana's
Mango” (the some is attributed to Matuinniin tune Lir, God of the Sea, in Irish
myth, see O’Grudy, Stiva Gadelicei, 1892, p, 321), is vliaracleristic for any manifested
deity nr “Hero,”
&4 (page 45). The (Midiii-) Bodhimandu is palhatfan&fd also in HnhAbodhirarhsa, 79.
The notion of the navel of the earl h, which is also a point on the axis of the universe,
is found again and again in the Vedas: for example, fig
l, 59,1-2, where " Agni,
navel of the earth (ntibhir iignih pfUtayah),’’ is compared to it “column (sthifya) sup¬
porting the kindreds," t. all the hierarchies of existence; X, 1,0, where Agni is
again ruiblul prtliivyiih; X, 5, 3-6, where Agni is the navel (tnibfii) of all that pro¬
ceeds or is concrete, :i pillar {skuinbtut ■ at the parting of the ways ipnthnm vimrgr);
X. 82, 5-6, where “the Waters held that Bam* Germ (pro-Win) in which the Several
Angels appeared together (mmapaSyanta, cf, paryupaipala in PaficwiniSa Brdhmatfa,
VI1, S, 1), mi (lie Navel {ndbhtiv atihi) af the Unborn, and wherein stood (taslhnfi,
from r.tAri, to exist) inherent (arpituns) the Several Worlds (etfufl hhuwmm)
IX.
72, 7. where Soma, ndMd prthivijilh, sustains the Mighty Heaven; X, 13,3, “ At the
centre (rldWiau) of the Law (rid} I make all things clean (sampiu^mi)"; X, 04, 13.
“Where we are met together at the navel i ndbho, hero the place of Sacrifice), there
Aditi confirms our uterine relationship (Jamitm) *■; Maitri (
VI, 6, where Svar is
the head, Bhnr tin? foot, and most significant, Bhuvas iSpace) the navel, of
Prajflpali.
For the navel of the earth in universal tradition ef. 0. Rank, Art and Artist, New
York, 1932, pp, 13S f. and 139 f., and references there cited, especially W. Roecbcr,
Drr Omphalotgedmir ..1618 (“The whole of antiquity seems to have thought
. . . that the navel of the earth was also the starting point of the world's creation’').
A,- to tin- primordial importance attached to the East, which at first sight seems
to contradict the notion of “centre/* a careful comparison of Yedio texts (see my
\eti> Approach to tfte I cticis, note 65, and Ap(jendix) shows lluit I >v successive anjiC80]
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logical transpositions the “East" implies “North," "Zenith," and "Within," i.e.
ultimately the "centre of consciousnEss," centre of life, ttmriasyn mbki.
(page 42). A* well he may, who is the "wise, indestructible, undying Mover" of the
Tree, TaitlMya Up., 1,10 (rent'd), one with the Buddha himself as Pravartin of the
Bhiiva-cakra. Dhamma-cakka and Btaava-cukku are sharply distinguished in Pali
texts from the standpoint, of edification (especially in the phrase dhamma-enkkapavaiiana, where lihavima has the restricted sense of "Gospel”), but in reality the
Prindpial and Exhrtential wheels revolve on & common axis, the omniscient eye per¬
ceives their identity, he who moves and lie who stays the Wheel are one. Tlie Mfimdhur^ma b thus not an external conflict, but simply the involution (tt&Mtfwia,
nivrtti) of the Buddlm’s own Will. All redemption is God's redemption of himself,
every Passion a sacrifice unto Lhe Sacrifice.
(page 42). Exegesis ordered to edification lias missed the point here. "Evil" is that by
which existence is diminished or denied: "Good," that by which existence is cnliaiuaxi or affirmed. Evil is what a given being would naturally avoid, good that
which a given being would naturally possess. That is all a matter of the affections,
and relative. The point here is not that the Great Person is “good" as other than
"bad,” vis. morally, but that he is transcendent equally with respect to evil and to
good. Mfira assaults the Bodhisattva with every weapon in the category' "evil";
Mara's daughters present the category '-good" in all its most attractive forms.
Mftra'B w eapons are transformed into offerings of flowers; the Bodhisattva docs not
look at Mura’s daughter, he remains un-affeclcd. Gt Saddttarma-Funfarika, V,
22-27, like tthagamd GUtl, V, 15, and XII, 17; also the discussion in my Buddha and
the Gospel of Buddhism, 11, 5, and Eckbart, I, 272, " God is neither good nor true,"
In the Christian "Temptation," Jesus is equally immune to "good" (the kingdoms
of the earth; and to "evil" fthe being east down from the mountain); this tempta¬
tion corresponding to Mara's of the Bodhisattva when lie offers him the lordship
of the world, J-, 1,53. Ii may be noted that in all Messianic concepts, llie possibility
of an exorcise of either the temporal (brahma) or spiritual power (fcfoira) is presented,
and that in the type of the priest-king these are united. In the Rg Veda the dim!
powers are represented In the dun! Indr&gn! or 1 ndra bra bran nnspnri. The spiritual
power luiving precedence (Attatcpa Rviihntupei, \ 111, 1,5, and Srutupidha I$T&hmaipx.
] V jr tf. jz,j Ytda, IV, 50,9i, Agtii is said to dbooee lndra for himself, and to have
given’ the mjra to he hands (Rg Veda., X, 124, 4 and X, 52, 5); Tndrn's are the sins
i killdxam) Involved in the establishment of the temporal power, Agni the Redeemer
ikflbitas-prt). The Buddlm plays the part of, mill strictly speaking ‘-is," Agnj.
(page 42). Kftsntt is the term employed in the BrhtuldranynRn Up., I, 4,17, to denote
the entirety and plenitude ol the Self, Atman, in contrail to Lhe privation («*rhwi)
out of w hich it proceeds Despite the dialectical antithesis, this "Pteronm" b not
other than, but is the affirmation of, the "Void" of the Shnya-vmlin. Just as in
Christian theology the omnipotence of God (springs from the unground
abudhad)
of the Godhead, "which is as though it were not,” so also in our own experience, the
source of our highest powers is "l unconscious.
(page 44)- St1* my Yahan, I, 30-31.
(pope J4). See Brhad Devoid, 1,73, and IV, L43: the weapon of any Angel is his Fiery
Energy
and ccaversely, the Angel is the Self (tilaum) of the weapon. The
Buddha employs his own tegai directly ns a weapon when he overcomes the Nags, on
the occasion of lhe Conversion uf the Jatfias, and perhaps also in his conflict with
[@13
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Mum, cf. description of Figs. S-G; lhe infra only indirectly, Through Vajnvpani, cf.
$$ Urdu, X, 52,5, where Agnl entrusts the tojra to Inrirn. Tn Buddhism, the11 Angel
with the (luTning sword1' is specifically Manjufsif. cf. Fig. 39.
100 (jjflfle 44). Axle-Tree mid :ixis «n- the same, of course, ns the trunk of the Tree of Life,
the stem of the Lotus of Space, the vertical of the Cross, and with the Lingum based
in the ■’ Land or Gold”; also with the Fiery Pillar, and with the Sacrificial Post when
universally considered. Cf. R. GuSnodj Lt oymboUsttu' de ta croix, Paris, 1931; R*
Rouselle, " Die Aehse des Lebeuij/’ Chincsiwjie-Dcutsche A Irftanoch, 1933; J. Strzygtnvski, Aiiiitische Mtniaturrr&lcrei, 1933. pp. 102, 170.
Islamic theology hu» also its exactly equivalent expression in the doctrine uf the
Quqb, the axis and polo or centre of the Universe. This pole, primarily the Divine
Idea (haqw), Word (omr «= Logos, I’iat), and Spirit (rti/i). Is an itspect (wjh) uf
Allah, inn] called tiie Premier Angel, on him “ turns the mill-stone of created things”
(= Skr. MaiwaJtra), he has dominion over heaven, earth, and helL To that same
Idea also the Saint and ComprehOTSor attains, "he become the Pole on which the
Ini verse evolves,” Furthermore, the throne Cord) of AilAli is supported by eight
Angel- (presunifibly guardians of the quarters and inter-quarters) who are the
"powers"' of this axis or pole. See R. A. Nicholson, Studies in Idomic Mysticism,
1921, pp. 105-114, 194, 195, and D. B, Macdonald, “Development of the Idea of
Spirit in Islam/’ Ada Orientalia, IX, 1931, 346, 347.
101 (pufg' 44). Amongst the Japanese sources may be mentioned Omura Seigai, Scintofl
Rydbu Mandartt, Toky<5, 1913: Mossaku Ishida, A Study on the Excamtfon of Bud¬
dhistic Remains <il Nachi, TokyQ Imperial Household Museum Investigation Series,
No. 5, TokyO, 1927; and T&kakusu and Ono, Taisho Shimhu DaizHkyd ZuiO (tho
Tripitika in Chinese, picture section), TokyQ, 1934- See also Ancsaki, Buddhist
Art fist (mI., 1915), pp. 38 f. and Pi. XVI, and Getty, Gods of Northern Buddhism
(2nd ed„, 192S), pp. 23 ft, and t. v. iri-fojfla and vnjm in Index. ■ Jn Anesaki, PI.
XVI, the places of the illustrations A and R are reversed-1
102 {page 45). “ In material scats is delayed strength, forasmuch us, a person flits firmly
thereof But here the reverse is the case; for the Angels Ihemaelvea are made firm
by God/’ St Thomas, Sum, Th,t I, Q. 108, A. 5.
103 (page 45). Citta corresponds to BrahimiriicsJ hrdaya, Islamic qalb, Christian “soul,"
the “heart" psychologically. Cf. BodU-citta, “heart uf uwakening," or “wis¬
dom mind/' the virtual Buddbahood in every consciousness.
104 (page 45). The four twawifl: generally will (Ardwio), contingency (Marti), opinion
(rfifiAt), and empiricism (avijjd).
105 {page 4$)- Translation in SJi-E , XXI; lext, Bibliotheca Buddhica, X. References
given here t« SP. are to the verses, anti those given as SPt. to the prose text of the
edition. By far the best interpretation of this fundamental Maliuyana SQLra, both
from the theological and the iconogrophte standpoint, appears in A. AIus, “Le
Buddha pm£ .../' in BfiFEO., 1929. For the Prnbhfi torn tun section, in which the
identity of present and past Buddhas iMlcinonstmtedp see £L E. lemald, Ll An Early
Chinese Sculptured Stc3e/J Eastern Art, ill. 103L
£06 (pug* 4&)* riIt is £s_q un thinkable.1 Dumber of myriads of aeons i,kalpa)t whereof there
is no measure, since I Was first a wakened i pr6pUl mayti t%a tadagttxhodhihi cf. Yedic
tifOrbudh), and I proclaim the DJutrma menially (dfiarmam deSwiy ahu ttityakalam,
. .. ATy standing-place [adhi^hihm; also in Rg Vtidn¥ Xr 81, 2, and ChMnd&gya
Up.t VII, 12, I, in the same w»yr as ground or platform of [he Seif) endures for
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inconceivable myriads of aeons, such ie my quality (clod idfSam), nor ilo I move
from thie Grdlirjikfi^i downward to any other scat {aayydmna) during myriad
ages/' St1.. XV, 1 and 10. Mai troyaV bewilderment at the Buddha’* assertion,
voiced in $P._. XIV, 11-at, exactly parallels Arjuna's in the Bhagttrwt GttS, TV, 4,
“Later was thy Inrth, how Lhcn am ] to understand that thou sayest, ‘in the begin¬
ning?” In the Christian Coupd*, cf, “Before Abraham I am/’
107 (jHige 46), This point of view seems to be reflected iconographically in the BudtlhnMaitreya types of Mathura, which are called “Bodhisattva" in the inscriptions,
The statements as to the Buddha's repented messianic “descents’1 are to be
reconciled with his perpetual and real presence on Ml GplbrakflUi (SP., XV, 10) by
the doctrine of Ninnaiyikaya, i ho earl lily likeness being merely a shadow or relics of
his being in majesty.
IDS (page
Note that rutyfft, " return " fto unconditioned being), cf. nirvjintitt in Maitri
Up,, VI, 22, is here equivalent to Paiinirvumi; elsewhere also in the SP., Nirvana in
often used where Parinirvana is to be under* h**), Actually, the Great. Person stands
“ where void looks into void, equalJy spiraled, do* pirated”t wliat lie reveals, even to
the Bodhisattvas on Mt GrdhrakQta, is necessarily Jus face, his light, directed to¬
wards the world, not that aspect which faces the unknown darkness of the altogether
inexpressible, with respect to which he is from the beginning silent, for11 this Brah¬
man is silence/’ Hence the necessary front all ty of the worshipped icon, for no msm
worshipping objectively can see the buck of the deity (that. Moses Is said to have
seen God's "buck,'' Exodus, xxxiii, £i, implies that Moses was more than a man,
nmanova, like Ajrui and Buddha I. Cf. Rg Veda, IV. 1, 2, where Ajini is besought to
" (urn hitherward thy hmther Yanina ’ (n HHyiwri, and SuyanaV gloss, nbhimukhi
kuru, “make him to face Inwards us"), which is effectively a prayer to Agui to
reveal liimsdf, who is in fact VamriisV “face"’ moAvi. VII, 88, 2).
The contrary of nirflfi, "return,” is <hjth, “Lithe Mum.’’ or prtivrlii, "out-turn,,J
towards existence and embodiment (cf. usartirun contrasted with niytina in Rg Void,
I, 16-5, 7, vimii&ijii with (farfdlrfi puttah in V, 16, Is. Nihsarana. and pra&ariiwa - pramrtana are similarly contrasted!: though prtwartana is often used with respect to
Dhanna in the restricted sense of "Gospel/' and is then an operation undertaken
solely to the end that niiixafann may bo accomplished.
1 (JO (ptujt 46). In HInayuna and Mahfiyiina Buddhism, ”TjUh3&ata/’ or "-figatu" is the
most usual designation of the Buddha. Presumably compounded of iaiku + again,
the meaning is either "He who has reached Suchnfcss,” or "He who has thus ultiunifd,” i. e. has readied the god. The Commentary on [>ujha Nik&yn, II I, SI, very
well explains t nth Again as dhamrrui-mbluhHi, “liaving the Word us his intrinsic na¬
ture,” cf. srabbthn-dh<tnm-wmaM'ugnta, “Laving gotten to the Word as his intrinsicnature,” SPt., p. 4S1, and dharmato, the "Worthless ” SP., II, 31. DlianuakilyB,
and Svabhavnkayu are interchangeable terras (Bodkkaq/ilcatani, III, 16), essence
and nature Itfing indivisible in pure Being. Fur tins identity see also MaitniyaAsiUiga, LUtamtantm, I, 110. Synonyms of ilharmaht are tathatii, “suchncsfl,” and
bhuUitd, "is-ncss.” On dharmfl and dharmatd as essence and nature see also Muitreyii-Asangu. Dharmo-iiharmtiRl^ibhanga, os analyzed by E. Obemulfer, “The Sub¬
lime Science of Maitreya,” Acfa Orientalta, IX, 1931, 87, 88.
in Maliayann texts has been well and more fully discussed by St.
Scliayer, “Die mahOyfinistbcbc Krilik de>- liluayani£?tiachen Plurali*mu5 (im An¬
schluss an das Problem deasvabhSva}/' Z.D.M.O., N.I '. IX, 1930,105. Gf. note 117.
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Svnbhilua is generally “ intrinsic naturePl' m diaiinguished from svanlpa, " intrinsic
form/' nirgutja tis distinguished from mtntna Brahman, Godhead (which “is os
though it were not”) from God. Equally correct, 1 hough perhaps not stated quite
from this point of view, is the comparison of the Absolutely Extuagmshed (parimhhuta ■■ parinintita) Buddha with the Deep Sea (gwmbhlra mmudda)f Samtjuita
NiMtjtiy IVp 376: for the Deep Sea Is the Waters, the Abyss, d,
Veda, Xt
129P 1-.% gahanwii gombtfiram . * . anld am ta rn * *. opfaketotth mUhm; V, S3, 6 and
X, 5, 1, Agni as "single sea” {ckah snmudrah) \ tind Eckhart, IT 176, "the sea of hij
own unfathomable nature/'
&jtne Buddhist scholars use these terms very loosely: Mrs Rhys Davids for
example (Jionmd of Bmldhisml 1932r pp, 144-146) treats zvahk&va as "essence/'
“own-being,” and speaks of the body as “giving 1 more being* to what we judge we
really are,” m though a “more” could be added to “being.” What is meant is that
flu- Italy u that whereby being is manifetUd in a gieen mode; but that neither adds to
nor detracts from “being/1 ch Bfhad&ranynka Up,, 1Y* 4t 23, “This everlasting
omnipotence of the know or of Brahman is neither increased nor diminished by
action.”
110 (page. 47)* Compare the case of the nogd Bakn, Samyrdta Nik&ya, I, 142 (VI p 1 * 4> E>,
who labors under the delusion that there is no “further recession” futtarim nimam*
wflm) beyond the Brahma-world; and “the light beyond Heaven,” Chfoid&gya E/p*f
111, 13, 7.
111 {pagt 47). Cf. Eg Vtda, X, 129,2, JnMapffifain, “breathea without breathing,” Ailtorva
Vaia, VIII, 9, 9, tiprdnaiti jtr&qena prana
“moves breathless in the breath of
those that breathe,w Maitri Up., II, 7, atoila , . + caruHf “moves without moving/1
B?had<lrayijnfoi Up,, IV, 3, 23, paSytm mi tan na pa£yaHf “sees but docs not see/1
SvftMvatani Up*t Hi, 19, pofyoty acak$uht “secs without looking/' etc.
112 (jMigt! 47). Verbal and ideological correspondences between the SP. and The Upanip&dti and lihiHjmtid GH4 abound. We do Hot, however, by any means intend by what
is said above lo imply that an i den tifient ton of the Buddha with Brahma was ever
accepted by Buddhist* literally; Brahma by name is never from the Buddhist point
of view, w hether Hlnayitnn or Mahay fmn, more than the wisest and best of the
Brahmanicfil Angels*
Cunningham, A JlJt,, III, Pl, 18P illustrates a Buddha image having tlie inscrip¬
tion bhagmwto piMmah(t&yat “of the Bh&gnynSa GramlfuLiver
113 {page 47), Blgha Nikayat 1* 252, “There is agreement and likened between the
Bhikkhu and Brahma . ,, it L“ in every way possible that the BhLkkhu should be
united to Rnthmfi, who is The same,” L er in purity and wisdom. The adjective
brahma is freely used in Htnayfina texEs (e g, bmhrm-riham, with reference to the
four stages oF Jhann which lead to rebirth in the Brahma-worlds), but generally in a
specifically ethical rather than theological sense, so Lhuiubrahma" is made to mean
“«uUime” rather than “of or belonging to Bndtmfi ” With Buddhist u&ige cf.
bfdhmaya in Srhaddraopaka I j,, 111, 5, and the epedii] use of Brahman to mean
not my priest but that priest who “voices die lore of Genesis,” mdati jfltamdytim.

If# Veda* X, 7lP ll.
114 (pope 47)* The “utterance" of the Wenl may be understood (1) with reference to the
manifestation and exposition on Mt tirdhmkQpit and (2) with reference to live mani¬
festation and preaching on earth, the one being heard by the angelic, the other by
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the .sensible* car. In either nv&e the teaching is not the Word ttsdf, but. merely an
echo of the Word; not that anything is deliberately withheld# but that word? or
other symbols are inadequate. Cf, pp. 35^36.
115 {jui{?e 47). The Cakmvartin and later Samhhngak&yu concepts explain the iconf>
graphic type of the “Crowned Buddha/’ see A. Mm, "Le Buddha parfi *,
BfiFEO., 1029.
Observe further with respect to the revelation on Me Grdhraknfa that this was
a place exactly appropriate to the manifest at bn of the Buddha in lib capacity as
Cakravariin and Dh&rtourfrj&; for according to llsfiait-tsang it was on Ml GplhrakOta that kings were accustomed to announce their acce^nn with great ceremony.
116 (pngr 4S), On the “Three bodies of a Buddha^ viz. Dkartnakaya^ RHinbliogstkAyn*
and Xirmiinab'iya, see dc !n Valine Poussin, “Studies in Buddhist Dogma: tha Three
Bodies of a Buddlm (JrffaSjfa),17 J.R.A.S-t 1906, pp, 943 ff.; Maa^m-Oursel, “Les
tmis corps du Bouddha,” J&untnl Asiatiqucr
1913, pp. 581-61S; de la
Valine Poussin5 “Note sur lea trots corps du Bouddha/’ Must-on f 1013, pp. 261,262;
Demidville, “ Lea versions chmaises du Milindapafibaj” BftFEO f 1924, osp. pp, 5279; E. Obermil|ert “The Sublime Science of Midtreya,” Ada Orientalinf IX, 1931;
“The Doctrine of FrajM-paromita as exposed in the Ahhimmmj&tamk&ra of Mattrey*," ihULf XI, 1033* anti Mu*, be. at. In the cxpu^irlnnH of Maitncya there is
posited a fourth “body/* the svabMpakaya or “intrinsic-nature body/' as being
in potentiality iranscendental with respect to the actual (mimkfiu} dh&rfiuibfrjQ,
the "relation'1 being that nf non-being to being,, essence to nature, Godhead to God;
il La inasmuch as thfc^e are one and the same in the TnLhlgntsi that the l ive aspects
of the Dharnmkaya (viz. wabhfiwi- and jfiana- arc not distinguished in tine familiar
arrangrinoiii in “three bodies”
A rendering of kmj<\ ils “substance”
nil her than as “body” might be preferable, The “throe bodies” \ lrihhjfi\ may be
compared to the three modalities of the Self OUman) in the ontology nf the Upani*ads, visr. the arcmninya* man&maya, and dnandamaj^ l>odics (firrrrrt) and to the
states of “Waking/' “Dream,” find “Deep Sleep”; smbhuva~hay® to “the Fourth.”
The four bodies correspond to “states” of non-being, being, being in the angelic
mode, and being in the human mode; only the two latter can
said to "exist"
(c*«rtar<r). The following may serve to clarify the meaning of the concept fun of
Ruddhahood on three distinct planes of being: “There is one Word both thought
anil spoken: angels, the soul* and all creatures. Another Word, thought but un¬
spoken, I eon conceiTC. And there is still another Word un Eh ought of and unspoken
which never proceed* forth but is eternally in him who spte&ta It," Feklmri, 1? 214,
cf. Plotinus, EnnzadXj I, 2, 3, “as die uttered thought is the image of the >mdt bought, so the soul-thought images a thought alwive itself and in the interpreter of
the higher .sphere.” Mamie katima includes the Word thought and spoken, and
thought but unspoken, these expressions corresponding to an interior Word* kalamt
un thought and unspoken. The application of the nirrruirpikuyn doctrine corre¬
sponds to that of the Doectic iteresy in Christianity*
117 (page 4$). One should net* of course, be misled by such expressions ns f: Father of the
World,” or prajfipa£i\ “Lord of his children,1 to identify Prajspati with "God the
Father11 in the Christian Trinity. BmhmiVPrajapatip Agni* Buddha are the begot¬
ten Son* and as such the exemplary cause of the whole emanation; it is precisely
their filial relation to the Father iJmt is- reflected in the Iconography of t he lotusbirth, cf. Fig. B. where the recumbent “Father” is Nanfiynnn*
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118 (jKipr 4$)- -Max -Muller in S.B.E.. XLIX, ii, xxii, rightly derived the Buddhist iSukhfivatl from the Paradise of Vanina, but for this the Purflnaa are by no means the
oldest sources: see for example Jaimintyn Bfdhmiqa, 1,42-44 (J.A.O.S., XV, 234238).
119 (page 49). The Kauyttaki Up, description of the Standi corres}K>nds to that uf the
Vriityn's throne in A/karai Veda, XV, 3, 3-9, and to that of Intlra's throne in the
,1 drjrcjca liriihmana, VIII, 12, It is moreover quite Intelligible that the throne, of
Indm should be the jootxtool of Brahmit. A very near parallel to the Indian SsalteB
and jtaryadka can lx* pointed to in the Muhammadan conceptions of Ilie Footstool
(turn) and Throne (Widi) of Allah, Hie former representing; the analytical aspect
and (lie latter (he synthetic aspect of the Divine Understanding, see Nicholson,
Studiet in Islamic Mysticism, p. Ill, nolo 3.
12(1

Observe that union with Brahma, the shoring of his throne, ivhile it corre¬
sponds ideologically to (he sitting together of Gautama and PrabhfUaratna in the
Saddhama Pumkirilcn, Is not ati-mnkti, “Total Release" (cf. Sfi3‘aiia on Ailarcya
,4ragyaka, H, 3, 7, citing also Hrkaddraijyaka Up,, IV, 1,2; and ^ahkarAcaiyii on
Brohnifi Sutra, l\ , 4, 22). just as union with the Sambhogak&ya Buddha, tlie shar¬
ing of his throne, is not Pari nirvana (for the Buddha en l limned is Wfi stMta fef,
Agui, ampadyantina), not p'.;n>n'nAytimdi}a, 8Pt,, pp, 318, 319).

121 (page 4$). From vvhnt has already l»een deduced, It will Ikj evident that padtnagarbhc
if* also gurbhe miSttih, e. g. in Rg Vetla, VI, 16, 35.
122 (page 4®) * The famous Lamaist formula Om tnarji patlmt hQm, which may be mure or
less adequately rendered “Hail, the Jewel in the Lotus/' is unquestionably eonnected with AvalokiteSvam, and in Tibet is understood to refer to his lotus-hirlii in
the Western Paradise of AmiiAbba (Rockhill, Land of the Lama*, pp. 326 fl.j. Ir is
also suggested that Mapipadmc can he read as one word, vocative of Munipadma,
w ho would be the Sskti or Taiii of the Bodhisatt vu, cf. such other dhdraqfa as Om
rajmpvrpc Afim, and the discussion by F. W. Thomas, in J.R.A.S., 190C, p. 464.
123 (page fiO). With the notion of the Buddhist paradise as merely ft resting place, com¬
pare Eckbart (Evans, I, 274, 276 i with respect to Heaven and tho vision of God,
As this is not the summit of divine union so it is not the soul's abiding place/’ for
the soul in Heaven is not yet dead and gone out, into that which follows created
existence.” Cf, also Preau, in he Foifc d'lsis, XXXVII, 566124 (page 51). '’Extinction
is indeed the transcendental knowledge (ambodha)
of the sameness (jxnmtd) of all principles {dharmd)," SPt., p. 133; “Without un¬
derstanding of the World-Wheel, the Return is not understood/' atititmiracakrasipijwlndn nirvTtim im mjndnafr/dP., V, 50- Cf, “ In God till things have the s;mic form,
though that is the form of very different things/’ Eckhart, I, 211, and "Not till she
know s all that there is to be know n docs she cross over to the unknown good. This
crossing is obscure to many a religious," Eckbart, I, 385, Whereas “He who sees
the principles separately (dhatmdn prthak), nms to waste after them/’ Kafha Up.,
IV, it. Keith, who La much concerned to show t hat the texts of the Vedas and OpttlUfjub do not mean what they seem to mean, denies l he correspondence here, HOB.,
XXXII, 547; hut already iti Rg Veda, X. 90,16, dhurmani ia “principles,," d harmft
In fill these passages coming very near to ndma, “form " in relation to rQpa, “thing,"
or better “phenomenon.” As for dharmya contrasted with mu, its “thingiish” with
“undiniensioned/' in Kafha Up., II, 13, cf. dharmin and dtmrma as “thing" and
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“quality3" in Sdhiii/a Darpaya, II, 10F that which is qualified being lstliii3gbhppp
while the quality is "essential f\
125 (page 5f), u One and one? uniting, void shines into void, equally spintted, desrpimted,
tfere is the Bopeemc Being,” Eckhart.,!, 368, Buddhist scholars apparently ignore1
lhat the Upani^adfl (e.g. BfhmbiTfinyukii Vp.r II, 3r 1) distinguish the Brahman in rs
likeness (mfirta), mortal (imrtya)r selfted (^rnanpi), etc,, from the Brahman that is
hn&geless (dmurfa), not-u-*elf (oifcTimj/a), immortal (*mriaf to 1m? understood !il^o
lately* nut fla when applied to the Angela, relatively), etc. The BuddhbL emphasis on
arorfbi cannot have been a purely monastic development, for tbit would be to assert
that the Buddha** Buddhism hud Im strictly and merely a ihdstic doctrine. Why
does the Buddha tench an Absolute Extinction, who is him-$etf merely Extin¬
guished-Avi f h-ncsi d ual-existvntiu!.-elements (m-up&di-sem) 7 Why does Eckhart
(Evans, 1,274, 376) assert that it is God's full intention that we should become what
He is not, that the soul honors God most in being quit of God? Because then? li-n^
beyond the idea (ndma) of Buddha, God, Hell1, Person. Bring, t tie poasibililg of these
wmmplwm* these ^sumptions are not AH that "is” (here “hs-mss™ can
pred¬
icated only analogically). The hhakUt deliberately reject this lsat death of the rouL
Nevert heless, in order to attain re the Supreme identity of that which is the Self,
and that which is-not the Self, the send (individual or rapeMndividLLal conscious
ness) must become, be lout, in* That of which the Self ia the first assumption: the E?oult
in orfer to be one with the Supreme Identity* aflat go beyond its Selfhood to die
umelfed source of Self, That is the "Browning,” “Absolute Extinuthm/1 from
which every individual or oven supcr-individuaJ existence naturally shrinks:, which
only the adamantine mind
ettta) dare essay*
126 (page St). Hence the Tal hilgata may be represented either in Samiidhip or on the of her
hand in one of the customary active poses, e. g. dharnuu;akra-prawiriana*
127 (page St), " WUk-due-regaril-lo (c^mald%a) their faculties and energy i*e revr^iis to
living beings in each generation his name and his extinction (ntrvthja) and by various
alternative-formulations (panjttya) gladdens these beings . * . and the Word (voe)
that the Tathitgutoutters (tydftorflii} for their Imdruetion (rimiptj ninuiyn}t w hether
in his own aspect uiljnSpadarbana) or another a* w hether on his ow n basis (rUmfimmhatmta ™ a£7n&tambartQ) or under the cloak (fharana) of another* all that the Tat hit*
gala declares, all those oltemaiive-fonnulatioiis an? true," SFt., ppT 317, 318- He
Bodhigaltvii Gadgadoavara, for example, id said to have preached the alternativeformuktion know n as the Soddharma Puodartka (ffLotua of the True Doctrine "),
"sometimes tn the *hape (nlpa) of Brahxnil, -mtnet Ernes In that of Irulra, sometimes,
in that of Siva ■ *
continuing with a list of men and women of various degree,
linnnrm, nfiga$, etc., through all of whom the True Word bus boon revealed, SFt*r
p. 433.
128 (page Si). We need not consider the case of things made without an end la view, be¬
cause on activity nf that kind can be predicated only of the insane, and enjoyed only
by the insane. It h= true that Deity In 11 making" iho world tl worksPl without an end
in view, and that in m far aa m?m becomes Godlike he too "works” without a pur¬
pose- But though 1 here la thus nn analogy between insanity and divinity (as when
we say that to know Him, the mind must l*r dfMnentod), there Ls no likeness imply¬
ing n &imcnvss: on the one hand* insanity depends on a defect of substance, not of
form, on the other the "work'1 and "making” of the world by Deity are merely
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figurative expressions for what is not a working, but a being, not a procedure from
potentiality to act, but an identity of "cause” and "effect.”
129 (ptigc 52). An almost identical account appears In the
Yti Ki (Records of the Weekrn
World, Ch. VHI, Beal, pp, 115, 116}*
130 (page 5&), Thb eo#nologyp In the main of pre-Yedic antiquity, \s also outlined in the
Pali texts, e. g. Dlgha NiMya, II, 107, and Milmdapanha. 68. Cf. W. KirfeS, Dir
Komagraphie dtr I ruler, 1020, and S, Benb Catena of BuddhiH Scripture* from the
Chinese, 1871, pp. in L-116, cL pp, II, 12,
131 (jxifle 52). Needless to way, these directions and me^isurements are purely analogical.
In any case the Universe is thought of nas sphere or egg, the various circles referred
to representing cross sections of this sphere, each such circle having its own rinmie*
t eristic possibilities.
132 [page 53). In the Bodhicarya, VI, 1+ k&ncarm-txijra-mfigdala. Thai is, of course, Hsilan
Tsanf/s "golden wheel.” This "land of gold/1 representing the Inundations of the
earth, must also bo identified with the otherwise unexplained Hftjflfcft of the Devadarn vans legend (see my Yak$a*t II, 44, 45), where it b Siva*s lingam which
forms the axis of the Universe, Tliat the fiiat product of the Waters should have
been golden m developed also in Vedic cosmology from another poini of view, that of
the origin of created dung* from Fire and Water, by either reflection or generation,
e- g- Satapatha Brfihmnt?ap II, 1T15, “Again* one time east his eyes upon the Waters,
' May 1 pair with them/ he thought . Ho united with them, and what was emitted as
his seed (reftm), that became gold (hirartya). Therefore the latter shines like fire,
being Agniss seed, hence it is found in water, for he poured it into the Waters.1*
Hence the so often mentioned myth of the search of the Angels for the Bun or Fire
“hidden in the Waters/* which search is the Quest of Life: also the designation of the
Person, Self, Brahrmm, in the mode of Fiery Energy and Life us “germinalM* (raitasn,
from rdm, "seed’*), Life being found in the “individual” Self {adhyMmun) sup¬
ported by an individual “Earth/1 BfkaMragyaka l%t IIT G, 1-2, vh. the body,
“lotus of nine gates.11
133 [pagr 53), This phrase, “ Adamantine Identity” or “Consummation” (of dhi/dna),
appears also in the Maharjano Stitrdlariikdm, XIV, 45 and in the AtMmmi^fdhmkara
of Maitieya; it is proper to the very last stage of a BcKihisntt-vsL's enure® and simul¬
taneous with the “One Instant (i. e. “Eternal Now”) Total Awakening” by which
he is unified with the Primordial Buddha-Esaencc* It is evident that for this Ada¬
mantine Consummation only the “Adamantine Heart” {mjirupamn citta, A nguUara
Niktiyit, rt 124) isapt134 (page 5$), When a given location, such as the Eodhinmnda at Bodhgsyfi, or any of
the other places for which a similar cbim bus been advanced (e, g+ the Delphic
Omphalos, or even Bostonian “Huh”), b identified with the " navel of the earth,” or
centre of the Universe, that m merely an analogical assumption, not to be Literally
interpreted. The superimposed centres of the various cosmic circles constitute a com¬
mon axis, but it must not be understood that they revolve about this axis locally, or
that the ilxLj is situated anywhere; the cause of all things is not any one d them.
135 page 53), On the habitat and character of Nlgas, see J. Ph. Vogel, Indian Serpentlore, 1926, also my Angel and f it an: an essay in A edic ontology” to appear in
J.A.QM. rhe Nftgas correspond to the menu eh and merfiuitds of European folk¬
lore, as described for example in Fouquet's Undine,
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136 (page 54).. The Karii relief (Fig. 39) is not, as I once thought, a Buddha coronation
(JJt+A ,S.( 1928, p. 837); the shlpa is not a crown, though it fe not altogether inap¬
propriate that it should seem to be such. Other Indian and Chinese representations
of the stupa in its prcsrnl relation can be referred to, e. r, Siren, Chines? Sculpture#
Pk. 242p 245, 246. It tuny be noted also that in the common Pak reliefs representing
the offoafAjIiw the Parinirvaim is always placed nl ihe top of the slab, above the
central Buddha's head, e. g. my //iatory, Fig. 228.
137 (page $4). For Yaas chtbonic powers, and specifically as earth-spirits, corre¬
sponding to the Germanic dwarfs, elves, and gnomes, see my Yvk$aa31,8, and P-T,S.
Pali Dictionary, s. v, frAumma ifc™.

13S

(page $4),

Atlas, in classical mythology, is a real equivalent.

139 (page So). The introductory invocatory verse of the DaiakumuracarUa mentions
amongst the various aspects of the ads of the unit erne t heu stalk of the lotus whore
BreJunfi resides''; other equivalents including “the staff of the umbrella of the
world-egg, the mast of the ship of the earth, the flagstaff of the banner of the river
of life, the juris of the circle of light (jyotik-cakra, the Zodiac , the triumphal pillar
of conquest of ihe three worlds, the ibrec-strider's ( Vi^nu's! walking-stick," and it
is "the rod oF death to the Toes of ihe wake" (1. c, of the Angels, the allusion being
!o ihe value of the ttk$a as (he tttjra Ln Indm's handa).
140 (paija 56}+ CL Eckbart, “To find nature herself (mdyif, prakrti stroMam) all her likenesses have to be shattered, and the farther in the nearer the actual thing" (I, 259);
“None may attain be he not stripped of all mental matter ' (If 359); “thisknow^
ledge doments the mind" (I, 370).

141 (pope 56)* Of. Eckhurtj c,Qn coming to une? when! it is all one, she k the same"
(1.259).
142 (page 58). "Fontal and inflowing": mmanam udakam id cu di twa at ahabhih,
Veda, I, 164, 51; vifvaiftc, aodhryafic? ibid.f Xt 177, 3; yad peri vdyuh parish eua pa&da
kfirjda *, , rcpn£{iom jcmamSm mvcdantdno vdHt tyayflrf cm hibhynt, - - yad u ha va
tipali jkirucir run prasftds syanderan kftycrahi tdh, yad ahkarfiM fmntipA nivcsiamdnfi
GvarUfn sfjavmfid yanii kfaytid era bribhyaftht Jaiminlya Upanifad Hrohmum, 1,2;
that is. 'J IF the Spirit should blow only straight away, it would ilie away; (but) it
blows from nil quarters together, winding itself in so as to generate a whirl wind,
that it mny not die away. And if the Writers should flow streaming only straight
away, they would come to an end; but in that they proceed making bends, winding
thfimgehci in, and making eddies, that Is to avoid a coming to an end-11 (With the
notion dmrtep *£eddy/* here, compare that of “auspicious curia," mndy&vaftfy and
the general value of spirals and “sfcrapwork " in symbolism.)
Pali nddhumisato, “Upatreamer," sometimes applied to the religious man, cor¬
responds to the notion of "inflowing"; -ef TaiUinya Samhiidp VIIp 5, 7, 4 “up¬
stream (praHhlla) from hero, as it were, is Lhe world of heaven," and Pancaeirhm
Brdhmama^ XXV, 10, 12-18, where the distance upstream iprtdtpam) on the SHasvut r (the River of Life) from the place where it is lust, in the desort to its source ls
said to be equal to that of heaven from earth. It is, in other words, a matter of
"inverse thinking" (pratyakcctand, Y*>$a Suira, I, 29}.
143 (page 58). E?a mi mjtyur pat samtalsamk . . . PrajdpaM^ Satapaiha Brdhmmta, X,
4,3, 1 and 3; Frqj&paRr yam prajdyamdmm fiSmh rUpam anupmjtlyate, ,1 Harrya
Bnlhmanaf If, 17,
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145 {page 58). JVmw now jayanuSrmh, Rg Veda, X, 85, 19.
146 (page 5S)> Vis. fuirafljJm, things designed and fftshkmed, like llie manifested flesh
(mrm^a^kdya) of the terrestrial manifestation, insignificant as they are in themselves* and with respect to which the "lover of art” is no better than the hypotheti¬
cal "heathen in his blindness •' who worships stocks and stones, or (hose of whom
the Buddha said* "They worship variously my traces {dJifiiu}, but f-ee not Me"
(8P+t XV, 6)* The image b significant only with respect to its form, being His whoso
image it is, not hb who fashions itIn connection with the "truces," nr "Footprints of the Law,” discussed above
and on p. 18, it may be remarked that an almost identical formulation is met with in
Scholastic philosophy. The elements of the beautiful in nature and art are unity,
order, and clarity: "Ad putehrtiudimm tria rcgmnndur. Primo quidem integrity*,
sm pcrffdto; quae mim dimimita mnit hoc ipso turpin $ittti. Ei debits proportio, sim
emmnantia. Et iterum doritoti unde gnat habunt coforem nitulum, pulchra c$m
dizuntur/1 St Thomas Aquinas, Sum. Th.t LQ. 39T A* 8, Now- it b precisely these
dements of integrity, harmony* and lucidity in tilings that arc railed the "traces11
(vestigia) of God in the world, and as to this, the reader may conveniently consult
GilwHt Introitudim a I'&lude dr Saint Auguxtimf 1931, Clc III, Les Vestige# do
Dint. It is obviously from this point of view that St Bernard could say, what sounds
so like a Zen dir turn , "Ltgrta d tapith* dorebunt |e, quod <i magidris audirc nun
pmseA'
Even more remarkable, from Use standpoint of comparative symbolism, is the
fact that the " traceJ! is actually sjK>keu of as a " footprint,rr vestigium pedi, cf. Bis'cn,
U Exemplarurns dimt dc Saint Bonavcntura, 1929, pp. 70, 71, cuing the Seraphic
Due tor as follows: " Egres&ux mim rerum mwdarum a Deo eel per modum mstigii.
Unde si pes e&sel aetemus, ti puli' is, in quo formatur vestigium, essd ademm, nihil
prahiherel inkSigere, vestigium ptdi erne coademumJ9 It Ls very evident that to fo)*
low in these track* will bo to find their maker.
117 {page 59)* The utterance {vyflhfti) of the Throe Worlds is their existence (asfi&'ti);
the meaning of dkhyata is pradhana; the ground on w hich we aland is literally the
"substance” of a "name" (Mma). Note Lhe equivalence of pradhAnn, "ground*"
to prodAi, "rireuttifereneo" {of the Wheel of Life).
148 (poffc o&)- Kablr, Bolpur Edition, UP 62;
Cakra ke bichme kambala aH phUliyH,
TSvttkit hoi santa jawiit
Ta madhu ndham simhd&ana Qujoit
Puru$a maha taha adhika virSjai.

SUPPLEMENTAHV NOTES AND DESCRIPTIONS
p,

4,1. 27 .. AfamamaUakam Lh predicated of the ant hropomorphic o-tiyu
in a pejorative sense because the worshipper may fancy tbit
the Buddha really subsisted or subsists in such a manner,
that the Buddha is in some sense “like" the icon. The
same danger inheres in t he use- of verbal symbols; the bearer
goes far astray if he thulks tiiat the words depict the prin¬
ciple, on the contrary they merely point to it, the principle
itself is nor a thing in any likeness. This is developed at
length in the LanUdeatfim Sutra, text pp. IfM-IftO, cf. Ch. II,
114 and 1 IS 119, and Ch. Ill, 74. Saiki/utUi jVtfatyo, texi 1,
p. 11, is also very pertinent; “Those who take their stand
on what is literally expressed, without comprehending what
was expressed, fall into the bondage of mortality; those
who understand what was really indicated form no vain
concep t s of fna nuitfati) him who makes the indication.”

p, 6, 1. 21.

Cf. yawn mr khedo j<iyaU hhdmijd in Stidhanamdld texts.

p. IB, J. 27 ,.. ,.

See also note 149, below.

p. 17,1.13.Cf. Figs. 13-15.
p. 21, I. 9.

Cf. gatapatha Br., IV, l, 5,16 (ASvfns).

p. 22, 1. 8.

Cf. Fig. 23,

pp. 22-23, with notes 41-48

In a monograph On the Iconography of the Buddha’s Nativity,
Mem. Arch. Surv, India, No. 46, received as the present
volume goes to press, M, Fonrhcr reasserts the view that the
Srl-LafctEttd representations at Rharhiit and SaficTare Buddha
nativities, and expresses the hope that l may agree with him.
He will find that 1 do so to the extent that I admit the fact and
propriety of a Buddhist application in tliis sense. At the name
time I am very far from agreeing that Buddhism originated
tha formula; in my view there is nothing specifically or origi¬
nally Buddhist in early Buddhist imagery, whether visual or
verbal. The present case is very much to the point; for to
postulate a Buddhist invention or development of the lotusseated Mother Sri type would be possible only by assigning a
considerably post-Buddhist date to tin? Sftsukta, in which the
lotus-seated [padms-qtkitam .. . knyam . , . pttfhartylm .. ,
takftiuKi': Sri-Lftkpnl is invoked as the mother of AgniJatavodas and darling of Vi?mi (cf. Aditi as the "lady of
Vigny'1 in TWfh'rTpa Samhitd, IV, 4, 12 and VII, o, 14, and
r<ijamncyi Samhitd, XXIX, 60) and described as “bathed by
royal elephants with golden jars11 [gajendrair . . . sndpitd
hma-htmbhair). But "the khtla texts ... are by no means a
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modern product, they belong rather to the Vedic age.,..
Only a few of them can he assigned to ft late Brfihmana [icriod.
. „, The ^rlitilkia is connected with the cult nf Sri and Lakgml
width came into prominence in the Yajurveda period1'
iScheftelowiti, Die Apakryphen des fjlgvcda, 1906, pp. 2—IK It
may be added that Sri and Loktit are mentioned as btahmat'ib
dim in tlie fifhrul DmsUi, II, S4.
p. 28, J. 6 .

......_ Cf. Figs. 19,20,

p. 34, i, 15 ...... Cf. Fig. 39.
P 3Cb1. 7.

Cf. in the TUakffmanjari of DhnnnpAk, KStyntntiid, No, 85,
p. 144, the distinction of c&nitoxfrfativawi from riipatn.

p. 48,1. 17

Cf. Vedic Mitra as “Agni when enkindled,” Rg Veda, HI, 5,
4 and V, 3, 1.

..

..

p. 48, L 35 ......, Fig. 29.
p. 48, L 36. . Fig, B.
p. 50,1, 3(1..

In place of "he is fttrnll^ and realizes” read: in reality he
faces both ways, like Agni pattern visarge iRg Vakt, X, 5, 6,
cf. Dhummapatia, 2S2, dvedASpatha) seeing at once the opera¬
tion of and, etc,

P* 55,1.3.. .

Cf. Figs. 2,3, 12,

p. 57, I 8.. Cf. Satapaihii Sr«Wmn, VU, 2, 3,14, “What is silent («$Tiini, — Tridunam, the characteristic State of the j.'iuni) is miexpounded 1 umruktam), and what is uncxpcunded is every¬
thing («airiaJfiKt'
p. 66, note 15---- Sec also notes IPO and 139.
p. 69, note 33 . C f. also Mnjjkima Nikaya, I, 421, ajjhaiikd pofhavwihStu,
“tiie personal earth-element."
p. 79, note 37, I. 5 ...... Cf. Fig. 41.
p, 71, note 39

.

Add: Natfatra designates the Sun in Rg Veda, VU, 86, 1, X,
88, 13, and X, 150, 4.

p. 68, note 39 ..The Gapatte BrOhmaga, I, 10, lain brahmi hn vai brtihmlnam
pufkare wu^t, rendered by Bloomfield "Brahman created
Brahma on the lotus." This is scarcely more than a para¬
phrase of RV., VII, 33, 11, where Vnsktha, child of MitrlvarnriAU and lrvasf, as a spcrirwirop fallen “by divineefflux”
(daivyem-i brahmiHjd), is bom in the lotus (puftara), and is
addressed ns “ priest1' (brahman), Although wc have avoided
a tendemkte translation, it can hardly lie overlooked that the
contrast of brahman (n.) and braking (m.) occurs in teith teals,
:uid It would iuivc been very easy to render the RV. passage as
Brahma Ixtm in the lotus, drop let fall by Brahman as re¬
marked by Grajssmatui (FVfirterftueA, s. v, brahman, m,), "die
Kfime der spateren Sondcnmg (L e. of Brahma from Brah-
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man) linden $\eh action mx RV.M Vasbthi corresponds to
Aguip p]i$karer in VI, 16, 13; and in any case the prototype of
the Buddha iconography is unmistakable in all three pn&
sages,
p. 73p note 48, L 5

_ Add: though this Ls not quite true as regards Mfiyi-rievL
See P. !>. rih^tri, Tht Doctrine of Mdyft, 1911,. p. 28.

p. 73, note 48, end.

For the shining in the womb Udtaka I, 52p Buddhacaribir
L 22) see Rg Veda, YIP Ifl# 35p and tf, the Pseudo-Matthew,
Ck xiiL

p, 82p note 104 ....***** Add : rnijja (aridyfi) is "knowledge of," to be contrasted with
vijjt3 (iridyd, jMna)t which is *'*knowledge as."
pi

M, note I13s 1. 7

. ..

Buddhism in fact presenes the older IJg Vedic meaning of
brahma as spiritusd power contrasted with k^atra m temporal
power,

p* 80, note 124# ]. 1 . ... For “the transcendental knowledge ofrr read "an awaken¬
ing to.,J
p. 87p note 127... Add: The monastic m distinguished from the dogmatic
Buddha is but one such upadariand and anm&ma. Cf. It. O.
Franks in 0. Z.p N. F. IV, 1915-16, p. 10, "All the seven
Buddhas are only paradigm* of the dogmatic; Buddha
which dogmatic Buddlm Is the cloudy Image of u mure am-teat
concept of the deity" — that is, m has been amply demon¬
strate! s of the Vedtc Agni-Strya.
p, m, utile 135

Add "They are, ante prirwipiumf what the Angels are m

principioJ*
p. 89, note 139 ********* See also notes 15> 100T and Mub, " Bfirabudur
1932.

in B^FEOt

Fio. 28, description, add:
The lfimjra in operation/' tantamount to "dhar7na*cakra-pra&irtana/* Karmamjro, which is the djieet equi valent of ktristima+k&ng& (kal$uma being the regular
Japanese tnmsliteratim) of karma), occurs in Mohdikdrata, I, 0487p where it is ap¬
plied to Sadias,1 £ whose power b work/1 or " whose virtue is labor,1 s As the designa¬
tion of a symbol, kurma-vajm is evidently equivalent to dharma-mkro, brahmaeakra, eb Svd&Si'tikira Up., VI, H:41... it is by the all-might (mahimd) of the Angel
that this Brahma-Wb«l is whirled in the world (lake bhrdmyate}- For it is turned
(fivrttam) by him — who is ever omniscient of all this (mJpom u!am tdearvam jflah),
whose knowledge b entire (panravidyah) of time, uiitime, and factors r it is by him
that that operation (karma) is revolved (eiwrtoto), viz. nil that is regarded as solid
(prthvya), phlugislieal (Uja)f liquid (dpya)t gaseous (anita), or facial (kha)<
Having dune that work (loffcarirui kftiH)* he again desists (rimTvartya bhuyuh), uni¬
fying (tfumefya yogam = m7hgamyat Sayanah Quiddity with Quiddity {taliva#y<M
tuUvtw, cf, the Buddhist "sameness of all dharmos**), » * - Thus undertaking
(firabhya) all these factum) operations (jpundninta?\i karffrf£&t)r and again Laying
them aside {wimpogayed yah)t Lherc being a negation of active operation (kj-ta
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joffj in non-being {tibhikid), he, in that iinnihiiatEon of opemlion (karmak$ayz)t remains other Than the Quiddity-nature {tattoairfftyah}.**
Fig. 30, descrip lion, add:

Tbo appearance of the "totally extinct" (pmmrvaUi) Prabhtltanitrm wide by
ride with the "riill living’' (stkita) S-Lkyti-muni forms the theme of inmiiuomhle
Chinese sculptures (ef. Sirtfn, Chinese Sculpturet Ft*. 47# 55, 121 p 181 k The appear¬
ance of Prabhfltaralua is a resurrection of the " body/1 and the whole manifesta¬
tion on Mt GfdhrekOta (Jap. RyOsen Jodo) is a "Last Judgment,” at least in this
sense, that those unqualified are excluded. How can such a resurrection be under¬
stood? How can one who was “ totally extinguished" (in European terms#
"drowned#" "dead and buried in the Godhead”) in a former aeon now appear and
i>e seen and heard by the still living Angels of the present aeon?
Without discussing in detail the whole problem of the condition of past and pres¬
ent Eiidby as, Munis, Jinas#1^ilhamhiuri^,ctc. (which the Buddha refused tddiscuss),
it may he pointed out that in nil traditional formulations such beings are evi¬
dently thought of, not indeed as" individuals/1 bui as distinctd*Persona“in the same
sense that the Persons of the Trinity (the "Several Angels" who are anyonyayomtar
itnrelamjanttulna# etc.) are distinct, at the same lime that they are One (ekam
bhamnlit A itartya vlro^yoio, II, 3# £, "where all existence bccometh of one nest/J
JfaAuuurri^ayq Up r II, 3 = Vdju&anryl SanthiM, XXXII , 8Tyatm vixiam hhamty
fkanutam)] and the condition of mdaEtil, tantamount to "smiuilaneously quick
and dead in the Supernal” may be pari hilly explained. Thus, aliuakrn to an in¬
dividual by name so and so, and of aspect &uch and such# of whom it is assorted
tliat he attained to complete extinction In a former aeon, Includes the assertion
that the manifestation of such a form and aapeet had been amongst the primordial
possibilities of existence. Now possibility in this sense Ls in no way bound up with
time; whatever has been a possibility of manifestation remains a possibility not
inertly tin saccula sacciriorum, but without regard to time, as well in one aeon as another. By the same token# any such possibility will always be visible to the jFrfdnu*
cut$u (for which there is no proceeding from potentiality to act) as an actuality. Or
we may express this by saying that every part of the World-picture "painted by the
Self on the canvas of t be Self” is necessarily ever-present to the rfelf. Whatever has
l)ceu mirrored in the speculum citmum (Augustine, Dt Civ. Dcif lib. a, xij, c. 29)
Is uow and forever imaged there# and mwftlti at wittUium ducit in coynitianrm
omnium crmlorum, Inasmuch as Frabhainratna, who had been totally dflfoguiahed*
kid seen with the Eye of Wisdom# a virion that cannot change, his own image# that
La his understanding of himselfp nrust be thought of us remaining for ever within the
range of his own virion#and in this sense "he" la always virtually "present" The
notion is similar io that of John x# 9, "i tun the door (=iafca-drara); by .Me if any
man enter in, he skill be saved, and sJjfdi ga in and mUt and find posture," where
+kftnd posture11 = annam udf "to extaL,” cf. John* I, 3 "All things that have been
created were in him as life." and Matthew xii, 29, "For he is not a God of the
dead but of the living: for td! live unto him.” This immortality of one who
lias been utterly extinguished raid is dead and buried in the Godhead is not indeed
iui immortality of the ego as commonly unileretnod; it is rather the potential being
of a "name” (tmtm) that cannot be nmuhilatcd, and of an “aspect” (rUpa) winch
must be presented whenever this name ” is recalled.
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Fig. <11, description, add:

By far the most interesting of these representations is Lhe upper central symbol
of the “Wisdom of All the Tathfigatas,” corresponding to the manifested form of
ProJfiSparamita in the centre of the lower panel. PrsjfiApflnunifA, corresponding
to YediC Aditi and Gnostic Sophia, is also Tablingata-gurhluij “ Womb of all the
Buddhas," potential and maternal; for a more detailed exposition see ObermiUer, E,, “The Doctrine of Prajfifipstmmita, etc.”, in Ada Oricntatia, XI. This
universal potentiality of the possible intellect is represented by a flaming equilateral
triangle (see illustration, p- 31) resting on its base, and supported by a lotus
“ground.” Of the twosvudikaa, one situated at the “point” (Kudu) within the
triangle is principial, and represents the Unmoved Mover or First Cause of Motion,
the second external to the triangle implies the actual motion of the worlds. As
corresponding to the rising Sun, this triangle is situated in the East; it corresponds
also to Manas in the Trinity Manas, Vile, PrAnu. The corresponding Vajra-dhatu
symbol of the operative intellect is a triangle in the image of this, but with its point
downwards, situated in the West, where the Sun is reflected or “sets1" in the
Waters, corresponding also to Vac in the Trinity Manns, Vac, Priiija.

PLATE I

Figure 1. The Buddha (Amitflyus) as the Tree of Life, Sauci. north
tar ana, left pillar, outer face, 100-30 s.c, India Office photograph.
Abovej triktila, mjraf or "lumdi-pada** symbol forming a head; middle, a col¬
umn of superimposed lotus paimeltes (ef, xkandtidt skandkam, Maitri Up r VHr II)
forming the trunk; below, the padtik&t feet, M firmly estftblklled/1
cfFigs, I3r 14. Above the “heiidh1 will be observed the umbrella ichaflraf
of the Gakravartio; corresponding to the prescription
proper to t\w
Buddlm's mithropomorpine likeness. The triple division msy lie computed to
that of the cosmic (kd^rol) aspect of FrajUpnii m described in M&itri (:pkf VI, 6,
where the “Three Worlds" constitulbiy tills “body" aire mir, bhunwt and Wiur,
cele3tialt spiritual, and chthcmic.
The whole is to be regarded as a “support for contemplation1' (dramha^a,
A$tamka$rik& Prajmpdmmitil, pfiOTi; dhlyafamha, Mmirt £'jl, VII, 11, see p. 9;
tllavibQi Yoga SiUrar

Ir

10),

For a description from other points of view! seu text, pp. 8-Id

Figure 2. The Buddha m Supernal Sun. Amaravatl, in the Indian
Museum, Calcutta, ca. 200 a.d. India Office photograph.
Above, the DliMinacakra or Frtucipial Wheel, supported by four lions of which
l wo only are visible in the frontal view.
The nave i* loti form p the eight pc tab represenfaiig directions; there arc sixtyfour flpobes; the triple felly is fringed wif twelve tri&ufo symbols, representing
solar “months," At this level also are
> dancing apearaaefcj, supported by
lotuses (of the “upper \vators"), Abov
* wheel are “cherubim," For Lhe
solar eignMcaiico of the addor^cd animats cfr Roes, Greek Geometric Art, 1933,
pp. 94 “122. The wheel is supported by a column, l he Axis of the Urn verse, cor¬
responding to the trunk of the Tree of Life, and die “one leg" of the Sun, when
alluded to as eka*pdd. At the base level there are a throne and footstool, with
wheel-marked feet (pdduku, pada9 Buddha-pada), as in Figs. lf Ul, 14. Ttan% hue
“traces" (dhstu) on earth! htc adored by human worshippers.

Figure 3. The Buddha as Supernal Sun. Amaravatl,c«. 200 a.d. British
Museum {?). India Office photograph;
Similar to Fig, 2, but the pillar is differently treated and the paired riders ore
replaced by flying angelic types, except at the top, where two riders take the place of
the itpaanu&?- The pillar has three lotiform nodes. The segments iparm) between
the three nodes are octagonal, and geomct^- ally patterned, with human worship¬
pers at the base level. Such arreugcmeDts, in, teed, as those of Figs, 2 and 3 corre¬
spond exactly to such representations of superimposed worlds as may be seen at
Saficl, east turana, right pillar, fronL fact; u^ichkofer, Early Italian Sculpture,
FI. 59), where the Brahmaluku W liarply differentiated from the kOmanlpa lokas
below.
I
Cf. the similar examples, BurgJLs, Bvddfiid S^.-jn* of Atnarumfi ami Jaggaijyapcfo, PI. XJxXVm, Figs. 1 and i ■
uf tfieic ibr* Dl^miu.^krd symbol is com¬
bined with thkt of lbe Cross with equal arms*
1

Plate I

PLATE XL
Figure j1. The Buddha as PilUir of Fire. Amaravatl, 3rd century a.d.
Madras Museum. India Office photograph.
The head and base as in Figs. 1-3, the pillar segmented and fringed with flame.
See descriptions in test, p. 10.

Figure 5* Scene from a Jataka (?) Amaravati, ctt* 200 a,d.

Madras

Museum, India Office photograph.
The Buddha a* Pillar of Fire, with human wpmhippera.
The feet are very clearly louis-supportcd (padma-pltha), and are turned in the
direction of movement or response.

Figure 5, Cult of the Buddha as a Pillar of Fire,
photograph.

India Office

Type as before, but the pillar iB spirally marked. Amarfivatl, ca. 200 a.d. British
or Madras Museum. Cf. Fig, 10, upper centre, where the seated Buddha Ls sur¬
rounded by a flaming glory.

Figure 7, Scene from a Jiitaka (?) Amaravatl, as Fig. G.
The feet are patinia-p\[haf and seem to be turned in the direction of movement or
response.

Figure 8, Relief from Amamvati, as Figs. 6 and 7.
Perhaps the Offering of SujfU£t# and Assault of Mam or ihat of Alignliinidu
(cf- relief from NagJir]uidkoiidta, reproduced by Baehhofer in OZ.* NF. Ill, Abb. 5* a
rinrllftrscene with the Buddha in human form). In any case, the Buddha, as before,
is represented by a Pillar of Fire, with fti&uta *'headM and lotus-supported (padmapl(ha) feet.
For Sujaiu - Aprdii = U^, see my “The Darker Side of DawnTf in the press
{Smiihsnniim Miscellaneous Publicatkrtts),

Figure *J. The same scene us Fig. S, in an older style. Amaravatl, ca. 10U

b.€,

Madras Museum.

India Office photograph.

t
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PtATE II
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PLATE III
10. Above, possibly the same as Figs, 8 and 9; in any case, the
IVuddlm seated with a flaming aura completely surrounding him.
Below, Worship of the seated Buddha as a Pillar of Fire (as in Fig. 6),
beneath the Bod hi-tree. Am&ravatl. cg, 200 a.ix Madras Museum,
India Office photograph.

Figure

There is some reason to suppose tbit the Pillar of Fire type is in a special way
connected with the Mara Dhnr^anft and Mahasambodhi, cf. Burgess, Buddhist
Khlpa* of Amaravattand Jagyayyapda, PI. XXI, Fig. 2, where the Assault of Mura is
taking place immediately to the right of the Budhiglmra, the Buddha being repre¬
sented by a throne and Pillar of Fire.
For two other representations of fiery auras or ptUare, see fin'd., PI. XXVI,
Figs. 1 and 2,

11. Cult of the Bodhi-tree; part of an early enclosing wall
ipakara) from AmarSvatl, ca. 100 b.c. Madras Museum. India
Office photograph.
1

Figure

This representation may not be in fact, but could I* regarded as, an illustration
of the Kalinga-bodhi JiUakii.

Figure 12. ( ult of the Buddha as Supernal Sun, Amaravati, cm 200 a.d.,
qs before.

The pillar is represented as in Fig. 3, abbreviated. Note again the octagonal
^hft,jppers may be angelic or human.
On thi* lower right will be noea, -.s part of another composition not identified
: tha-p*fL'i -.! ;i
•! >
...- i.ithat of Fig, 7.
throne designate the scene as a repre¬
sentation of the "Final TurningwRtSpHBe el" or "First Sermon.’'

)

j

Plate III

PLATE IV
Figure 13. Buddhn-paduka, with Dharmacakra and other symbols.
Amaravatl, ca. 100 b.c. Madras Museum. India Office photograph.
The Dhnmmcakrafi are ns usual lotus-con trod: the number of spokes Is evidently
intended to be sixty-four in rad* case. 'Hie central symbol on this heel is the same as
that within the triSuhi in Fig. 23, and which I regard as iruwteo “Notes on Indian
(‘wins and Symbols,” O.Z., N.F. IV, 1927. 28, p. 183), but which Mr Johnston iden¬
tifies as iwythamSm [J ,R, A >\, October, 1931, April, 10112, and July, 1933); it is the
"shield" or "nagn " symbol of numismatists. The position of the feet Shull's that the
Buddha is thought of ru> facing the worshipper, ns in Figs, 1, 5, 7, IS, etc.

14. An aijdgapnta, similar to Fig, 13, but fragmentary and with
additional symbols. Amaravatl, ca. 200 a.d, Madras Museum.
India Office photograph.

Figure

The position of the feet is reversed, and should have been ns in Figs. 13,
15, etc-

Figvre lb. Worship of the Buddba-priduAtS. Amaravatl, ca. 200 a.d.
.Madras Museum, India Office photograph.
The path Sire represented as usual cm the footstool of the throne, Behind the
throne must have stood a Tree or pillared Wheel.

10. Jaha dtjagnjmta. from the KaukillT Tlla, Mathura, now J 55
in the Lucknow Museum. Photograph by the Archaeological Survey
of India.

Figure

Figure of :i Jina (Malta vTra?) in the centre of a fourfold triStila. The symbol
occurs again in single form in the lower margin. The "shield'' symbol discussed in
the description of Fig. 13 occurs in the upper margin. To left a solar pillar supported
by a lotus pedestal; to right an elephant pillar of similar type.
See discussion of the symbols in the literature cited under Fig. 13.

17. Lotus birth of the Bfahmanicat Trinity, Brahma, Vi^nu. Siva.
Thaton, Burma, about 8th century. Pliny re Museum, Rangoon (?).

Figure

The stem of the lotus rises from the navel of the recumbent Nilrfiyana, More
often Brahms (-PriijSpall) alone U thus represented as lotus-bom. Cf. p. 17 and
Fig, B. Gf-Temple/'Notes on Antiquities from Ranmnnadesa/’/nd. Artl. 1^4 pjs
XIV, XlVa; Kay, RrohtMmcalOwl* 111 Burma, Calcutta, 1932, Pis. 4, a; my “Stem
of Jesse and Indian Parallels or Sources,” I rt Bulletin, XI, 1932; " The Si cm of
Jesse and Oriental ParraUels,” Paitiumuy, January, 1935; ;ind my I’oJbas I and
If, Washington, 192S and 1931.

V
Plate IV

PLATE V
18. Cult of the Buddha as Dhannacakra, Principial Wheels
i. e. as Supernal Sun, cf. Figs. 2 and 3. Bharhut, ca. 17,5 b.c. Freer
Gallery, Washington. Photo by same.

Figure

Above the Wheel is an umbrella of Lordship (ns in fig, 1, above the “head” of
the Tree), A heavy floral garland hangs from the nave, which is of lotus form.

Cakravartin, surrounded by the Seven Treasures, Part, of an
early enclosing wall {ptikurti) from Jaggayyapeta, 2nd century b.c.
Madras Museum. India Office photograph.

Figure LI.

According to the Mahnsiuhismna Suita (S.R.E., XI,
III) and Lokhhaqa
Suttanta (S.B.B., IV) the treasures of a Cn kravart in consist of a Wheel (cairn, ex¬
plained hy one common lot or as representing the solnr disk), nn elephant, horse,
light-giving jewel, queen, treosurer, and minister. In the present relief the latter is
represented by a boy, evidently the Crown Prince; according to Buddhaghosa, the
king's eldest son in fact officiated as pariqUyaku, and the Jsggayyapcta relief show's
that this was tint "it mere putting back into the (Moli&sudassana) Silt to a later
idea,” as was surmised by Rhys Davids, S.B.E., XI, 2E0,note 1.That the Emperor's
Iurnd is nused to the clouds,from which falls n min of coins, corresponds to ancient
conceptions of Vanina and others as givers of wealth; Varuna or Agni as tnifAuga;
India’s designation as Mngh&vat; Rg Veda, X, 19, 7, rayyo sam sfjanbi nnh, “pour
down wealth upon us ”; and later passages in the Mchobkdrata w here Indra is spoken
of as “raining gold” on a favorite king, and where Bbiina addresses Yudhi^hira
with the words “Thy hand can rain gold"; and oven mure striking a passage of the
PrrfxjmJhacintdmani (Taivney, p. 76), "O king! when the cloud of your hand hod
begun its auspicious ascent in the ten quarters of the heavens, and was mining the
nectar flood of gold, wilh the splendor of the trembling golden bracelet flickering like
lightning”; cf. also BwMhnearita, I, 22, “Like a range of clouds she relieved the
people about her from the sufferings: of poverty by raining showers of gifts.”
This anil other representations of the Cnkravartin are illustrated and discussed
in my “A Royal Gesture, and Some Other Motifs," in Feeatbundet K. fltilgmaatch
Gtnootsehap van Kwuten m Wetrmckapcn, 1,1929. T. N, Katuachandraii (in Paper*
pubUthtd by the Rao Sahim 0. V. Ramamurfhi Patilulu’* 70th BirtMay Celebration
Committee, which I know’ only in an offprint) has recently connected the Cakmvaitin
types of Jogg&yyapeta, Aurora vaii, and Goli with the MdmlktUu Jdtaba.

Figure 20, Cakravartin, similar to Fig. 18, but; later style, Amaravatl,
about 200 a.d, Madras Museum, lmlia Office photograph.

Plate V
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PLATE VI
Figure 21. Indus Valley seal, ca. 3000 h.c. Archaeological Survey of
India photograph.
The cull of the deity (Yakfa?)- of the pippala {Ficta religion*u, the Bodhl-tree of
Buddhism) is represented. The deity wears a three-pointed ("tnftfk”? symbol,
cf. the Vcdic conception of Agni as Vanns pari, and as latent, or nascent in vegeta¬
tion, etc, Cf. Marshall, Mohcnjodttro, London (Probsthain), 1931, PL. XU, Fig. 18,
and p. 63 f.
Figure

22. Indus Valley waling, eo, 30(10

b,c.

India Office photograph.

The deity sealed cres-legged as in the later iconography is three-faced, and bus
been identified, probably rightly, with Siva. He has as before a three-pointed,
frr'f«J(i-liiyi‘ headdress. Cf. Marshall, Mahcnjodaro, London (Probsthain), 1931,
PL XII, Fig. 17, and p. 33f.

Figure 23. Part of the inner hire of the north tomrni, Sahel. Early 1*1
century n.c. India Office photograph.
Above, the (rtfilla symbol as discussed in the text, pp. 13 f. Combined wkli this
is the "shield'' symbol discussed under Fig. 13, The supporting column is eightsided.
Below, the abMteka of £rf*LakgmI, hero perhaps regarded as Mnyo-devf, the
Mother of the Buddha, see text, p. 22,
Between, £ri-Laksmi or M iyfi-devt represented ank-ouicnliy by the lotus, On
the left, two ynkyU with their tews*.

24. Coping detail from Amaravati, ca. 200 a,d.
seum.

Figure

Madras Mu¬

lei the bend of the lotus-rhizome is represented the cult of the Dhumiaeakra, I lie
Buddha as Supernal Sun. Below this is a fourfold trihila or vnjrn; ef. Figs. 16, IS,

Figure 25. Rimbd, dharmaatkra, used in Sliingon ritual. Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, No. 22.527.
Ijnttis centre; eight spikes of the pintle-rajrrt type.

SI. Kongo-sfio, mjra, used in Shingon ritual. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, No. 22.509.

Figure

Tlie "single’1 type, tokkd at each end.

Figure 27. Kongd-xho, mjra, used in Shingon ritual. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, No. 22.510.
The usual “ tniiliir’ type, saabo at each cud.

23. Kat#uma-k<mg6, kama-vajra, used in Shingott ritual, Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, No. 22.505.

Figure

Cf, I shirk, A Shuty on the Excavation of Buddhistic Remains at JVocftt, Tokyo
Imperial Household Museum Investigation Series, No, 5, Tokyo, 1927, p, 55.
See also Supplementary Notes, p. 93,

Plate VI
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PLATE VII
The Buddha preaching to Botihisattvaa on Mt Gfdhrakuta.
Kiirll, at. 500 a.d. Photograph by Johnston and Hoffman, Calcutta.

Figure 29.

See ike detailed analysis in the text, pp. 53-54,

Pirate VII
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PLATE Vm

Ficcke 30. Hokke Mtmdura. Bronze, work of the monk DiJmyO, in the
year Hakuhfi 2. equivalent to a.d. 073. Owned by the Haaedara
Monastery, Nara. From a photograph lent by Professor Langdon
Warner,
In the middle panel, the Manifestation and Teaching on Mt Grriknikatn, as
described in the Smltfkarma Pwutarika, Jap. Ilohkt:-hjot Chs. XI and XX. On the
left, the Tathfigflta, Sukyannuni, in teachinii pose (of. Fig. 29), attended by Anaiula
and BShula and four BddbfaaUvaa. In the centre, the stopa (Jap,
of Prabhetaratna (“Then arose a riflpa fruin the place of the earth faihtifrad&a) , , . ;ita
fAalra-?pire rose up so high a.1* to reach the Four Great Kings. therein exists the verySelf
of the TaihSgntn (the former Buddha PmbhOtaiatna) . , . and
according to his solemn vow, the stflpd ip opened and shown . . . and there was seen
sitting the Tathfignta Prabhotanuna on his throne ... and yielded to the Ixjrd
&!ky[t-inmd *he half of the throne ... so that both Ttithugatas were seen sitting on
the thrunc within the great Jewel-stQjm .. . {Ch. X!) . . . t he Tattogatu. gnkynmuni, Sind die altogether extinguished (parinirurtla) Tathfignta IbabhGtaratiia, both
seated on the lion-throne within the stupa, smiled at each other, and from their
opened months gave tongue, so that their longues extended to the Brahma!oka, and
from those two tongues t here issued countless myriads of mys, and from each ray
count less myriads of Bodlimitvas, of golden body, wiih Lbe thirty-two particular
marks of a MahfipunJ$a, and seated on Jion-thrane* in lotue-caficcs . .. who, utationod in every quarter, preached the Law (ctharma) ... so that every existence in
every Huddha-Gcld heard that voice from the sky . . . (Ch, XX)"),
On the right, in all respects a replica of the Buddha Sfikya-muni, except as re¬
gards the costume and throne, i« seated the Bodhiaottva Mail reya, who is the prin¬
cipal speaker on behalf of the assembled Bodhisattvas, and in response to whom the
Buddlia utteiM thenll-imporlmit fifteenth Chapter of Lhe text.
Il will be seen that the stupa, which "rises from the earth” is accordingly repre¬
sented as supported by a lotus, combined with which are the four "adamantine
kora" (kangS ahisht) mentioned in the inscription.
On the lowest level, representing the i or rest rial plane (and corresponding to the
lower level in fig- 29), are placed only the dedicatory Inscription and the figures of
the guardian Yak^as (a/y).
Sec also Supplementary Notes, p. 9 k

V

Plate VIII

PLATE IX
Figure 31. Tau5-hS mandara, Garbha-ko6a (-dhatu) mamjula, central
portion. Japanese original in the T&ji Monastery, Kyoto. After
Otnura Seigai, Sanbon Rydbu Mandara, Tokjrof I. 1913.
This Japanese original, painted in a.d. 1693, is the third copy of the Chinese
original brought to Japan by Kobo Datshi in a.d. 806, the first and second copies
having been made in 1195 and 1292.
The Persona (Hypostases) are as follows:
1 Tosha Nyoroj
(ftatnaketu TathSgata)
Miroku Boasted

Fugen Bosatsu

(Mai trey a Bodhisattva)

(Sfiinantubliadra Bodhisattva)

Tent Minion Nyomi

Birushana Kyorui

iDivyadundubhimeghu*
nirgliosa Tathiigata)

(Vairocana
Tafhlgota)

Ktti/ukeo Nyorai
fSarnkusmima-ruju Talhiigata)

Kwnnjtaai Busatsu

MonjuaMr] Bosnian

(Avaloki tea vara Bodhisattva)

(Mofijuarl Bodhisatt vn)
Muryoju Nyorai
(Aimt&yua Tathagata)

The Bud dims occupy the centre and four petals of the lotus, Bodhisnttvas the
four remaining petals. Yniim-aiut is the primordial (Adi-) Buddha identified with
the Supernal Sun; the four uther Dhyfini Buddhas represented being those of the
four quarters, the orientation in the diagram being

East
South

North
Weal

The exact equivalent of the mattdala as here illustrated may be seen in the Shujj
(seed-letter) form in die central field of Fig. 32.
A vutnjala in atl respects like that of Fig. 31 is reproduced by Getty, Coda of
Northern Buddhism (2nd ed.),FI. XVI. A corresponding representation of Vairocana
(ha Ichijikinria) in Vajra-db&tu form, No. 09-387 in the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, is reproduced by Anesaki, Buddhist Art fist cd,), PI. XIV.

Here "the

fingers of the right hand clasp the forefinger of the left ... the gesture symbolises
the unity of the cosmic anti the individual souls in the final spiritual enlightenment ’’
(ibid., pp. 34, 35 '), whereas in the Garbha-dhatu form the two lianda hold the
Dh&mr&cakra, implying their distinction on the plane of operation.
In the original, panels immediately above and below the control area here re¬
produced contain each five representations, as follows, reading from left to right:
Above, Shiah igu te-butsumoson (Cundfi-bhagnvatt, Sap takoti-budd ha-mat r),
Buleugen-hutsuno (Buddhfl-locana), Issai Xyoraichi-in (Simatathagula-jiianamu drill, Daiyfiimj Bosateu (Mahuvira), Dai aura kufdkOsh inj i tau (VajiAtnogliusoiiiayasatt va, MahSsukhAmogha-vaj nmattva), also smaller figures above the
central symbol, Vi*. on the left Kaya-kosho (Gay:I Kfifiynpa), and on the right
Urubinnt-kuaho (Uruvilva K&Syapa).
Below, Sliosanaesun (TndJokya-vajni),
Daiitokuson (Yamintaka), Eimnya-harumitsu (Prajfiaptounlti), Gostingesun
(V&jra-hQmkara), and FudOsau (Acalanudta).
See also Supplementary Notes, p. 95.
1 Cf. “ Si-do-itv-dnm, pst@ dc I’cffielaBi dsns lei cSntauuins mystiques d» nee tea Ti'mJtii **i Shinvoc "
A nnoln Ju if mi* C uimtt, Vl [ 1.

Plate IX
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PLATE X
RyCbi! roundsira, via. the Garblia-ko&wlhiltU And Vajra-dMtu mandulas repre¬
sented ad Shuji (" Beed-lctter") inandiirus. “ Din gramma tie representations in which
Sanskrit letters are substituted for figures of the deities in the two Cycles. These
letters, called Shuji (Sanskrit, Jtija) or seed, are regarded as efficaciuus symbols of
the Shiityon deities " (Anes&ki, Buddhist Art, PL XVI). Japanese, late 17th century.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Nos. 11.7114 and 7113. The latter bears the sigma'
ture “Sitldbu (characters) written by Kwaien in his latter years," Kwaicn being
alias the Shi agon monk ChOaen, who tvns famous for his workmanship in (his kind.

Figube 32. Garblm-koSn-dhatu mandate, in which the tattvas (Quiddities
or Principles) are shown in their sensibly manifested forms. The
central field corresponds to the whole area shown in Figs. 30 and
33. Vairocana is represented by the syllable (seed-letter) UAH:”
with which may be compared a representation (Fig, 40) of Vairoeana
by the syllable A upon a lotus throne, supported by a vajra “stem,”
which rests in turn upon a lower lotus.
Figure 33. Vajra-dhatu mandate, in which the tattvas (Quidditiesor Prin¬
ciples) are shown in intellectually manifested forms. Here Vairoeana
is represented by the syllable (seed-letter) “VAM.”
Compare the great density of the elements of order represented in this figure with
the notion pmjnuna-ffhana in Bthadarayyaka Up., IV , S, 13, and AfGtyitikya Up,, 5.
On Shmgrju symbolism see also Getty, Gods of Northern Buddhism (2nd eel.),
1928, pp. 2S ft, and under trikoifa and mjra in Index. In Antmki, BnddhiA Art (1st
ed.), 1915, FI. XVI, reproducing out Figs. 32, 33, the relative positions of the mare
daras on tlie Plate are reversed.

*
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PLATE XI
34, The Buddha (Amida, Amitdbha), accompanied by the Bodhisattvns. Padmapani on the proper right, MahasthaniaprApta on the
proiier left, Amida Trinity of Taehihana Fujin. Japanese, early 8th
century. Owned by the HOryuji Monastery, Nara. From photo¬
graphs lent by Professor Langdon Warner.

Figure

Each member of The Triad ia supported by a lotus, the stems of the flowers
rising from the rippled waters which form the horizontal base of the shrine.

Figure 35. The Waters, from which rise the stems of the lotus-thrones

supporting the Trinity, as shown in Fig. 34,

PjJiTE
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PLATE XII
!■ irjrRE 36. Reredos of the Amida Trinity, Figs. 34, 35. From a pilots
graph lent by Professor Langdon Warner.
Thr lumbus is represented with * centra] lotus, <>r which the supporting bttffi
must bt? regarded its a reflection in the Nether Waters.

Figure 37, The Buddha preaching to Bodhisattvas on Mt Gpilirakuta;
or perhaps, more exactly. Amida. attended by the Bodhisattvas
Padmaptoi (?) and Muitreya. Chinese, a.d. 678. Collection of the
Marquis Osokawa. After Omura Seigai, Shin* BijvUmhi Chowhcn,
Tokyo, 1015, PL 777.
HoJthroM

*he bWW fl°Wer "ifh lbn3- forming the usual lotuu^- and

FrorrtE 38. Above, the Buddha preaching to Bodhisattvas on Mt Grdhrnkuta; below, the monastic manifestation on the earth-plane.
The Buddha is represented as tmehiug on two " levels,” cf. Fig, 29

The aim

l'y stGm *2* ■> kiral °r "3*** Tree.” The /«*, of the BuddhL
(U the lower level are supported by two separate lotus dowers.

^

“ Ti"S

Chta* AD' 678' After Omura Seigai, ut

Plate. XII
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PLATE XIII
39. The Bodhisattva MafijusrT, Japanese, 14th century. Mu¬
seum of Fine Arts. Boston, No, 17.748.

Figure

The Angel of Wisdom. He holds in his right hand the (luniinp sword of Underhanding [%vitli u twjVa-handie), and in his left a lotus spray, the flower supporting a
bnrak (Sfuldhama Pundanka), upon w hich stands erect a (laming wjra, cf. Fig. H.

Figure 40. Garbha-dbatu form of Vairocana. Japanese, early 15th cen¬
tury* Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, No, 1L6296.
Vairoeiuia b represented hy the seed-letter A, supported by an encircled lotus
f(lf fhc Primordial Waters), above a second lotus (of the Upper Waters), separated
hy an erect vajra (Axis of the Universe), which rests upon a third lotus (of the
Nether Waters), Cf. description of Fig. 32.

Plate
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PLATE XW

11. Front face of the pedestal of the Yakushi (Btaaisajyaguru
Vaidurya) Trinity. Japanese, dedicated in a.d. fi97. Yakushiji Mon¬
astery, Nara; kept in the Kondo, Xara. See text, pp. 54-55.

Figure

Figcee 42. FukO-Kcnjaku, Anioghapasa, a form of Padmapani (Avalokiiesvara) chiefly in Tendai usage. Japanese, probably Kamakura.
Kanchj-in Temple, Kyoto. Photo by Institute of Art Research,
Tokyo.
The BodMsnttvB is eight-armed, the lower (normal) hands in
hksro positifin, second right find left holding a rod (danda) and noose {pd£a)t third right and
left in mrtuia mvdra, upper right holding the staff [khnkkarti, Jap, ehakujo) with sis
rings. A standing Dhyfint Euddha in the crown. The central ornament of r hecAnniiQirlro is a Dbnrmneakra (Jap. rimbo) which rests immediately over the navel (ef*
Hatapaiim BraJnmna, V, 7, t, 9, and H iranyakiJin Grhya SGtra, 1,6,24,1, as cited in
my l'£ft?(J.!fh ! 1, 24). The lotus-seat is supported by an eight-sided column or axis,
with eight protuberances, which axis rises from a pedestal representing four earthplanes. Id the Zenith hangs the Supernal Sun (AmitAbba), of which the lotus-seat is
the reflection, diftasn.
The form of the shaft should he compared with that of the Axis of the Universe
(vajra) represented in Figs. 2, 3, 12, 40, 41, E,

43. Siva-lirigam. 1st or 2nd century b.c. In pUjfi, Ginjimnllnm,
Jndra. Photograph by the Archaeological Survey of India,

Figure

Another “ Axis” type. The Allan t YaJt^a may be compared with the supporting
Yakp of Fig. 41.
Cf Ran, Etemcnl* of fndwn Iconography^ Pt. I, Y6L II, 65-G9, and my History,
p. 68. Foi the Parasurim^svara temple, in which, where the liikgam k in pujaw wo
Indian .1 ftiirjuanjt XL, 19119 104-114, and A/em. A,S.Lt No- 40f p- 24, and for the
dating my note in LH.Q.t YIlf 750 {S30)+
For oilier Indian examples of the Yak^a type, ace Burgess, Sl&pa of Bharhul,
PJ. XXII, Fig. 1, and Vogel, imlA\ sculpture de Mat hum rH Ars Asiatics, XVf PL
XVII, Fig, b. See also above, pp. 54-55.

Plate XIV

PLATE XV
Figure 44, The Bodhisattvs Fadmapani* sLx-amied and supported by a
lotus. From B&zfiklikj Murtuq, Turkistaii, ea, 9 th century. After
Griimvedel, Atibuddhistische KuUstdUm in Chinesisch-Turkidany 19125

Fig. 500.
The lotus support is double. The lower stem* rising directly from the Waters,
conttpond* tu the earthly or Nlnnftij^k&ya level of manifestation; its dower sup¬
porting Ml Mem, aa t tu.' skambha or hthauro# that pillar&-&p&rt Heaven and EarthThis sheaf-like and faseiated column is on the one hand formed like a vujra, and on
the other corresponds in shape to sueh re presentations of Mt Mem as may bo seen
in Grinwedef’s Figs. £43* 4£2. The knotted dragons nr ndgas about the 4‘waist-M
correspond to the many dragons that girdle the Meru JiwaM” in Grttnwedel'fi
Fig, 243, and also to the paired dragons attached to the trunk of the Tree of Life
(aSmitha) in the well-known Indus Valley seal, Fig b in my History of Indian and
Indonesian Art Hie upper lotus stem and flower, corresponding to the heavenly
and Sambhugaklya level of manifestation^ rest upon the plane summit of Meru.
The Btxlhwativa seated on the crowning flower m an aspect of the " Bound less
Lightpp indicated by the Amitihtia of the headdress. The lateral brandies! of
the upper lotus bear unidentified nimbate figures.
This representation, like our Fig, 17, is one of those that km been compared to
the Tree of Jesse formula as it appear? in Christian art from the eleventh century
onwards (sec Kingsley Porter, “ Spain or Toulouse? and other questions ** Art
BuUtiin, VHf 15 L; Coomnraswamy* ’’The Tree of Jesse and Indian parallels or
sources/* ibid.f XI, 217-220: Watson, Early Iconography of the Trtr of It#seT 1934,
PP- KHS6; Coomara&wamy, "'The Tree of Jesse and Oriental Parallels*11 Porna**i«p VI, Jam, 1934 j. Without assuming any contemporary Imtmtptg or influence,
ii may Im? safely asserted that fill these are eogimtc forma, having an ultimately
common origin and Lhi: same fundamental significance. This common significance
is most apparent m the fact that the Clubiian Pirga (often hermeneutically asaimiJfltcd to rirgo) is identified with the Virgin, as being the ground of the divine munifeemLion that flowers above (St, Bernard of Ckimoat, 14 The Virgin Mother of
God is the stemp her Son is the flower. * . . O VirginT stem of the highest, to
what a summit thou lilies t on high thy holiness J even to Him iliat sit Let h on the
throne ' it the Indian Lotus, m ^oarlbprT being in precisely the same maimer the
support anti ground of manifestation.
As explained in our Lextr ihe lotus can be dtelingukhcd logically from the Tret:
uf Life and Aads of the Universe in it? various other sispcels, at the same time that
it is coincident with these and extends from base to summit of thu manifettd uni"
verse, with bnukhi-ri proceeding to right and left like those of the Cross' which
bratirhi's are the supports or ** nests11 of individual principles* and the means of
their connection with the centre, m may be seen in rn-ont examples of the Tree of
Jesse, m well as in the upper half of the present figure. When there arc doves on
the branches, this corresponds exactly to RY.P I, 1(34, 21, yatru tsuparfyd mqiaxya
bfoujatfi . , . ohAt^ ^earanb, “There the Fairwifigg chant their abate of sevitemUy,11
X, 91, 2 where Agni fim a bird finds a home on every lree/T iJfh^nhlranyaka Up,T
1V. 3P 2* “The hathmf the Golden Person* by the Spirit wards Hh lower nest,P| and
many analogous lexis.
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